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ABSTRACT
Thermally responsive shape memory alloys (SMA) demonstrate interesting prop-
erties like shape memory effect (SME) and superelasticity (SE). SMA components in
the form of wires, springs and beams typically exhibit complex, nonlinear hysteretic
responses and are subjected to tension, torsion or bending loading conditions.
Traditionally, simple strength of materials based models/tools have driven engi-
neering designs for centuries, even as more sophisticated models existed for design
with conventional materials. In light of this, an effort to develop strength of mate-
rials type modeling approach that can capture complex hysteretic SMA responses
under different loading conditions is undertaken. The key idea here is of separating
the thermoelastic and the dissipative part of the hysteretic response by using a Gibbs
potential and thermodynamic principles. The dissipative part of the response is later
accounted for by a discrete Preisach model. The models are constructed using ex-
perimentally measurable quantities (like torque–twist, bending moment–curvature
etc.), since the SMA components subjected to torsion and bending experience an in-
homogeneous non-linear stress distribution across the specimen cross-section. Such
an approach enables simulation of complex temperature dependent superelastic re-
sponses including those with multiple internal loops.
The second aspect of this work deals with the durability of the material which is
of critical importance with increasing use of SMA components in different engineer-
ing applications. Conventional S-N curves, Goodman diagrams etc. that capture
only the mechanical loading aspects are not adequate to capture complex thermo-
mechanical coupling seen in SMAs. Hence, a novel concept of driving force ampli-
tude v/s number of cycles equivalent to thermodynamical driving force for onset of
ii
phase transformations is proposed which simultaneously captures both mechanical
and thermal loading in a single framework.
Recognizing the paucity of experimental data on functional degradation of SMAs
(especially SMA springs), a custom designed thermomechanical fatigue test rig is
used to perform user defined repeated thermomechanical tests on SMA springs.
The data from these tests serve both to calibrate the model and establish ther-
modynamic driving force and extent of phase transformation relationships for SMA
springs. A drop in driving force amplitude would suggest material losing its abil-
ity to undergo phase transformations which directly corresponds to a loss in the
functionality/smartness of SMA component. This would allow designers to set ap-
propriate driving force thresholds as a guideline for analyzing functional life of SMA
components.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Smart Materials : An Overview
Metals and alloys have played a significant role as structural materials for cen-
turies [1]. Engineers have designed components and selected alloys by employing
the classical engineering approach of understanding the macroscopic properties of
the material and selecting the appropriate one to match the desired functionality
based on the application [2]. With advancements in material science and increas-
ing space, logistical limitations, replacing multi-component, multi-material systems
with “active materials, multifunctional composites etc.” that can achieve the same
multiple functionalities, is now an attractive alternative [2, 3]. With such materials,
researchers have began investigating how the microstructure of the material itself can
be used to generate the required functionality for different applications and construct
the system by themselves [3,4]. Mamoda [3] in her recent review of future materials
discusses some application ideas with such materials like “a smart solar panel that
can change its orientation automatically during the day depending on sun’s position
; a smart shock absorber that can alter its damping ability based on the road profile
; morphable wings and blades for aircraft maneuvering during flight ; a coating that
changes color on demand” being a few to list.
Smart materials are a subgroup of such active/multifunctional materials that
have shown an unique ability of recognizing a non-mechanical external stimuli from
its surrounding environment and reversibly respond to the same [2]. Such materials
can judge the magnitude of this external stimuli (signal) and react with an optimal
response by either changing its physical or mechanical properties (generally macro-
scopic shape change) [2, 3, 5]. The non-mechanical stimuli could be in the form of
1
changes in temperature, magnetic field, electric potential, light intensity, moisture,
changes in pH (chemical stimuli) etc. [6]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the various possible
couplings between the the input signal (i.e magnitude of external stimuli) that the
material is exposed to and its corresponding physical response for the same. With
such materials, integration of multiple functions like actuation, sensing and control
into a single structure using one or more smart material constituents is seen as a
possibility (see figures 1.2 and 1.3 for illustrations) [4, 7]. These materials particu-
larly have the potential to completely revolutionize the design of a wide variety of
devices in applications ranging in areas from biomedical, automotive, aerospace, civil
engineering to energy harvesting [8].
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Figure 1.1: Smart materials can involve multi-physics coupling based on the external
stimuli it is subjected to which results in changes of physical/mechanical properties
i.e macroscopic shape change in most cases (adapted from fig 14 [9], [10]).
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Figure 1.2: Integration of multiple functions like actuation, sensing and control into
a single structure using one or more smart material constituents (adapted from figure
1.2 [4])
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Figure 1.3: Comparing the number of working elements with existing sun tracking
system (left) v/s number of working elements for a proposed smart sun tracking
system (right) using SMA components that play the role of actuator & sensor simul-
taneously. (adapted from figure 1 and 2 [7])
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• High temperature phase
• Cubic crystal structure
• Low temperature phase
• Monoclinic / Body Center Tetragonal crystal structure
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Figure 1.4: The underlying microstructural changes in shape memory alloys dur-
ing thermoelastic phase transformations occur between a stable high temperature
austenitic phase and low temperature martensitic phase. The non-cubic martensite
phase can exist in different orientations or variants (adapted from [1], figure 2 [11]).
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Figure 1.7: (A) shows a typical superelastic response with internal loops of a NiTi
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strength (LPS), residual elongation (Elr) highlighted as reported in ASTM standard
F2516-07ε [13]. In addition, the austentic and martensitic moduli EA and EM are
shown. (B) shows the temperature dependence of the superelastic response at three
different temperatures.
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1.2 Shape Memory Alloys : Temperature Induced Phase Transformations
In shape memory alloys (SMA), functionalities arise from their underlying micro-
structural changes when subjected to external non-mechanical stimuli like temper-
ature or magnetic field changes [14]. In thermally responsive SMAs, the reversible
solid-solid diffusionless thermoelastic phase transformations between a stable high
temperature austenitic phase and low temperature martensitic phase are respon-
sible for them to demonstrate interesting phenomenon like shape memory effect
(SME) and superelasticity (SE). The austentic phase has a cubic crystal structure
as compared to the martensitic phase which has either tetragonal, orthorhombic or
monoclinic structures as shown in 1.4 [15]. The transformations are a result of shear
lattice distortions (twinning) rather than long range diffusion of atoms [1, 16]. The
martensitic phase can have different orientations (variants) and can exist as twinned
martensite formed by combination of “self-accommodated martensite variants” or as
a “detwinnned/reoriented martensite” with a specific variant being dominant [1,16].
The phase transformations occur over some characteristic transformation tempera-
tures namely martensitic start (Ms), martensitic finish (Mf ), austenitic start (As)
and austenitic finish (Af ). ASTM standard F2004-05R10 [12] discusses the details of
measuring these transformation temperatures using a differential scanning calorime-
try (DSC) test for a NiTi SMA. A schematic of crystal structures of twinned marten-
site, austenite and associated transformation temperatures are shown in figure 1.5.
1.2.1 Shape Memory Effect and Superelasticity/Pseudoelasticity
The ability of SMA to return to a predetermined shape on heating is referred
to as the shape memory effect (SME). As shown in path 1–5 in figure 1.6,
upon external loading, self accommodated martenstic twins are detwinned into more
stress preferred martensite variants typically associated with large (∼8%) macro-
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scopic strains [17]. Upon unloading, large residual inelastic strains are observed
which are recovered upon heating to temperatures above Af unlike in conventional
materials. During heating, the low symmetric martensitic phase (M) is transformed
back to stable austentic phase (A) thus resulting is complete strain recovery and thus
demonstrating shape memory effect [17]. On cooling belowMs in absence to external
loads, austentite transforms back to self-accommodating variants of martensite.
Martensitic transformations purely due to mechanical loading in the austensitc
phase is also a possibility with SMA. The capability to recover large strains (∼8%)
and associated large stress–strain hysteresis due to mechanical loading-unloading
under isothermal conditions is referred to as superelastic/pseudoelastic effect
(SE) [17]. These effects are observed at temperatures greater than Af as shown
by path 6–11 in figure 1.6. ASTM standard F2516-07ε2 [13] discusses a standard
test method for a tension test on NiTi superleastic materials. This standard also
discusses details on some of the salient features (see figure 1.7) to be noted in a
typical superelastic response like :
• Upper plateau strength (UPS): The stress at 3% strain during loading of
the sample
• Lower plateau strength (LPS): The stress at 2.5% strain during unloading
of sample after loading to 6%
• Residual Elongation (Elr) : The difference between strains at a stress of 7
MPa during loading and unloading operations.
• Uniform Elongation : Elongation determined at maximum force sustained
by specimen prior to necking or fracture or both.
In addition, the hysteretic area, large plateau strains (in order of 6 – 8%), and
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moduli differences between the austentic and martensitic phases are some of the
other important characteristics of a superelastic response of SMA (see figure 1.7).
The SE response is also sensitive to the external stimuli i.e operating temperature
as shown in figure 1.7B. The hysteretic behavior primarily makes SMA a excellent
damping material.
1.3 Review of SMA Applications
The ability of SMA to reversibly respond to external temperature changes and
change their physical/mechanical properties have enabled them to find many appli-
cations. SMAs can be used both as sensors and actuators where they can sense the
changes in external stimuli and monitor certain desired functions [18]. The unique
characteristics of SME and SE have made SMAs the material system of choice in
applications ranging from sensing and control, vibration damping, biomedical, au-
tomotive and aerospace areas [8, 18–21]. A review of many SMA devices in use (or
being developed) across many engineering applications is detailed in the following
sections below.
1.3.1 Biomedical Applications
NiTi SMAs have found many biomedical applications due to their excellent bio-
compatibility. Clinical studies have shown that Nickel on its own is quite toxic and
any contact with nickel can lead to various medical complications [22]. However,
in case of intermetallic NiTi alloys, the bonding between Ni and Ti is quite strong
(like in ceramic materials) as compared to the Nickel bonding in steel and other
materials [23]. Further, the commercial NiTi alloys uses a passive TiO2 (titanium
oxide) layer coating on its outer surface that prevents any nickel leakage as it acts
as a physical and chemical barrier in preventing Ni oxidation [23, 24]. The TiO2
layer is harmless to human body and provides high resistance towards corrosion of
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Ti alloys [22]. Many clinical studies have shown minimal Nickel contamination due
to use of NiTi SMAs and thus showing good biocompatibility [24].
In addition, NiTi SMA’s show excellent MRI compatibility, kink resistance, corro-
sion resistance and substantial moduli differences between austenitic and martensitic
phases. All of these properties make SMAs a good choice for many biomedical ap-
plications like “drug delivery systems, self-expanding stents, stent delivery systems,
implantable devices, catheters, guide-wires, atrial occlusion devices and thrombec-
tomy devices” [22–29]. In most of these biomedical applications, transformation
temperatures of the SMA are programmed such that the Af is below the body tem-
perature [28]. The superelastic SMA components are cooled to their martensitic
state (i.e below Mf ) and deformed to a temporary shape for easy insertion. Upon
deployment at the right location in the body, the SMA device is heated above Af (i.e
austenitic state) where the NiTi component recovers back to its original shape and
performs the necessary function as desired. Some specific examples are discussed
below to illustrate this point.
SMA springs, wires and braces in many orthodontic applications are designed in
the LPS region so that they can deliver relatively constant forces over large activation
strokes as shown in figure 1.8. Their ability to deliver constant forces are commonly
employed for space closure and tooth movement in many orthodontic applications
[30–32]. Further, based on various test results, researchers have suggested that SMAs
provide superior spring-back properties, large recoverable strains thus making them
better alternatives when compared against its counterparts like stainless steel, β-
Ti, Co-Cr for medical applications [33–35]. Though the stainless steel counterparts
can deliver higher forces, however their force delivery rapidly decays over time as
compared to SMA springs for relatively long activation ranges as shown in figure
1.8 [36,37]. In many of these dental applications, by choosing suitable wire diameters
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of SMA, the required force can be varied based on application [38].
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Figure 1.8: Figure shows a SMA torsional helical spring used for tooth movement,
space closure in orthodontic applications. The idea here is to design the spring at the
LPS so that it can deliver relatively constant forces over large strokes (photograph
reproduced from figure 1 [39]. Comparison graph adapted from figure 1 [35]).
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SMAs have found applications in many “minimal invasive surgery applications” as
they can easily pass through convoluted paths and reach various parts of human body
[23]. NiTi wires, tubes that demonstrate good kink resistance are used to maneuver
complex paths and still remain in its original shape at the time of delivery [23].
These applications indicate the use of SMA like a “metallic rubberband” without
the component loosing its shape. Superelastic SMA devices in their austenitic state
provide high resistance to deformation/kinks and keeping them in desired shape
without any permanent deformation even under considerable loads.
SMAs are used in the neurosurgical field as coils, stents or microguidewires mainly
to treat cerebral aneurysms [40]. To prevent aneurysm rupture, coils are positioned
into the aneurysm to facilitate “clotting or thrombotic reaction within the aneurysm”
[40]. The superelastic effects of SMA are utilized here which allows large deformations
and prevent crushing of the coil. Microguidewires made of NiTi are employed for stent
positioning due to superior kink resistance and flexibility [24,40]. Similarly, with the
goal of trapping blood clots and dissolving them, many cardiovascular devices have
been developed to tackle pulmonary embolism and one of the first SMA filter called
“Simon Filter” was developed [22,41].
Self expanding stents named in the honour of dentist C.T. Stent find applica-
tions in cardiovascular applications with the goal of preventing collapse of blood ves-
sels [22,25]. Stents are shape set in their deployed configuration (generally expanded
diameter in its austenitic state) and then compressed into a catheter at lower tem-
peratures below Mf . Stents employed in arteries may be subjected to continuously
varying external pressures and collapsing or crushing of deployed stents could result
in serious medical complications [24, 26]. SMA stents with their superior flexibility
and spring back properties prevent the stents from collapsing when compared to its
counterparts [24]. The stents are designed to work in the LPS region such that even
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higher external pressures does not allow them to transform to their martensitic phase
as the difference between plateau stresses are quite significant. This ensures that the
stents are in their austenitic state without undergoing any permanent deformation
under constant external pressures at all times during their deployment.
SMA spacers have found applications in many orthopaedic applications with the
intention of applying constant forces on fractured bones to accelerate the bone heal-
ing process [22]. The spacers (sometimes addressed to as staples) in its opened
(deformed) shape are deployed at the site and then heated so that the SMA in its
austentic shape can apply the required compressive forces to facilitate rebuilding
fracture bones [22,27].
All of these unique features makes the use of SMA components a feasible option
in many biomedical application with many of them already having FDA R© approvals
[42].
1.3.2 Civil Engineering Applications
In many civil engineering applications, large SMA wires, ropes, springs and beams
are being used as damping elements in bridges, buildings and also in seismic resisting
systems due to their excellent energy dissipation and recentering capabilities [20,43–
46]. Figures 1.10 and 1.11 shows different SMA reinforcements commonly used for
energy dissipation in civil engineering structures.
In seismically active areas, buildings and bridges can be prone to damage due to
lateral displacements during an earthquake event [47]. Building earthquake resistant
structures have been an intense area of interest lately and study of SMA rebars as
possible reinforcements in this pursuit has received significant attention (see figure
1.10) [45, 47]. The use of SMA components as reinforcements in reinforced concrete
(RC) have performed better in confining lateral column displacements even at higher
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amplitudes of dynamic loading (i.e simulating large earthquake events) compared
with their counterparts like steel-RC columns [47].
“San Giorgio Trigano (Chruch) – Italy”
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Figure 1.9: Figures some SMA reinforcements in many civil structures for recentering
and damping applications. The large loading–unloading hysteresis (shaded region
under the entire stress–strain curve) associated with superelastic responses in SMA
makes them a very efficient energy dissipation system. (photographs reproduced
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Figure 1.10: Various use of SMA components as energy dissipation devices/dampers
for simply supported cable bridges, anchorages and connectors for columns, braces
for framed structures. (figures adapted from [20,48]).
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Figure 1.11: (A) - Some pretensioned SMA reinforcements in a concrete block with an
initial crack. (B) shows a classic 3-point bend setup. (C) shows the crack propagation
during loading. (D) shows the crack closure upon unloading and activating (heating)
SMA reinforcements. The SMA wires shorten causing the crack to close (figures
adapted from [20,49]).
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Figure 1.12: The use of pre-twisted SMA rods to torsionally actuate blade tabs
between two angular positions is a possibility by differentially heating of top and
lower SMA rods. This way the angular positioning of “trailing edge tab of a helicopter
rotor” can be adjusted and thus allowing for user in-flight tracking of its position
(figure adapted from [50]).
Inactive Coupler Active Coupler
Pipe A Pipe B
Figure 1.13: SMAs can be used as couplers that can substitute socket welds or
compression fittings in aerospace, civil, oil exploration industries. The idea is to
deform the couplers in its martensitic state to larger diameters for easy sliding along
the pipes and then heated to temperatures above Af to hold the ends of pipes firmly
with appropriate compressive forces. (figure adapted from [51,52])
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Figure 1.14: A combination of SMA springs and bias springs are employed to actuate
pistons in “blowout preventer’s” that either block or unblock drill pipes. (A) shows
the the inactive position of blocking piston where the bias springs keeps the SMA
spring compressed at lower temperatures (i.e below Mf ). (B) shows the SMA spring
in its austenitic state (at higher temperatures i.e above Af ) overpowers the bias
spring forces and actuates the blocking piston to prevent any flow in drill pipe to
prevent any accidents. (figure adapted from [52])
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With superior damping capacity and ability to deliver large plateau strains at
relatively constant stresses, SMAs make excellent candidates for recentering applica-
tions in the form of bracings or dampers [47]. Many different types of SMA braces
for framed structures have been designed for energy dissipation devices (see figure
1.10) [20]. In many cases, bundles of pre-tensioned superelastic SMA wires are used
as reinforcements have been employed for re-centering braces [20]. In addition, SMA’s
have also been effective contenders as beam–column or column–foundation joints in
many retrofit structures as the large plateau strains in SE can be used to provide
desired clamping forces to hold the members together [47]. This helps in control-
ling relative hinge displacements when used as restrainers [47]. By connecting the
bearings and bridge deck with superelastic bars, the “position stability” of simply
supported bridges could be improved (see figure 1.10) [48, 53].
If a SMA reinforcement in its martensitic form is deformed (also referred to as
pretensioning) and embedded in concrete and then electrically activated such that it
reaches temperatures above Af , sufficient constraining forces can be generated as the
SMA tries to recover back to its original shape [47,53]. The extent of prestressing can
be increased or decreased by controlling the amount of initial deformation of SMA
reinforcement [47]. To illustrate this point, Mo and co-workers looked at developing
a “smart concrete structure” that can potentially “self heal” after a damaging earth-
quake event [49]. In their study, as shown in figure 1.11, a concrete block with many
reinforced SMA ropes was considered [49]. The SMA reinforcements were initially
predeformed (pre-tensioning) in their martensitic state (i.e below their Mf ) and re-
inforced in the concrete block with an initial crack as shown in figure 1.11. On a test
bench, dynamic 3-point bend tests were conducted which resulted in crack propoga-
tion with increasing loads/frequencies mimicking a damaging earthquake event. The
cracked structure is then unloaded and the SMA ropes were activated by heating
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them above their Af . Upon heating, the SMA ropes transform back to austenite
and shorten in length back to its original shape. This results in large recovery forces
that results in crack closure (crack healing) as the concrete structures are pulled
inwards and thus minimizing the chances of building collapse after an earthquake
event. Many such “self-restoration” options have been proposed with almost com-
plete crack closure upon recentering [20]. On similar lines, many active confinement
techniques where concrete columns are helically wrapped with SMA bands that can
provide necessary tensioning upon heating have also been proposed [48].
In one of the first reported retrofit applications using SMA devices, the San
Giorgio chruch in Italy used bundles of SMA wires to refurbish the church structure
after an earthquake event [45,54]. As shown in figure 1.9, SMA devices were arranged
in series in order to limit the forces to the masonary under the required limits and
further seismic analysis were performed to analyze the performance of SMA devices
[45,54].
However, given the size of civil engineering structures, the use of NiTi SMA
components have been limited due to high initial material and processing costs [48].
Going forward, developing more cheaper copper or iron based SMAs that could
replace NiTi SMA components without compromising material performance would
greatly benefit the civil engineering community as they potentially use many more
smart structures with active control capabilities. Developing such copper or iron
based SMAs and further understanding their underlying microstructural changes
that influence their functionality is still an active area of research [28].
1.3.3 Aerospace and Automotive Applications
SMA components are used as thermal actuators in different temperature regimes
depending on the kind of applications in automotive industry [8]. The use of SMA
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actuators are finding applications in many pre-commercialized concepts like smart
automotive lighting systems, fuel management, climate control, mirrors adjustments,
locking systems, suspension adjustments etc. [8, 55, 56]. Similarly, SMA cables,
beams, torque tubes are used in tailoring inlet geometry and orientation, increase/decrease
fan nozzle in various aerospace applications [18, 50,57,58].
In some aircraft applications, smart SMA couplings have shown the possibility
of substitute socket welds or compression fittings [51]. As shown in figure 1.13, at
temperatures below Mf , the couplings are expanded to a larger diameter such that
it can easily slide through the pipes to be fastened [51]. Once the SMA coupling
transforms back to austenite (i.e above Af which is generally programmed to be
lower than room temperature), it shrinks to its original dimension and thus securely
holding the pipe ends as the SMA coupling enforces sufficient compressive forces [51].
Chopra [50] reviews many possible applications of using smart materials in aerospace
systems. For example, adjusting the “trailing edge tab of a helicopter rotor for in-
flight tracking” using SMA components is one of the key proposed ideas [50]. Pre-
twisted SMA rods to torsionally actuate blade tabs between two angular positions is
possibility by differentially actuating the SMA rods as shown in figure 1.12. By heat-
ing the upper rod, the SMA rod shortens and causes the rotor assembly to actuate
in one direction. By heating the lower rod, the SMA rod enables the rotor assembly
to actuate in a different direction. The actuation of the rotor assembly in different
directions causes the trailing edge to occupy multiple angular positions during flight
maneuver. The SMA rods clearly perform both sensing and actuating functions and
thereby reducing the use of separate working elements for sensors and actuators to
perform the same task.
On similar lines, “Chevrons” in aircraft engines are employed for flow mixing and
their configurations can be altered by using SMA beams based on changes in flow
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temperature (normally temperature changes with different altitudes) [18]. At low
altitudes and speeds, with higher engine temperatures, the chevrons fold inward for
improved gas mixing and thus lowering noise [18]. These chevrons relax to a different
configuration at lower temperatures (i.e at higher altitudes and speeds) to improve
engine performance [18].
1.3.4 Other Applications
Oil and gas industry uses many hydraulic and electrohydraulic systems along
with additional signal conditioning components which makes the overall system quite
bulky [52]. Many SMA components along with bias systems have been considered to
replace these traditional hydraulic and electrohydraulic systems [52]. As shown in
figure 1.14, a combination of SMA and steel bias springs were employed to actuate
pistons in “blowout preventer’s” that either block or unblock drill pipes [52]. With
reference to figure 1.14, position (A) indicates the inactive position of the blocking
piston at lower temperatures (i.e below Mf ) where the bias spring keeps the SMA
spring compressed and thus allowing free flow through the drill pipes during opera-
tion. At higher temperatures (i.e above Af ), the SMA spring in its austenitic state
overpowers the bias spring forces and actuates the blocking piston to block any flow
in drill pipe to prevent any blowout situation.
Due to NiTi alloys excellent corrosion resistance properties, many underwater
couplers/connector applications are considered [52]. SMA springs are cryogenically
cooled to temperatures below Mf so that they can easily be deformed into a tempo-
rary shape for deployment (generally expanded to larger diameter for easy deploy-
ment) [52]. On exposure to actual operating temperatures (above Af ) they can revert
back to austenitic phase and tightly hold the pipe ends [52]. The couplers in their
austenitic state can provide the required compressive forces to hold the pipe ends in
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place. On similar lines, some smart couplings have also been tested for submarine
applications and underwater gas pipelines as shown in figure 1.13. Such couplings
are easy to work with as it does not require any initial pipe surface preparation or
subsequent welding or safety hazards [51].
SMA compression springs along with bias steel springs are finding applications in
sprinkler systems that can automatically turn on or off based on the water tempera-
ture [28]. Ni-Ti-Cu springs are finding applications in thermostats, electrical circuit
breakers where for example door positions in an self cleaning oven are monitored us-
ing SMA components [28]. NiTi discs located between electrical contacts in Lithium
ion batteries can be used to break the circuits at critical temperatures [28].
Jeya Ganesh and co-workers have attempted to design a simple “sun tracking
mechanism (SSTM)” to illustrate the dual sensing and actuating capability of SMA
components [7]. The solar receptor position is automatically changed over the course
of the days by using the solar radiation to actuate the SMA springs [7]. As described
in figure 1.3, the use of such smart SMA springs considerably reduces the number
of working elements as compared against a convectional sun tracking system that
employs separate sensor and actuator for providing system level response [7].
1.4 Review of Modeling Approaches and Their Limitations
As discussed with various applications in section 1.3, SMAs are mainly used in
the form of wires, bars, springs and beams that are subjected to primary modes of
deformation like tension, torsion or bending loading conditions. In order to design
and realize the vision of creating novel, potentially useful applications using SMA,
it is imperative to understand and model the material response under these primary
loading cases at the component level. Due to the complex nature of SMA response
(see figure 1.6), model development for these materials have been addressed in a
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number of different perspectives that are suited for different purposes. As shown
in figure 1.15, several microscopic and macroscopic models have been developed to
capture the complex SMA responses, identifying underlying mechanisms in phase
transformations and explaining their underlying physics [59].
The microscopic models (mostly crystal plasticity based) focus on the micro-
scale features of phase transformation to understand the basic underlying physical
mechanisms that are inherent to these material systems. Several models were de-
veloped in order to understated micro-scale features, such as nucleation, interface
motion, twin growth, etc [60, 61]. The phase volume fractions are not considered
as a-priori internal variables but are a resultant of consequences of interface move-
ments among different phases. Such models are useful in understanding fundamental
phenomenon but posses limitations in terms of their applications towards predicting
macroscopic responses useful for designing SMA components for many engineering
applications [62,63].
A brief review of some important macroscopic modeling approaches (by no means
exhaustive) under different loading conditions is covered in the following sections as
it is an uphill task to cover the entire gamut of available models for SMA. Section
1.4.1 reviews some important modeling approaches and their shortcomings in cap-
turing responses under tensile loading. In sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3, a more detailed
discussion on extension of modeling approaches highlighted in section 1.4.1 for sim-
ulating responses under torsion and bending loading conditions would be discussed
along with their limitations.
1.4.1 Tension Response of SMA
Two main approaches in macroscopic modeling SMA response can be broadly
classified into models analogous to elastoplasticity and those analogous to magnetic
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hysteresis/ ferromagnetic domain wall models [64,65].
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Figure 1.15: An overview of different modeling approaches along length scales. This
dissertation focuses on the macroscopic structural models for SMA components that
are computationally inexpensive and implementable directly at the component level.
The plasticity based approach assumes phase transformations similar to plastic
flow with flow rules, yield conditions, normality conditions developed for phase trans-
formations [59,64]. Tanaka and his co-workers [66–70] have presented an approach for
thermoplastic materials with martensite volume fraction being the only scalar inter-
nal variable and constructing evolution equation of the martensitic volume fraction
that can be reduced to a transformation state equation relating it with other state
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variables like stress, strain, temperature. In their work, the energy balance equation
and Clausius–Duhem inequality in the reference X-coordinate are expressed as shown
in equation set 1.1.
ρU˙ − σL+ ∂qsur
∂X
− ρq = 0
ρη˙ − ρ
(
q
T
)
+ ∂
∂X
(
qsur
T
)
> 0
(1.1)
where ρ is the density in the current deformed configurations, σ being the Cauchy
stress, U and qsur the internal energy density and the heat flux from the surroundings
and T, q and η are the temperature, internal heat generation and entropy density
respectively. With an assumption that Helmholtz free energy ψ is a function of state
variables strain(ε¯), temperature(T) and martensite volume fraction(ξ), equation sets
1.1 are reduced to a new form of Clausius–Duhem inequality given by equation 1.2
where f is the deformation gradient, σ¯ is Piola–Kirchoff stress, η is entropy, ρo is
the density in reference configurations. Further, an exponential form for the relation
of martensite fraction and temperature during phase transformations is assumed as
shown in equation 1.3 where, Aa, Am, Ba and Bm are material constants in terms of
transition transformation temperatures As, Af , Ms and Mf respectively.
(
σ¯ − ρo∂ψ
∂ε¯
)
˙¯ε− ρo
(
η + ∂ψ
∂T
)
T˙ −
(
∂ψ
∂ξ¯
)
ξ˙ −
(
1
ρoT
)(
ρ
ρo
)
qf−1
∂T
∂X
> 0 (1.2)
ξM→A = exp[Aa(T − As) +Baσ]
ξA→M = 1− exp[Am(T −Ms) +Bmσ]
(1.3)
ξM→A =
1
2
[
cos
(
pi
Af − As (T − As)
)
+ 1
]
ξA→M =
1
2
[
cos
(
pi
Ms −Mf (T −Mf )
)
+ 1
] (1.4)
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Figure 1.16: Figure shows a typical stress – temperature diagram used for some
elastoplasticity approaches. Figure also indicates critical stresses (σscr and σfcr), trans-
formation temperatures (Ms, Mf , As and Af ) and slopes of various transformation
lines/regions (Cm & Ca) used as inputs for model formulation. (adapted from [59,71])
Liang and Rogers [72,73], Brinson and co-workers [74,75] have extended Tanaka’s
approaches [70] by introducing transformation state equations describing transforma-
tion hardening effect using a stress–temperature phase diagram. In each active zone
of the stress–temperature phase diagram (see figure 1.16), evolution functions for
capturing the extent of martensite fraction are defined [59, 71]. Further, a constitu-
tive relationship describing the thermomechancial response that uses the martensite
evolution function must be established. The common evolution functions used are ei-
ther polynomial, exponential or trigonometric in nature [59]. For example, Liang and
Rogers [72] assume a cosine function as shown in equation 1.4 to describe martensite
volume fraction–temperature (ξ–T) relation as against the exponential form chosen
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by Tanaka and co-workers [72, 73]. Brinson and co-workers [74] further separate
the martensite fraction internal variable into temperature and stress induced parts.
Limitations of such phase diagram based approaches are summarized below :
• Such models require information on critical stresses governing formation of
stress induced martensite, transformation temperatures and slopes of various
transformation lines/regions in a stress–temperature phase diagram as inputs
(as shown in figure 1.16) [71, 76]. These transition points like critical stresses
and stress–temperature phase diagram slopes must be determined for every
temperature and are not evident from a standard experimental stress–strain
or stress–temperature response especially at different temperatures as the re-
sponses tend to show hardening or softening effects (see figure 1.7 for illus-
trations) [71, 76]. This makes it hard to derive necessary material and model
parameters and implement such models for engineering cases as they are heavily
dependent on such experimental information.
• The available models haven’t shown the capability of capturing internal loops
or temperature dependence observed in superelastic responses (see response in
figure 1.7 for illustrations) which are quite critical for control system applica-
tions [76]. These models have only been used to approximately capture outer
loop responses. Capturing internal loops and temperature dependence of re-
sponses are important from an application standpoint as in many applications
not the entire the response is considered and only a partial internal loop might
be of significance for design purposes [76]. If one need to capture responses at
different temperatures then the model parameters must be recomputed thus
making it cumbersome for implementation for various applications [76].
Lagoudas et al. [77], in an effort to study the effective thermomechanical response
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of active fibrous composites with SMA fibers have generalized the one-dimensional
formulation developed by Sato and Tanaka [70]. Abeyaratne and Knowles [78] in
an attempt to describe austentite-martensite interfaces propose a differential type
evolution equation for martensitic volume fraction by constructing a Helmholtz po-
tential consisting of kinetic and nucleation criterion’s (refer equations 31–35 in [78]).
Auricchio and co-workers [79,80] used two independent martensite volume fractions
one denoting multiple variant martensite fraction and the other a single variant
martenite fraction and developed expressions for their productions respectively (re-
fer equation sets 14, 16 and 17 in [79]). Renicki and co-workers [81,82], Leclercq and
Lexcellent, [83] have developed a thermodynamical model (phenomenological) to
simulate superleastic effects by constructing free energy potentials with martensitic
volume fraction as a internal state variable. Boyd and Lagoudas [84], Qidwai and
Lagoudas [85] have developed models by constructing free energy potentials for a 3-D
case. In their approach, inelastic strains due to phase transformation are accounted
for as additional internal state variables in addition to orientation of martensitic
phase in order to account for non-proportional loading and combined isotropic and
kinematic transformation hardening [84]. The Gibbs free energy for a polycrystalline
SMA in their work is given by equation 1.5, where S, α, c, s0 and uo are the effective
compliance tensor, effective thermal expansion coefficient tensor, effective specific
heat, effective specific entropy, and effective internal energy at the reference state
respectively [84–86].
G(σ, T, εt, ξ) = − 12ρσ : S : σ −
1
ρ
σ :
[
α(T − To) + εt
]
+ c
[
(T − To)− T ln
(
T
To
)]
− soT + uo + 1
ρ
f(ξ)
(1.5)
The symbols σ and To in equation 1.5 denote the Cauchy stress tensor and reference
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temperature. The effective material properties denoted in equation 1.5 are assumed
to vary with martensite volume fraction(ξ) as shown in 1.6. The hardening function
f(ξ) is a polynomial that captures the transformation-induced strain hardening in
the SMA materials for (A → M) and (M → A) transformation cases as shown in
equation 1.7 where ρbA, ρbM , µ1 and µ2 are material constants for transformation
strain hardening. It must be pointed out that the term f(ξ) in equation 1.5 is
actually a function of ξ˙ and not ξ as shown in equation 1.7 which makes the Gibbs
potential internally inconsistent as it is now a function of ξ˙ and not ξ (see equation
1.5).
S = SA + ξ∆S, α = αA + ξ∆α, c = cA + ξ∆c,
so = sAo + ξ∆so, uo = uAo + ξ∆uo
(1.6)
f(ξ) =

1
2ρb
Mξ2 + (µ1 + µ2)ξ, ξ˙ > 0, For transformation (A → M)
1
2ρb
Aξ2 + (µ1 − µ2)ξ, ξ˙ < 0, For transformation (M → A)
(1.7)
Khandelwal and Buravalla [59] have summarized several such approaches formu-
lated on a similar platform in table 1 and 2 of their work where they review various
modeling approaches for SMA.
In general, with such elastoplasticity approaches, the evolution equations are
generally obtained either by considering transformation micromechanims or gener-
ally by matching experimental results directly and further constructing a free en-
ergy potential and using a “dissipation postulate” in conjunction with second law of
thermodynamics (as seen in equation 1.2) [59, 87, 88]. Also, the martenite volume
fraction is generally used as internal state variables to describe the average measure
of geometry of microstructures and different mathematical functions (polynomials,
exponential, trignometric) are used to describe smooth transition (as seen in equa-
tions 1.3, 1.4, 1.6) [59,87,88]. In some cases the internal variable (martensite volume
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fraction) are separated into temperature-induced and stress induced parts [74]. Such
elastoplasticity based approaches have the following limitations :
• Though these models have firm thermodynamic foundations, such strategies
become extremely cumbersome for identification of material and model param-
eters from experimental data as the identification is mostly heuristic. Incorpo-
rating temperature effects and accounting for internal loops is cumbersome as
many of material parameters and functions must be recomputed for simulating
these effects (For example, see table 1 in [84–86,89] for the number of material
parameters needed for model verification) [64].
• A close perusal of the 3-D constitutive models developed, reveals that, in ac-
tuality, these approaches just use the one dimensional data and use a von-
Mises equivalent stress approach due to lack of a full three dimensional data
on SMAs [90]. Given the fact that such an approach (originally based on exper-
imental observations of steel) does not even work well for aluminum, it is hard
to justify their use in SMA given their complex thermomechanical response [90].
• Further, if such models are used to simulate a simple bar or wire response then
one needs to simulate a full 3-D model or use a reduced 3-D model for analyzing
specific cases thus making them hard to implement for actual design cases at
the component level.
However, phase transformations in SMA are more akin to domain wall switching
in magnetism rather than crystallographic slip. The whole SMA structure can be
imagined as a collection of many such domains with each of them discretely switching
states based on the external impetus (i.e switching between austenite – martensite
variant or between martensite variants in case of SMA). The macroscopic responses
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of SMA hysteresis are quite similar to those observed in ferromagnetic materials
with the only key difference being that there is a distinct elastic response observed
in SMA before switching states during phase transformation event (see figure 1.17
for illustrations). Thus, in case of models analogous to magnetic hysteresis, the
hysteresis associated with SMA responses are compared to magnetic hysteresis and
modeled using Preisach models [72, 91–100].
The Preisach model was first introduced by Ferenc(Franz)Preisach in 1935 to
study hysteresis in magnetic materials published first with a German academic jour-
nal [101]. Mayergoyz in his book “Mathematical Models of hysteresis” [102] discusses
the notion of substituting a smooth hysteresis curve with a series of steps. Each step
referred to as a “hysteron” is characterized by three characteristic parameters namely
the “On” condition, “Off” condition and “height of the step” [103,104].
Considering a set of “hysterons or units of hysteresis” γˆPQ, each of which can
be represented as a non-ideal switch on the input-output diagram as shown in figure
1.18. The “switch on” and “switch off” values are P and Q respectively with the
assumption that P > Q [104]. The outputs of the hysteron is assigned as γˆPQu(t) =
+1 and γˆPQu(t) = –1 for “On” and “Off” states respectively. Paths a–b–c–d–e and
e–d–f–b–a are taken for cases when input values increase or decrease respectively
(see figure 1.18) [104].
f(t) =
∫∫
P>Q
µ(P,Q)γˆPQ[u(t)] dP dQ (1.8)
Equation 1.8 is a representation for infinite set of hysterons with µ(P,Q) being the
weight functions. Preisach models have been used for simulating hysteresis primarily
in two ways i.e either temperature–strain hysteresis or stress–strain hysteresis [104].
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Figure 1.17: Figure shows similarity between hysteresis associated ferromagnetic
materials and those associated with superelastic response of SMA. The distinct dif-
ference between the two is the elastic response observed in SMA before switching
states during phase transformation event (i.e the intial & final elastic parts).
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Figure 1.18: A hysteron defined in a classical Preisach model with P and Q being
the switching values with the arrows directions corresponding to allowable paths.
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Figure 1.19: Figure shows a typical strain – temperature response used in Preisach
modeling
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A brief review of some important Preisach approaches is taken up below. Bo
and Lagoudas [99] have discussed a number of models like Duhem-Madelong model,
Preisach model and K–P type models used to simulate hysteretic behaviour of SMA’s
[104]. The integral type Preisach model was employed to simulate major and minor
hysteresis loops for a temperature–strain data (see figure 1.19 for a typical strain
– temperature plot). A distribution function µ(TP , TQ) for the martensite volume
fraction ξ[T ] is a function of temperature history where TP and TQ are the hysteron
parameters for hysteron γˆPQ [104]. An expression for total volume fraction is given
by equation 1.9 below.
ξ[T ] =
∫∫
TP>TQ
µ(TP , TQ)γˆPQ[T ] dTP dTQ (1.9)
Bo and Lagoudas [99] also discussed the disadvantages of using a Preisach model
to simulate hysteresis modeling due to inability of capturing effects due to train-
ing/hysteresis stabilization, internal loops and different loading paths [104].
Ortin [97] presented a model for SMA to capture stress–strain hysteresis using
the integral preisach approach with the applied stress being the forcing variable and
strain being the output variable (both stress and strain variables are functions of
time) [104]. Strain ε(t) is expressed with µ(P,Q) being the weight function as an
integral over all hysterons γˆPQ as shown in equation 1.10 below [104].
ε(t) =
∫∫
P>Q
µ(P,Q)γˆPQ[σ(t)] dP dQ (1.10)
The currently available Preisach models for SMA are purely mechanical and phe-
nomenological in nature and tend to capture the stress–strain [97] or temperature–
strain responses [99] as shown in figures 1.17 and 1.19 respectively. Though most
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Preisach models are purely empirical, they show good capability of simulating com-
plex SMA responses quite accurately and are very versatile. However, some limita-
tions of the existing Preisach approaches for SMA are summarized below :
• All of the present Preisach approaches followed in the literature generally have
no thermodynamic base [64]. Hence, simulating temperature dependent com-
plex superelastic responses with multiple internal loops (as shown in figure
1.7) are difficult to capture with such Preisach models as both the forward and
backward transformation functions need extensive modifications as functions
of temperature [104].
• Further, the superelastic responses varies with different SMA material systems
like NiTi or CuZnAl and some SE responses show a really flat plateau or a
non-hardening/ softening response i.e negative slope in the plateau regions of
SE response (see figure 3(a) from [105]). Capturing such flat plateaus in a
stress–strain response is critical in design of many medical applications [64,99].
• It must be also noted that such attempts of mimicking hysteresis using the
infinite set of hysterons is computationally expensive and inversion of these
models is not easy [64].
A setup of using a finite set of hysterons like a “Discrete Preisach Model” (used
in this work) will be discussed later in section 4. The advantages of such an approach
will become clear shortly.
1.4.2 Torsional Response of SMA
In many of the applications discussed in section 1.3, SMA components like springs,
torsional tubes etc. undergo repeated torsional loading and unloading cycles and
hence capturing their hysteretic response is critical. Experimental evidences also
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suggest that the superelastic response is sensitive to temperature fluctuations which
results in force/ stress variations [39,106].
In one of the first efforts towards modeling hysteretic response of SMA members
under torsion, Tobushi et al. [107] used Tanaka’s constitutive model [68] to analyze
axially loaded helical springs by assuming each segment is under pure torsion [107].
They treated the springs to be perfectly plastic and derived the constitutive relations
by neglecting hardening/softening responses during phase transformation [107]. The
main equation governing stress-strain-temperature in their work is shown in 1.11a
with G, θ and |Ω/G| representing the shear modulus of elasticity, the thermoelastic
constant and transformation strain respectively [107]. The form of martensite volume
fraction–temperature relationship shown in equation 1.11b is similar to equation 1.3
discussed earlier [107].
τ˙ = Gγ˙ + θT˙ + Ωξ˙ (1.11a)
ξA→M = 1− exp[bACM(Ms − T ) + bMτ ]
ξM→A = exp[bACA(As − T ) + bAτ ]
(1.11b)
Though, these assumptions greatly simplify the solution, however experimental evi-
dence show that the hardening response cannot be neglected in SMA responses for
polycrystalline SMA [108]. It is also difficult to incorporate temperature effects in
the superelastic response by using such an approach.
Mirzaeifar et al. [109] in their work considered analysis of circular SMA bars
subjected to pure torsion. They reduce three dimensional constitutive equations
developed by Boyd and Lagoudas [84] and Qidwai and Lagoudas [85] for the case of
pure torsion and thus deriving explicit relationship for shear stress. The equations
1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 are reduced for a 1-D case where the stress, strain and transformation
tensors are chosen as shown in equation 1.12. They divide the wire cross section into
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three zones - an inner austentitc core, a transition region and an outer martensitic
layer (see figure 1.20) to derive relations for each of the divided regions under different
twist angles by integrating state variables across the three zones (expression 25 & 26
in [109]). They further extend this idea in their sequel work to study SMA helical
springs by considering the spring both as straight SMA bars and curved SMA bars
(to include curvature effects) subjected to torsional loading [108]. Chapman et al.
also reduce the 3D model developed by Boyd and Lagoudas [84] and Qidwai and
Lagoudas [85] to predict torsional response with an implementation in Abaqus for a
FE simulation [110]. A similar approach of reducing multidimensional constitutive
relation developed by Liang and Rogers [72, 73] was taken up by the same authors,
where they develop a 1-D shear stress and strain relation for designing SMA springs
(see expression (1) in [111,112] and equation 1.4 discussed earlier).
σ =

0 0 0
0 0 τθz
0 τθz 0
 ; ε =

0 0 0
0 0 εθz
0 εθz 0
 ; ε
t =

0 0 0
0 0 εtθz
0 εtθz 0
 (1.12)
Such strategies are extremely cumbersome for identification of material and model
parameters from experimental data and incorporating temperature changes (table 1
in [108–110] lists the number of material parameters needed for model verification).
Furthermore, these approaches just use the one dimensional data and use a von-
Mises equivalent stress approach due to lack of a full three dimensional data on
SMAs. Aguiar et al. [113] in their work simplify the 1-D constitutive model developed
by Paiva et al. [114] & Savi and Paiva [115] by replacing the corresponding terms
for normal stress, strains and elastic modulus by its counterparts shear stress, shear
strains and shear modulus respectively (expression 1–4 in [113]). The authors discuss
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three different representations for shear stress and martensitic volume fractions and
they assume the shear stress distribution and the volume fraction to be uniform across
the wire cross section when the SMA spring is subjected to torsion (i.e “homogeneous
phase transformation”) [113].
Radius (r)
Austenitic Core (r < ri)
Phase Transition Region (ri < r < rm)
Transformed Martensite (rm < r < ro)
Shear Stress Variation
ri
rm
ro
Shear Stress (τ )
Figure 1.20: Non linear shear stress distribution across the wire cross-section under
torsional loading with an inner austentic core, a phase transition region and an outer
transformed martensitic layer [109].
Modeling strategies of either using the von-Mises equivalent stress approach or
the assumption that phase transformations are homogeneous across the wire are
not completely realistic as the phase transformation front gradually moves from
the outer fibers towards the neutral axis as the wire twists under torsion and its
location is not known a-priori [107–109]. They can be possibly determined only if
the prior deformation history is known. Further, the shear strain tends to zero at
the core of the specimen cross-section as the wire twists [113]. This implies that the
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possibility of having a fully transformed case can only be possible if the angle of twist
asymptotically reaches infinity [116]. A schematic in figure 1.20 shows the three zones
- an inner austentitc core, a transition region and an outer martensitic layer. The
untransformed austentic core at the center might exist even for the maximum possible
twist due to really small shear strains. Figure 1.20 also depicts the non-linear shear
stress variation across the wire cross-section. All of these suggest that the transition
across the wire cross-section is not homogeneous and cannot be accounted for easily
by just averaging or integrating certain state variables in constitutive relations across
the wire cross sections.
1.4.3 Bending Response of SMA
In some applications discussed in section 1.3, SMA’s are used under bending mode
and thus efforts in understanding “moment v/s curvature/deflection” responses has
been of keen interest with the medical community. Experimental results for Force
v/s mid-span deflection for a 3-point bend test conducted on wires and slender beams
have been reported widely by the medical community (see results in [33,34,117–130]).
Most of the available experimental results from the medical community are using 3-
point bend tests. Thus, Berg [131], Rejzner et al. [132] conducted experiments for a
case of pure bending v/s curvature using custom designed experimental rigs. Wick et
al. [133] have also reported experimental results by comparing responses for 3-point
bending, pure bending and tension loading cases (see figure 4 in [133]). Considering
the importance of predicting the bending response with its associated hysteresis,
some efforts towards modeling their complex response were undertaken.
Rejzner et al. [132] used the model developed by Raniecki et al. ( [134]) to solve
rate-type kinetic equations that takes into account tension-compression asymmetry
along with a non-linear differential equation describing neutral plane motion for
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a symmetric cross-section. Marfia et al. [135] analysed a case of laminated SMA
beams based on small-deformation Euler-Bernoulli theory. They explored a “mixture
rule type approach” to determine martensite volume fractions and also established
evolution equations for martensite and austentite phase production [135]. They
extend this approach with Timoshenko beam theory to account for transverse shear
and a layerwise approach which assumes constant shear deformation in beam cross-
section. Axial force, bending moment and shear forces are derived as integrals of
corresponding stress resultant expressions [135].
Atanacković and Achenbach [136], Eshghinejad and Elahinia [137] use an ap-
proach of dividing the phase transformation event into 3 different regions (elastic
austentitc zone, a phase-transition region and an outer martensitic zone). Explicit
relationships for bending moment are established upon integration of stress resultant
expressions under loading and unloading events [136,137].
Mirzaeifar et al. [138] in their recent work reduce the three dimensional constitu-
tive equations developed by Boyd and Lagoudas [84], Qidwai and Lagoudas [85] for a
pure bending case. They consider two different transformation functions to account
for tension-compression asymmetry and these constitutive relationships are reduced
to appropriate forms to study SE effects. Closed form expressions for bending mo-
ment and curvature are analyzed analytically from these stress resultant expressions.
In all of the above mentioned approaches, expressions for bending moments are
obtained by integrating explicit stress resultant equations established (in many cases
reducing complex 3-D constitutive equations for a special tension–compression 1-D
case). However, for a case of pure bending, as the wire/beam bends, the phase
transformation front moves from the outer fiber towards the neutral axis (parallel to
neutral axis) [139]. Again, as noted earlier in case of torsional loading, the variation
of the extent of transformation across the cross-section is not smooth and cannot
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be determined by easily integrating certain state variables in constitutive relations
across the specimen cross sections [90]. They can be possibly determined only if the
prior deformation history is known. Further, due to lack of full three-dimensional
experimental data and tension–compression asymmetry, the approach of deriving
moment-curvature relationships from stress resultants gets quite complicated. In
addition, parameter identification in reduced 3-D models gets cumbersome due to
lack of experimental data [90].
Auricchio and Sacco [140] developed a thermomechanical model to capture tension-
bending superelastic response under small deformation theory assumptions that
plane sections remain plane in both unreformed and deformed configurations [140].
However, axial forces and moments again are obtained from stress resultants by
integration.
Purohit and Bhattacharya [141] developed a strain energy relation that is a func-
tion of axial stretch, the average shear, and the curvature with the assumption the
the beam is purely elastic [141]. They further assume that the phase transformation
front moves perpendicular and not parallel to the neutral axis [141]. This is con-
trary to the physical intuition of the way the transformation front moves across the
cross-section (i.e parallel to neutral axis). This point has been discussed in detail by
Rajagopal and Srinivasa [139] in their work where they develop finite deformation
model for SMA beams. Rajagopal and Srinivasa [139] in their work assume a form
for Helmholtz potential/unit mass with the assumption that the elastic constants
of martensite and austenite are the same and don’t vary with operating temper-
ature. However, experimental evidences (3-point and pure bending experimental
results) have illustrated that the superleastic responses are sensitive to temperature
fluctuations and thus resulting in force variations for the same amount of deflec-
tion/curvature (see experimental results in [123,127,129]).
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1.5 Designer’s Need
Given the complex nonlinear nature of SMA responses and the importance of
understanding their coupled thermomechanical responses, some important concerns
for researchers designing SMA components for various applications are :
1. Is it possible to develop thermodynamically consistent models for different load-
ing cases applicable directly at component level?
2. Can one capture both shape memory and superelastic effects at the component
level?
3. Can one capture effects of external stimuli – changes in operating temperature?
4. How is the material performance under repeated thermomechanical cycling?
5. Can one capture effects of loading rate ?
6. How easily can SMA components be attached to other materials – joining
issues?
1.6 Problem Formulation : Motivation, Hypothesis and Scope
The currently available modeling approaches as reviewed in the previous sections
1.4 for different loading cases are developed primarily to capture the phenomenologi-
cal aspects of SMA response. A close perusal of the available 3-D constitutive models
developed, reveals that, in actuality, these approaches just use the one dimensional
data and use a von-Mises equivalent stress approach due to lack of a full three di-
mensional data on SMAs as discussed earlier in sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3. Given the
fact that such an approach (originally based on experimental observations of steel)
does not even work well for aluminum, it is hard to justify their use for SMA given
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their complex thermomechanical response. The present modeling approaches cur-
rently followed are quite complex and require many material parameters for model
verification. For example, to simulate a simple spring or wire response one needs to
simulate a full 3-D model or use a reduced 3-D model for analyzing specific cases
thus making them hard to implement for actual design cases. The material parameter
identification is heuristic and there is no automated scheme for identifying them. Ex-
perimental results have suggested that the effect of external non-mechanical stimuli
(i.e operating temperature in this case) plays a significant role with the mechanical
response of these materials (as shown in figure 1.7). Further, it is important for
the models to accurately capture partially transformed cases (i.e internal loops 1)
as the entire response might not be utilized always and only a portion of the entire
response or internal loop might be of significance to designers. It is important for
the models to capture responses that include these external stimuli effects along with
the complex hysteric, large deformation phenomenons observed with SMAs.
Considering the designer’s needs listed in section 1.5 and with the available lit-
erature, there is no unified framework for modeling responses of SMA components
under various loading conditions, operating temperatures and extent of transfor-
mation. Developing a rational approach for constructing thermomechanical models
for SMA components under various loading conditions would play a pivotal role for
design of such devices from the structural and control systems standpoint.
The hypothesis is that one can develop structural mechanics models
for SMA using thermodynamic principles and discrete Preisach models
applied directly at the component level.
1Internal loop is a result of intermediate loading and unloading prior to complete transformation
that result in smaller hysteretic responses which closely mimic the outer fully transformed loop.
The area of these smaller hysteretic loops depends on the extent of the loading and unloading level
that the component is subjected to in applications well with the transformation region (plateau
region) [59].
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In this work, developing “structural thermomechanical models for shape memory
alloy components like wires, springs and beams” subjected to tension, torsion and
bending loading conditions will be addressed. It is intended to formulate the model
directly based on experimentally measurable quantities like tensile force–extension
(stress – strain), torque – angle of twist or bending moment – curvature 2 rather
than solving for non-homogeneous stress and strains across the wire cross-section
and then integrating the same especially for bending and torsion loading conditions.
Further, correlating the model parameters with experimental results under different
loading conditions would be a key deliverable of this work.
Traditionally, simple strength of materials based models and tools have driven en-
gineering designs for centuries, even as more sophisticated models existed for design
with conventional materials. As these theories of beams and rods have shown that
these approaches are extremely useful for designers as they can faithfully simulate
the response with a minimum computations as compared against a full 3-D model
formulation. However, pure elasticity theories (i.e mechanical loading) alone cannot
capture the entire thermoelastic response irrespective of the complexity in the as-
sumed form for stored energy functions [139]. The main advancement of the present
modeling technique from a purely mechanical theory is the incorporation of thermal
response by means of combining thermodynamic principles with Preisach model in
simulating responses of superelastic SMA wires, beams and springs [64, 102,103].
2Under tensile loading case, models can be developed directly using stress–strain relationships
as the entire crosssection can be assumed to be uniformly loaded and the phase transformation
front moves along the loading axis. Thus, one can integrate stress–strain relationships to obtain
axial force–extension relationships in pure tension loading case. However, this idea of integrating
stress resultants under torsion or bending loading cases is cumbersome, as in case of SMAs, the
phase transformation front moves radially inwards from outer fiber to core as SMA component
twists under torsion. Similarly, in bending, the phase transformation front moves from the outer
fiber inwards towards the neutral axis (i.e parallel to neutral axis). Thus, models in torsion and
bending are developed directly using experimentally measurable quantities i.e torque – angle of
twist or bending moment – curvature relationships respectively.
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Following Doraiswamy et al. [64], the key idea here would be in separating the
thermoelastic and the disspiative part of the hysteretic response with a
Gibbs potential based formulation which includes both thermal and mechanical
loading in the same framework. The dissipative part is then handled by a discrete
Preisach model. As pointed out earlier, phase transformations are more akin to do-
main switching in magnetism rather than crystallographic slip and hence a Preisach
model is more appropriate here. The whole SMA structure can be imagined as a
collection of many such domains with each of them switching based on the external
impetus. Such an approach combines the physics and elegance of the thermodynamic
based approach with the algorithmic efficiency/simplicity of the Preisach model and
thus providing an effective way in predicting complex SMA responses.
The advantages of such a thermodynamic Preisach approach are [64,104]:
• It is not necessary to use different approaches for stress and temperature driven
phase changes as observed with SMA response.
• There is a greater connection with the thermodynamics of the response and an
added capability of simulating both load and displacement controlled experi-
ments in a single modeling framework.
• Ability to simulate complex superelastic responses with multiple internal loops
and having an improved treatment of temperature dependence associated with
superelastic responses (as shown in figure 1.7) without the requirement of re-
computing any model parameters.
• Some SMA superleastic responses showing a really flat plateau or a non-
hardening/ softening response (i.e negative slope) can also be simulated with
this approach without any modifications to the model.
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• An approximate response prediction could be beneficial for design purposes
but a more precise prediction is essential from the control systems standpoint.
With the use of a discrete Preisach model, one can do a approximate or a
precise prediction by controlling the use of number of Preisach elements This
way one doesn’t have to choose different functions for simulating approximate
or fine predictions and thus saving computational time.
• All three loading cases viz. tension, torsion and bending responses can be
simulated with a similar approach. The model parameters in each loading
case can be calibrated using a single stress–strain, torque–twist or moment–
curvature plot depending on the chosen loading condition.
The efficacy of the model in directly predicting torque – angle of twist or bending
moment – curvature response directly could play a vital role in designing SMA com-
ponents like wires, springs and beams for various engineering applications. Capturing
complex temperature dependent hysteretic responses with minimum computations
could help designers immensely in studying component response under different con-
ditions.
1.7 Objectives
The main objectives of this work are listed below :
1. Development of a two-species model to capture superelastic effects under ten-
sion, torsion and bending loading cases for SMA components like wires, bars,
springs and beams.
2. Considering the technological importance of SMA components under torsional
loading, a three species model to capture both superelastic and shape memory
effects for a complete torsion loading case for SMA components like wires,
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springs and beams is proposed. This approach could facilitate designers for
actuator development.
3. Tackle another aspect of SMA response, namely their functional degradation.
Apart from undergoing conventional mechanical fatigue/degradation, SMAs
also undergo loss in their phase transformation ability, leading to a loss in
functionality/smartness. A custom designed special test rig is used to perform
cyclic thermomechanical experiments on SMA springs. Using the test data, a
novel modeling framework to combine both mechanical and thermal loading
response is proposed wherein a thermodynamic driving force is used to capture
the functional life of SMA components.
1.8 Dissertation Organization
The remaining sections of this dissertation are organized as follows
• Section 2 : Experiments performed on NiTi SMA wires and springs at Texas
A&M University (College Station & Qatar campuses) are presented.
• Section 3 : By using thermodynamics principles and a two species Gibbs po-
tential, the thermoelastic and the dissipative part of superelastic response are
separated to obtain expressions for thermodynamic driving force for phase
transformations and the volume fraction of martensite (for tension, torsion
and bending loading cases).
• Section 4 : A common discrete Preisach model used to handle the dissipa-
tive part (different driving force and volume fraction relationships) of response
under different loading conditions is presented.
• Section 5 : A three species model that extends the proposed modeling approach
of separating the thermoelastic and the dissipative part of response to simulate
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both the shape memory and superelastic responses is discussed. The model
captures the complete torsional response of SMA components like wires, rods
and springs.
• Section 6 : The simulation protocol and identification of various model param-
eters arising from the thermodynamical framework for all proposed models in
Sections 3 and 5 are detailed.
• Section 7 : The model simulations and predictions under different loading
conditions are compared with the experimental data in this Section.
• Section 8 : The proposed model in Sections 3 are extended to develop a concept
of “driving force amplitude v/s no of cycles” that could be used to analyze func-
tional degradation of SMA components. A custom designed thermomechanical
fatigue test rig is used to execute user defined repeated thermomechanical tests
on SMA components.
• Section 9 : Concluding remarks and summary
• Section 10 : Some recommendations for future work to tackle other SMA re-
lated issues.
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2. EXPERIMENTS ON SMA COMPONENTS – WIRES AND SPRINGS ∗
This section discusses the various experiments conducted on SMA components
like wires and springs under different loading conditions at Texas A&M University
(College Station & Qatar campuses). These experiments would provide an insight
in understanding component level responses under different load cases and operating
conditions. These experimental results would also be used later for model calibra-
tion and evaluating model predictions under different cases. Section 2.1 discusses
experiments on SMA wires under pure tension. Section 2.2 discusses experiments on
commercial SMA springs under torsion. Section 2.3 discusses experiments on SMA
wires subjected to high degrees of twist.
2.1 SMA Wires Under Tension : Test Methodology and Results
2.1.1 Material and Experimental Set-up
NiTi wires (martensitic at room temperature) of 0.75 mm dia with a composition
in element weight% (Ni-54.5, Balance Ti, trace elements < 0.25) were obtained from
Images SI Inc (www.imagesco.com) with a listed transformation temperature of 323
K.
An Instron 5567 series uniaxial tensile testing machine was used to carry out
cyclic loading experiments at various temperatures on SMA wires. The temperature
control was through an Instron SFL heatwave environmental chamber (model: 3119-
506 Heatwave 240) (A in figure 2.1) used for maintaining precise air temperature
∗Reprinted with permission from “Combining Thermodynamic Principles with Preisach models
for superelastic SMA Wires” by Doraiswamy, Rao and Srinivasa, Smart Materials and Structures,
20, 085032, 2011 [64], Copyright [2014] by IOP.
Reprinted with permission from “A two species thermodynamic Preisach model for the tor-
sional response of SMA wires and springs under superelastic conditions” by Rao and Srinivasa,
International Journal of Solids and Structures, 50, 887–898, 2013 [90], Copyright [2014] by Elsevier
Limited.
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throughout the length of the experiment. A 2716 series mechanical wedge action
grips (B in figure 2.1) were used to hold the wire specimens. All the tests were
conducted after the environmental chamber equilibrated at the desired temperature.
The chamber employed two Inconel sheathed 3 mm diameter type K thermocouples
with online temperature display on the control panel. In addition to this, external
thermocouples were used to monitor the wire temperature.
5kN Load Cell
Temperature
Chamber
2716 series
Mechanical GripsNiTi Wire
Figure 2.1: Experimental setup showing Instron uniaxial tensile testing machine with
a temperature chamber and mounting of a NiTi wire between mechanical wedge grips
2.1.2 Test Methodology
Rate controlled uniaxial tension tests were conducted on SMA wires with the test
purpose of achieving 3 internal loops during the loading cycle at temperatures 348,
373 and 398 K. Force and extension were the parameters monitored and recorded
as a function of time using Instron’s customized Bluehill 2.0 software with the help
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of in built 5 kN capacity load cell and the crosshead displacement respectively. The
initial gauge length of 120 mm and a displacement rate of 3 mm/min were selected
for all specimen samples tested.
The loading - unloading profiles were achieved as explained below and the load
profile is illustrated in figure 2.2.
1. Block 1 - Crosshead displacement up to 5 mm and unload to 3 mm (internal
Loop 1)
2. Block 2 - Crosshead displacement up to 7 mm and unload to 5 mm (internal
Loop 2)
3. Block 3 - Crosshead displacement up to 9 mm and unload to 7 mm (internal
Loop 3)
4. Block 4 - Loading up to 400 N and unload to 0.1 N
In all of these cases, it was ensured that the maximum tensile force did not exceed
400 N. Four trials were conducted under each test condition to ensure repeatability
(refer figure 2.3a).
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Figure 2.2: Load extension curve (at 373K) used to achieve 3 internal loops during the
loading cycle of an uniaxial tension test on a NiTi wire with each block representing
intermediate loading and unloading cycles.
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(a) Isothermal stress–strain curves at 373 K for a NiTi wire with four
different trials to show stabilization and repeatability of experiments
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(b) Stress–strain response for a single specimen at three different
temperatures 348, 373 and 398 K
Figure 2.3: Results of uniaxial tension tests conducted on NiTi wire at temperatures
348, 373 and 398 K using a loading–unloading profile illustrated in 2.2 with 3 mm/min
displacement rate for all cases.
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2.1.3 Results and Discussions
The isothermal stress–strain curves for different temperatures are illustrated in
figure 2.3. In all cases considered here, the results presented are for the stabilized
loops and thus initial gauge length was adjusted to account for hysteresis stabiliza-
tion. As seen in figure 2.3b, there is a residual strain of about 5% observed on
unloading for 348 K trial. This residual strain can be attributed to plastic deforma-
tion of martensite at higher stress levels (far greater than upper plateau stress) and
incomplete recovery of some pockets of the specimen back to austenite upon unload-
ing [142]. This would also explain the discrepancies between the initial austenitic
slope during loading cycle and “partially transformed austenitic” slope during the
unloading cycle as observed in figure 2.3b. A more detailed discussion on this can
be found here [142], [143]. For tests conducted at 373 and 398 K, almost complete
recovery of applied deformation was observed and thus demonstrating near perfect
superelasticity.
2.2 SMA Springs Under Torsion : Test Methodology and Results
2.2.1 Material and Experimental Set-up
NiTi springs (martensitic at room temperature) with composition details in el-
ement weight % (Ni-55.91, Balance Ti, trace elements < 0.25) were obtained from
Images SI Inc. The listed transformation temperature (Af ) as reported by the sup-
plier is in the range of 318-328 K. The spring specifications are as follows.
• Mean coil diameter of the spring “Dm” = 6 mm
• Wire diameter “d” = 0.75 mm
• Spring Index “C” = 8
55
• Number of active coils “n” = 20.
An Instron 5567 series uniaxial tensile testing machine was used to carry out cyclic
loading experiments at various temperatures on SMA springs. The temperature
control was through an Instron SFL heatwave environmental chamber (Model: 3119-
506 Heatwave 240) used for maintaining precise air temperature throughout the
length of the experiment (see figure 2.4). A 2716 series mechanical wedge-action
grips were used to hold the wire specimens. The grips with additional hooks were
used to hold the extension springs inside the temperature chamber as shown in figure
2.4. All the tests were conducted after the environmental chamber equilibrated at the
desired temperature. The chamber employed two Inconel sheathed 3 mm diameter
type K thermocouples with online temperature display on the control panel. In
addition to this, external thermocouples were used to monitor the wire temperature.
5kN Load Cell
Temperature
Chamber
Mechanical Grips
with Hooks SMA Spring
Figure 2.4: Experimental set-up showing Instron uniaxial tensile testing machine
with a temperature chamber and mounting of a SMA Spring wire between mechanical
wedge grips and hooks
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(a) Isothermal force versus axial extension results as measured using
the Instron setup shown in figure 2.4
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(b) Force versus axial extension of spring converted to torque versus
angle of twist using equations 2.1 and 2.2
Figure 2.5: Results of tests conducted on NiTi SMA springs at temperatures 298,
348, 373 and 398 K with 15 mm/min displacement rate for all cases. The results
for 348, 373 and 398 K show superelastic response of SMA springs. The extent of
transformation in each high temperature trial is different when compared against the
same maximum spring elongation (75 mm) or corresponding twist.
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2.2.2 Test Methodology
Rate controlled uniaxial tests were conducted on the extension springs that were
subjected to a axial displacement of 75 mm and then unloaded back. A constant
displacement rate of 15 mm/min was employed throughout the length of the exper-
iment. Force (P ) and spring extension (δ) data were monitored and recorded as a
function of time using Instron’s customized Bluehill 2.0 software with the help of
in-built 5kN capacity load cell and the crosshead displacement respectively.
The torque applied on the spring can be computed using the expression
T = P
(
Dm
2
)
(2.1)
Assuming that the angle of twist is uniform over the entire length of the active coils
and ignoring curvature effects, the angle of twist per unit length (φ) can be evaluated
in terms of the spring displacement as
φ = 2δ
piD2mn
(2.2)
The above results (equations 2.1 and 2.2) are independent of each other with the
former being purely kinetic and the latter being purely geometrical in nature. No
constitutive theory relating the torque to the angle of twist is necessary for these
results to be established.
The tests were performed at room temperature (298 K) to simulate shape memory
effect and three other temperatures above Af viz. 348, 373 and 398 K to observe
superelastic behavior of SMA springs. Four trials were conducted under each test
condition to ensure repeatability of results.
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2.2.3 Results and Discussions
The force - extension results of the SMA spring as obtained from the Instron
machine for different temperatures are illustrated in figure 2.5a. The corresponding
torque–angle of twist results using equations 2.1 and 2.2 are shown in figure 2.5b.
As seen in figure 2.5a, for 298 K trial, there is a residual elongation of about 50
mm observed upon unloading which can be recovered completely upon heating to a
temperature above Af . In the trials pertaining to higher temperatures 348, 373 and
398 K, the spring is austenitic at the start of the test and demonstrates near perfect
pseudoelasticity with the complete recovery of applied deformation. In each of these
cases, the springs are partially transformed to stress induced martensite (SIM) and
the extent of transformation from austenite to SIM is different in each temperature
trial. This is due to the fact that the higher the temperature above Af , the higher is
the critical stress required for transformation and thus lesser is the transformation
from austenite to SIM when compared against the same maximum deformation (75
mm) of the spring. It can also be observed from figure 2.5a that the stiffness increases
and the hysteresis area decreases with the increase in the working temperature above
Af .
2.3 SMA Wires Under Torsion : Test Methodology and Results
SMA components like wires, tubes, rods and springs during service could be sub-
jected to load reversals before complete transformation is achieved which could result
in partial or complex hysteretic internal loops either during the loading or unloading
stage of the response [59]. Capturing such internal loops responses are important
from an application standpoint as in many cases not the entire the response is nec-
essary and only a partial internal loop might be of significance to designers [22, 28].
Most of the available literature has been on understanding a simple loading and
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unloading case at different extent of twists. The reported literature in understand-
ing partial or complex internal loop responses have been investigated under tension
loading cases (see figure 4 in [144], figure 2,4a and 4b in [145], figure 6 in [146], figure
12 in [147], figure 6 in [148], figure 3 in [149], figure 3 in [150], figure 4 and 7 in [151],
figure 5 in [152], figure 2,3 and 4 in [153], figure 6 in [154], figure 1 in [155] etc.
for some illustrations under tension loading case). However, in all of the reported
literature the study of internal loops (both under loading and unloading stages of
the response) under torsional loading is not addressed.
In this part, an effort to understand the partial and fully transformed cases with
internal loops under both during loading and unloading stages of SMA wires under
torsion was undertaken. An Instron micro torsion test is used to conduct different
experimental test cases to better understand the responses of superelastic SMA wires
subjected to torsional loading. Such a study allows designers to get an idea of mate-
rial response under complex loading and unloading situations in actual applications
(especially the shape of inner loops compared to outer/major loops). Such exper-
iments also allows designers to get an insight into behaviour of internal loops and
analyze “return point memory (RPM) or sink point memory (SPM)” aspects of tor-
sional response (see figure 8 in [59] for such an illustrations under tension loading).
RPM and SPM provides important information on the ability of SMA components
to return back to its original unloading point upon completion of a smaller hys-
teretic loop and is of particular importance to designers. SMA components showing
“good RPM/SPM characteristics” is a desirable feature that indicates minimal resid-
ual/irreversible deformations after repeated complete or partial transformations.
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2.3.1 Material and Experimental Set-up
Superelastic NiTi wires of diameter 0.58 and 0.89 mm were obtained from Small
Parts. The wires were straight annealed in the as received condition from the sup-
plier.
An Instron R© micro torsion MT series machine was used to carry out cyclic
twisting–untwisting (loading–unloading) experiments at room temperature (298 K)
on the wire samples. Figure 2.6 shows the experimental set-up used along with the
grip and specimen mounting details. The test setup uses a 22.5 Nm torque cell and
a guide rail arrangement for gage length adjustment. Torque and twist were the
parameters continuously monitored as a function of time throughout the test using
the PARTNER R© software supplied by Instron R©. The destructive test option in this
software allows the user to develop custom designed test protocols where one can
customize user defined loading and unloading levels by creating various “test zones”
thus allowing programming of customized internal loop responses.
2.3.2 Test Methodology
Wire samples of 60 mm gage length were cut from the as received superelastic
SMA wires. The samples were fixed between the collet grip assemblies such that
the wire be under minimal pre-tension between the grips. However, the pre-tension
in the wire was not measured and its effects were neglected for this study (i.e. the
wires were assumed to be under pure torsion). All the tests were twist/displacement
controlled with a twisting rate of 2o/s and a maximum twist of 1800o. All the tests
were conducted in the clockwise direction and under torsional loading, the direction
of twisting is insignificant since responses are symmetric in nature (see figure 3 and
4 in [116] for illustrations). To ensure repeatability, a minimum of four runs for each
test case were conducted.
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Superelastic SMA wire
Figure 2.6: Experimental setup showing micro-torsion MT series machine with su-
perelastic SMA wire specimen mounted between collet grips.
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2.3.3 Experimental Runs
In the subsequent sections several different cases of internal loops under both
loading and unloading stages of the response are discussed.
2.3.3.1 Simple loading and unloading
The procedure to obtain the response of a typical superelastic torsional loading
and unloading case consisted of the two steps shown in figure 2.7a
• Zone 1 : Twist upto 1800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 2 : Untwist back to 0o twist (Unloading cycle)
Data recorded when the input is a triangular force function (i.e. twist vs time) is
shown on figure 2.7b and shows that the material response exhibits a non-linear be-
havior especially during the phase transformation event. The complete response (i.e.
torque vs twist) is shown on figure 2.7c and shows near perfect superelasticity with
almost negligible residual deformation upon unloading with a well defined plateau
stresses 1 and elastic deformation of stress induced martensite (SIM). The torsional
response is similar to a classic pseudoelastic tension response.
The test protocol was reapplied on samples subjected to 1500o, 1350o, 900o and
600o twist as shown in figure 2.8a. The corresponding twist vs time, torque vs time
and torque vs twist responses overlap on each other (figure 2.8 which demonstrate
good agreement and test repeatability.
1Plateau stresses are some of the salient features associated with a typical superelastic response
under tension loading case as discussed in the ASTM standard F2516-07ε2 [13] for superelastic NiTi
materials. The standard defines two plateau stresses – an upper plateau strength (UPS) which
is the stress value at 3% strain during loading of the sample and a lower plateau strength (LPS)
which is the stress value at 2.5% strain during unloading of sample after has been loaded up to 6%
strain.
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Figure 2.7: Figures shows the twist versus time ; torque versus time and torque
versus twist responses for a simple loading and unloading test upto 1800o maximum
twist.
2.3.3.2 Three internal loops during loading cycle
The procedure to obtain a material response with multiple internal loops (i.e the
case of three internal loops was chosen as indicative of the phenomena) during the
loading cycle consisted in the following steps as shown in figure 2.9a
• Zone 1 : Twist upto 600o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 2 : Untwist back to 300o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 3 : Twist upto 900o twist (Loading cycle)
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• Zone 4 : Untwist back to 600o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 5 : Twist upto 1200o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 6 : Untwist back to 900o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 7 : Twist upto 1800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 8 : Untwist back to 0o twist (Unloading cycle)
The data recorded for this test run is shown in figure 2.9b. The torque–twist
response 2.9c exhibits three internal loops (during the loading cycle) and shows
almost perfect RPM. The austenitic and martensitic slopes of the internal loops
follow the same trend as that of the outer loops.
2.3.3.3 Comparing an internal loop during loading and unloading cycle
Comparison of an internal loop during loading and unloading cycle was possible
using the following protocol shown in figure 2.10a
• Zone 1 : Twist upto 900o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 2 : Untwist back to 400o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 3 : Twist upto 1800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 4 : Untwist back to 800o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 5 : Twist upto 1300o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 6 : Untwist back to 0o twist (Unloading cycle)
Recorded data for this test run with triangular twist controlled forcing function
as input is shown in figure 2.10b. For the non-linear torque–twist response shown in
figure 2.10c, the internal loop during loading and unloading never intersects the outer
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loop. In both loops, one can observe near perfect RPM with no residual elongation
upon complete unloading.
2.3.3.4 Multiple internal loop during loading and unloading cycle
A test case to investigate multiple internal loops during loading and unloading
cycles are programmed as described below and shown in figure 2.11a
• Zone 1 : Twist upto 500o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 2 : Untwist back to 350o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 3 : Twist upto 800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 4 : Untwist back to 650o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 5 : Twist upto 1100o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 6 : Untwist back to 950o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 7 : Twist upto 1400o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 8 : Untwist back to 1250o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 9 : Twist upto 1800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 10 : Untwist back to 1100o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 11 : Twist upto 1250o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 12 : Untwist back to 800o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 13 : Twist upto 950o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 14 : Untwist back to 500o twist (Unloading cycle)
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• Zone 15 : Twist upto 650o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 16 : Untwist back to 0o twist (Unloading cycle)
The corresponding torque data recorded as a function of time is shown in figure
2.11b. The complete torque–twist response is shown in figure 2.11c. All the small
internal loops under loading and unloading regimes show near perfect RPM with
slopes similar to the austentic and martensitic slopes of the outer loops.
2.3.3.5 Complex loops during loading cycle
A complex loading scenario was investigated with the following protocol shown
in figure 2.12a
• Zone 1 : Twist upto 1300o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 2 : Untwist back to 400o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 3 : Twist upto 1100o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 4 : Untwist back to 600o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 5 : Twist upto 900o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 6 : Untwist back to 800o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 7 : Twist upto 1800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 8 : Untwist back to 0o twist (Unloading cycle)
Data recorded for this case is shown in figure 2.12b. The complex loop response
exhibited on the torque–twist plot 2.12c shows that the partially transformed case
(internal loops) follows the trend of the fully transformed case (outer loop). The
internal loops never intersect the outer loops regardless of the extent of loading and
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unloading points selected with the transformation regime (i.e. the plateau stress
levels).
2.3.3.6 Complex loops during unloading cycle
Similarly to above, the behavior of the response of a material subjected to a
complex unloading case was recorded using the following protocol shown in figure
2.13a
• Zone 1 : Twist upto 1800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 2 : Untwist back to 400o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 3 : Twist upto 1300o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 4 : Untwist back to 600o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 5 : Twist upto 1100o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 6 : Untwist back to 800o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 7 : Twist upto 900o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 8 : Untwist back to 0o twist (Unloading cycle)
Data recorded for this case is shown in figure 2.13b. The complete torque–twist
response is shown on figure 2.13c. The complex loops closely mimic the outer loop
response but never intersect the outer loop. A good RPM was observed in this case
too.
2.3.3.7 Complex loops during loading and unloading cycle
A test case to investigate a complex internal loop during unloading cycle was
programmed as described below and shown in figure 2.14a
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• Zone 1 : Twist upto 900o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 2 : Untwist back to 400o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 3 : Twist upto 800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 4 : Untwist back to 500o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 5 : Twist upto 700o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 6 : Untwist back to 600o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 7 : Twist upto 1800o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 8 : Untwist back to 800o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 9 : Twist upto 1300o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 10 : Untwist back to 900o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 11 : Twist upto 1200o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 12 : Untwist back to 1000o twist (Unloading cycle)
• Zone 13 : Twist upto 1100o twist (Loading cycle)
• Zone 14 : Untwist back to 0o twist (Unloading cycle)
The corresponding torque data recorded as a function of time is shown in figure
2.14b. The complete torque–twist response is shown in figure 2.14c.
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Figure 2.8: Figures shows the twist versus time ; torque versus time and torque versus
twist responses responses for a simple loading and unloading tests with different
unloading points of 1500o, 1350o, 900o and 600o maximum twists overlapped on each
other and compared against the 1800o twist. All the individual tests were different
trials performed on different test specimens demonstrating good agreement and test
repeatability.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental data showing the twist versus time ; torque versus time
and torque versus twist responses for test upto 1800o maximum twist with three
internal loops during the loading cycle.
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Figure 2.10: Figures shows the twist versus time ; torque versus time and torque
versus twist responses for test upto 1800o maximum twist for comparing internal
loops during loading and unloading cycle.
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Figure 2.11: Figures shows the twist versus time ; torque versus time and torque
versus twist responses for test upto 1800o maximum twist with multiple internal
loops during loading and unloading.
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Figure 2.12: Figures shows the twist versus time ; torque versus time and torque
versus twist responses for test upto 1800o maximum twist with a complex internal
loops during loading cycle.
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Figure 2.13: Figures shows the twist versus time ; torque versus time and torque
versus twist responses for test upto 1800o maximum twist with a complex internal
loops during unloading cycle.
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Figure 2.14: Figures shows the twist versus time ; torque versus time and torque
versus twist responses for test upto 1800o maximum twist with a complex internal
loops during both loading and unloading cycles.
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3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT - TWO SPECIES ∗
In this section, the development of structural thermomechanical models for shape
memory alloy components like wires, springs and beams subjected to either tension,
torsion or bending loading conditions under superelastic conditions is discussed. Fol-
lowing Doraiswamy et al. [64], the key idea here would be in separating the ther-
moelastic and the dissipative part of the hysteretic response with a Gibbs potential
based formulation. The hysteretic part of the response is then handled by a discrete
Preisach model (to be discussed in section 4). As noted earlier, phase transforma-
tions are more akin to domain switching in magnetism rather than crystallographic
slip, hence the whole SMA structure can be imagined as a collection of many such
domains with each of them switching positions based on the external impetus. In this
two species model, the two domains/phases considered are austenite and detwinned
martensite. It is assumed that during a superelastic response, all the austenite trans-
forms to one variant of martensite during A→M transformation and similarly all of
the martensite switches back to austenite during the reverseM → A transformation.
A Gibbs potential per unit volume (inspired from [64, 65]) which is assumed to
be a function of the stress (σ) or torque (T) or bending–moment (M) depending on
the loading condition, operating temperature (θ) and the extent of transformation
(ξ) i.e volume fraction of detwinned martensite formed during phase transition. The
Gibbs potential is assumed to be composed of (refer equation 3.1) :
∗Reprinted with permission from “Combining Thermodynamic Principles with Preisach models
for superelastic SMA Wires” by Doraiswamy, Rao and Srinivasa, Smart Materials and Structures,
20, 085032, 2011 [64], Copyright [2014] by IOP.
Reprinted with permission from “A two species thermodynamic Preisach model for the tor-
sional response of SMA wires and springs under superelastic conditions” by Rao and Srinivasa,
International Journal of Solids and Structures, 50, 887–898, 2013 [90], Copyright [2014] by Elsevier
Limited
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1. a linear combination of the strain energy for the two species/phases,
2. an interaction term between the two phases,
3. a term related to the heat capacity difference between the two phases and
4. a term relating to the heat capacity of the austenite.
Specifically the Gibbs potential energy per unit reference volume is assumed to
be of the form,
G =
1︷ ︸︸ ︷
− (ξU∗M + (1− ξ)U∗A) +
2︷ ︸︸ ︷
Bξ(ξ − 1) +
3︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1− ξ)(a+ bθ)−
4︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cθ(1− log θ) (3.1)
where,
• ξ is the martensite volume fraction,
• U∗M & U∗A are the stored energy function chosen based on the loading conditions
for detwinned martensite and austenitic phases respectively,
• B, a and b are constants,
• θ is the temperature and
• C is the specific heat
In the following sections, a thermodynamical framework commonly employed
for modeling phase transforming materials (as discussed in literature review under
section 1.4.1) is employed with an appropriate choice of U∗M and U∗A based on the
type of loading.
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3.1 Tensile Loading Case : Model Development
Following Doraiswamy et al. [64], consider a NiTi SMA wire with an initial cross-
sectional area A and initial gauge length of L0 along the X-axis. If the wire is sub-
jected to a tensile load of F along its axis, then the axial referential stress is obtained
using σ = F
A
. Assuming uniform deformation under quasi-static loading conditions,
strain in the SMA wire is given by ε = L−L0
L0
with “L” being the current(deformed)
length of the wire. A typical displacement-controlled experiment result is shown in
figure 2.2.
For a tension loading case U∗M =
(
σ2
2EM
)
and U∗A =
(
σ2
2EA
)
respectively. Specifically
the Gibbs potential energy per unit reference volume is assumed to be of the form,
Gten =
1︷ ︸︸ ︷
−
(
ξtenσ
2
2EM
+ (1− ξten)σ
2
2EA
)
+
2︷ ︸︸ ︷
Bξten(ξten − 1)
+
3︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1− ξten)(a+ bθ)−
4︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cθ(1− log θ)
(3.2)
where,
• ξten is the martensite volume fraction,
• σ is the stress,
• EM and EA are the martensitic and austentic moduli respectively
• B, a and b are constants,
• θ is the temperature and
• C is the specific heat
The constant B represents the interaction energy between the austenite and
martensite phases while b is the entropy difference between the austenite and marten-
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site phases respectively (see equation 3.4 below). Constant “a” is the internal energy
difference between the austenite and martensite phases at 0 K (see equation 3.6
below). It is evident from the experimental evidences that in many tension tests
indicate that the platue stress in a superelastic response scales linearly with the tem-
perature and a linear assumption (a+ bθ terms in the model) is one of the simplest
ways to capture the temperature dependence of superelastic responses in SMA (see
experimental results – 2.3b, figure 7 in [72], figure 12 in [147], figure 85 in [156],
figure 16 in [142], figure 3 in [105] etc. for illustrations). The method to identify the
above parameters would be described later in section 6.5.
3.1.1 Macroscopic Driving Force for Phase Transformation – Tension Loading
Case
From classical thermodynamics, the entropy is given by,
η = −∂Gten
∂θ
= −C ln θ − (1− ξten)b (3.3)
Using above,
η|(ξten=1) = −C ln θ
η|(ξten=0) = −C ln θ − b
 =⇒ b = ∆η = η|(ξ=1)− η|(ξ=0) (3.4)
thus, “b” is the entropy difference between the austenite and martensite states.
The internal energy, ∃, is given by,
∃ = Gten + θη = Gten − θ∂Gten
∂θ
= −
(
ξtenσ
2
2EM
+ (1− ξten)σ
2
2EA
)
+
Bξten(ξten − 1) + (1− ξten)a− Cθ
(3.5)
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Using above,
∃A = ∃|(ξten=0,σ=0,θ=0) = a
∃M = ∃|(ξten=1,σ=0,θ=0) = 0
 =⇒ a = ∃A − ∃M (3.6)
From the above, the parameter “a” is the internal energy difference between the two
phases at 0 K.
From the Gibbs potential, the elastic strain is given by,
εe = −∂Gten
∂σ
= ξtenσ
EM
+ (1− ξten)σ
EA
(3.7)
Also, the Helmholtz potential ψ, is related to Gibbs potential Gten, by,
ψ = Gten − σ∂Gten
∂σ
(3.8)
The difference between the rate of external working (σε˙) and the rate of change of
the Helmholtz potential keeping the temperature fixed (ψ˙|θ), must be equal to the
macroscopic inelastic power (P inelten ). In other words,
P inelten = σε˙− ψ˙|θ (3.9)
Using equations 3.7, 3.8 and simplifying the above,
σ(ε˙− ε˙e)− ∂Gten
∂ξten
˙ξten = P inelten (3.10)
From equation 3.10, it is observed that there are two contributions to the inelastic
power, one from the shape change that occurs due to phase transition (σ(ε˙ − ε˙e))
and the other from the energy difference between the two phases
(
−∂Gten
∂ξten
˙ξten
)
. It
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is assumed that the elongation due to phase transformation is proportional to the
maximum transformational strain, εmax, which can be assumed to be in the order of
6% for Ni-Ti. Therefore,
ε˙− ε˙e = εmax ˙ξten ⇒ ε− εe = εmaxξten (3.11)
In the above equation note that, when ξten = 1, ε − εe = εmax and when ξten = 0,
ε− εe = 0. Now substituting equation 3.11 into equation 3.10 gives :
(
σεmax − ∂Gten
∂ξ
)
˙ξten = P inelten (3.12)
It is now possible to identify the driving force for the phase transformation in the
superelastic response of the SMA:
Ften = σεmax − ∂Gten
∂ξten
=⇒ Ften ˙ξten = P inelten
Hence, Ften = σεmax + σ2
( 1
2EM
− 12EA
)
−B(2ξten − 1) + bθ + a
(3.13)
It is to be noted here that P inelten is the macroscopic inelastic power and can be less
than zero. The dissipation, ∆ten, is the net macroscopic inelastic work in a closed
cycle of state and this is required to be non-negative, i.e,
∆ten =
∮
P inelten dt ≥ 0 (3.14)
Further, an expression for the martensitic volume fraction evolution (ξ) can be
obtained using expressions 3.7 and 3.11. The volume fraction evolution expression ξ
can be obtained from the torque–angle of twist experimental data and the assumed
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form of Gibbs potential.
ξten =
ε− σ
EA
σ
EM
− σEA + 1
(3.15)
The experimental stress–strain data can be reduced to its corresponding driving-force
– volume fraction plot (to be discussed in section 3.4 later.)
3.2 Torsion Loading Case : Model Development
Shifting focus to a torsional loading case, consider a SMA wire subjected to a
torque “T” about its axis or a helical extension SMA spring subjected to force “P”
along its axis with “δ” being the corresponding axial displacement. Let,
• “Dm” be the mean coil diameter of the spring in mm
• “d” be the SMA wire diameter in mm.
• “C” denote the spring index.
• “n” be the number of active coils (i.e neglecting the end hooks).
The torque (T ) and angle of twist per unit length (φ) are directly measured in the
case of wire and the same can be computed using equations 2.1 and 2.2 for springs
respectively.
For a torsional loading case U∗M =
(
T 2
2GMJ
)
and U∗A =
(
T 2
2GAJ
)
. Similar to tension
loading case, a Gibbs potential per unit reference volume for a pure torsion loading
case is assumed to be of the form as shown below, (similar to equation 3.2 discussed
earlier)
Gtor =
1︷ ︸︸ ︷
−
(
ξtorT
2
2GMJ
+ (1− ξtor)T
2
2GAJ
)
+
2︷ ︸︸ ︷
Bξtor(ξtor − 1)
+
3︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1− ξtor)(a+ bθ)−
4︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cθ(1− ln θ)
(3.16)
where,
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• ξtor is the martensite volume fraction,
• T is the applied torque,
• GA and GM are the austenitic and martensitic shear moduli,
• J = pid432 is the polar moment of inertia
• B, a and b are constants,
• θ is the temperature and
• C is the specific heat
The constant B represents the interaction energy between the austenite and marten-
site phases while b is the entropy difference between the austenite and martensite
phases respectively (see equation 3.18 below). Constant “a” is the internal energy
difference between the austenite and martensite phases at 0 K (see equation 3.20
below). The method to identify the above parameters is discussed in Section 6.5.
3.2.1 Establishing Macroscopic Driving Force – Pure Torsion Case
From classical thermodynamics, the entropy is given by,
η = −∂Gtor
∂θ
= −C ln θ − (1− ξtor)b (3.17)
Using above,
η|(ξtor=1) = −C ln θ
η|(ξtor=0) = −C ln θ − b
 =⇒ b = ∆η = η|(ξtor=1)− η|(ξtor=0) (3.18)
thus, b is the entropy difference between the austenite and martensite states.
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The internal energy, ∃, is given by,
∃ = Gtor + θη = Gtor − θ∂Gtor
∂θ
= −
(
ξtorT
2
2GMJ
+ (1− ξtor)T
2
2GAJ
)
+Bξtor(ξtor − 1) + (1− ξtor)a− Cθ
(3.19)
Using above,
∃A = ∃|(ξtor=0,T=0,θ=0) = a
∃M = ∃|(ξtor=1,T=0,θ=0) = 0
 =⇒ a = ∃A − ∃M (3.20)
From the above, the parameter a is the internal energy difference between the two
phases at 0 K.
From the Gibbs potential, the thermoelastic part of the angle of twist is given by,
φe = −∂Gtor
∂T
= ξtorT
GMJ
+ (1− ξtor)T
GAJ
(3.21)
Also, the Helmholtz potential ψ, is related to Gibbs potential Gtor, by,
ψ = Gtor − T ∂Gtor
∂T
(3.22)
The difference between the rate of external working (T φ˙) and the rate of change of
the Helmholtz potential keeping the temperature fixed (ψ˙|θ), must be equal to the
macroscopic inelastic power (P ineltor ). In other words,
P ineltor = T φ˙− ψ˙|θ (3.23)
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Using equations 3.21, 3.22 and upon further simplification,
T (φ˙− φ˙e)− ∂Gtor
∂ξtor
˙ξtor = P ineltor (3.24)
From equation 3.24, it is observed that there are two contributions to the inelastic
power, one from the shape change that occurs due to phase transition (T (φ˙ − φ˙e))
and the other from the energy difference between the two phases
(
−∂Gtor
∂ξtor
˙ξtor
)
. The
recoverable angle of twist is due to the phase transformation and is proportional to
the extent of transformation depending on the axial force and corresponding axial
displacement that the spring is subjected too. The maximum angle of twist φmax
corresponding to a maximum transformational strain that can assumed to be of the
order of 6%.
φ˙− φ˙e = φmax ˙ξtor ⇒ φ− φe = φmaxξtor (3.25)
In the above equation note that, when ξtor = 1, φ − φe = φmax and when ξtor = 0,
φ− φe = 0. Now substituting equation 3.25 into 3.24 gives:
(
Tφmax − ∂Gtor
∂ξtor
)
˙ξtor = P ineltor (3.26)
It is now possible to identify the driving force for the phase transformation in the
superelastic response of the SMA springs:
Ftor = Tφmax − ∂Gtor
∂ξtor
=⇒ Ftor ˙ξtor = P ineltor
Hence, Ftor = Tφmax + T 2
( 1
2GMJ
− 12GAJ
)
−B(2ξtor − 1) + bθ + a
(3.27)
P ineltor is the macroscopic inelastic power. The rate of mechanical dissipation, ∆tor, is
the net macroscopic inelastic work in a closed cycle of state and this is required to
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be non-negative as required by the second law of thermodynamics, i.e,
∆tor =
∮
P ineltor dt ≥ 0 (3.28)
The volume fraction evolution expression ξtor can be obtained from the torque–
angle of twist experimental data and the assumed form of Gibbs potential using
equations 3.21 and 3.25.
ξtor =
φ− T
GAJ
T
GMJ
− TGAJ + 1
(3.29)
The experimental torque–twist data can be reduced to its corresponding driving-
force – volume fraction plot (to be discussed in section 3.4 later.)
3.3 Bending Loading Case : Model Development
Now for a pure bending loading case, consider a wire/beam subjected to bend-
ing moment “M” with the corresponding curvature denoted by “κ”. Both bending
moment “M” and curvature (κ) are directly measured experimentally.
For a pure bending case U∗M =
(
M2
2EM I
)
and U∗A =
(
M2
2EAI
)
. Similar to tension and
torsion loading cases, a Gibbs potential energy per unit reference volume for a pure
bending loading case is assumed to be of the form as shown below in equation 3.30.
(similar to equations 3.2 and 3.16 discussed earlier)
Gbend =
1︷ ︸︸ ︷
−
(
ξbendM
2
2EMI
+ (1− ξbend)M
2
2EAI
)
+
2︷ ︸︸ ︷
Bξbend(ξbend − 1)
+
3︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1− ξbend)(a+ bθ)−
4︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cθ(1− ln θ)
(3.30)
where,
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• ξbend is the martensite volume fraction,
• M is the applied bending moment,
• EA and EM are the austenitic and martensitic moduli,
• I = pid464 is the moment of Inertia
• B, a and b are constants,
• θ is the temperature and
• C is the specific heat
Similar to earlier discussions, the constant “B” represents the interaction energy be-
tween the austenite and martensite phases while “b” is the entropy difference between
the austenite and martensite phases respectively (see equation 3.32 below). Constant
“a” is the internal energy difference between the austenite and martensite phases at
0 K (see equation 3.34 below). The method to identify the above parameters would
be described later in section 6.5.
3.3.1 Establishing Macroscopic Driving Force – Pure Bending Case
From classical thermodynamics, the entropy is given by,
η = −∂Gbend
∂θ
= −C ln θ − (1− ξbend)b (3.31)
Using above,
η|(ξbend=1) = −C ln θ
η|(ξbend=0) = −C ln θ − b
 =⇒ b = ∆η = η|(ξbend=1)− η|(ξbend=0) (3.32)
thus, b is the entropy difference between the austenite and martensite states.
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The internal energy, ∃, is given by,
∃ = Gbend + θη = Gbend − θ∂Gbend
∂θ
= −
(
ξbendM
2
2EMI
+ (1− ξ)M
2
2EAI
)
+Bξbend(ξbend − 1) + (1− ξbend)a− Cθ
(3.33)
Using above,
∃A = ∃|(ξbend=0,M=0,θ=0) = a
∃M = ∃|(ξbend=1,M=0,θ=0) = 0
 =⇒ a = ∃A − ∃M (3.34)
From the Gibbs potential, the thermoelastic part of the total curvature is given by,
κe = −∂Gbend
∂M
= ξbendM
EMI
+ (1− ξbend)M
EAI
(3.35)
Also, the Helmholtz potential ψ, is related to Gibbs potential Gbend, by,
ψ = Gbend −M∂Gbend
∂M
(3.36)
The difference between the rate of external working (Mκ˙) and the rate of change of
the Helmholtz potential keeping the temperature fixed (ψ˙|θ), must be equal to the
macroscopic inelastic power (P inelbend). In other words,
P inelbend = Mκ˙− ψ˙|θ (3.37)
Using equations 3.35, 3.36 and upon further simplification,
M(κ˙− κ˙e)− ∂Gbend
∂ξbend
˙ξbend = P inelbend (3.38)
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From equation 3.38, it is observed that there are two contributions to the inelastic
power, one from the shape change that occurs due to phase transition (M(κ˙ − κ˙e))
and the other from the energy difference between the two phases
(
− ∂G
∂ξbend
˙ξbend
)
. The
maximum transformational strain (κmax in this case)can assumed to be of the order
of 6%.
κ˙− κ˙e = κmaxξ˙ ⇒ κ− κe = κmaxξ (3.39)
In the above equation note that, when ξbend = 1, κ− κe = κmax and when ξbend = 0,
κ− κe = 0. Now substituting equation 3.39 into equation 3.38 we get,
(
Mκmax − ∂Gbend
∂ξbend
)
˙ξbend = P inelbend (3.40)
It is now possible to identify the driving force for the phase transformation in the
superelastic response of the SMA springs:
Fbend = Mκmax − ∂Gbend
∂bend
=⇒ Fbend ˙ξbend = P inelbend
Hence, Fbend = Mκmax +M2
( 1
2EMI
− 12EAI
)
−B(2ξbend − 1) + bθ + a
(3.41)
P inelbend is the macroscopic inelastic power. The rate of dissipation, ∆bend, is the net
macroscopic inelastic work in a closed cycle of state. In order to satisfy second law
of thermodynamics, this quantity must be non-negative i.e,
∆bend =
∮
P inelbend dt ≥ 0 (3.42)
The volume fraction evolution expression ξtor can be obtained from the torque–
angle of twist experimental data and the assumed form of Gibbs potential using
equations 3.35 and 3.39.
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ξbend =
κ− M
EAI
M
EMI
− MEAI + 1
(3.43)
The experimental moment–curvature data can be reduced to its corresponding
driving-force – volume fraction plot (to be discussed in section 3.4 later.)
3.4 Deducing Driving Force and Volume Fraction from Experimental Data for
Different Loading Cases
Expressions for driving force for phase transformation and extent of martensite
during phase transformation were established for different loading cases (equation
sets 3.13 – 3.15 ; 3.27 – 3.29 and 3.41 – 3.43). From the driving force equations
3.13, 3.27 and 3.41, it is evident that the driving force expressions are a function of
stress (σ) or torque (T ) or bending–moment (M), strain (ε) or angle of twist (φ) or
curvature (κ), martensitic volume fraction (ξ), and temperature (θ) depending on
the loading condition under consideration. The variables σ/T/M , ε/φ/κ and θ are
nondimensionalized before proceeding further with the derivations. The nondimen-
sionalized variables for different loading cases are summarized below :
Tension Loading Case : σ∗ = σ/σmax, ε∗ = ε/εmax, θ∗ = θ/θmax.
Torsion Loading Case : T ∗ = T/Tmax, φ∗ = φ/φmax, θ∗ = θ/θmax.
Bending Loading Case : M∗ = M/Mmax, κ∗ = κ/κmax, θ∗ = θ/θmax.
Henceforth, for better readability, the ∗’s will be omitted from the nondimension-
alized variables. Experimental results for one particular temperature case are chosen
as reference for simulation and establishment of driving force and volume fraction
relationships.
For a tension loading case, using expressions 3.15 and 3.13, each experimental
data point from stress vs strain plot can be reduced to its corresponding driving-
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force – volume fraction plot as shown in figure 3.1 i.e (σ, ε) to (Ften, ξten).
For a torsion loading case, using expressions 3.29 and 3.27, each experimental
data point from torque vs angle of twist plot can be reduced to its corresponding
driving force – volume fraction plot as shown in figure 3.2 and figure 3.3 i.e (T, φ) to
(Ftor, ξtor).
Similarly, for a pure bending loading condition, using expressions 3.43 and 3.41,
each experimental data point from bending vs curvature plot can be reduced to its
corresponding driving-force – volume fraction plot as shown in figures 3.4 or 3.5
respectively i.e (M,κ) to (Fbend, ξbend).
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Figure 3.1: Experimental stress–strain data is reduced to driving force–volume frac-
tion plot using thermodynamic principles by using equations 3.15 and 3.13. The flat
plateaus of stress – strain plot do not appear on the reduced data plot below.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental torque verses angle of twist data is reduced to driving
force–volume fraction plot using thermodynamic principles by using equations 3.29
and 3.27.
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Figure 3.3: Experimental torque verses angle of twist data is reduced to driving force–
volume fraction plot using thermodynamic principles by using using expressions 3.29
and 3.27. Experimental data obtained from [110].
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Figure 3.4: Experimental bending moment verses curvature data is reduced to driving
force–volume fraction plot using thermodynamic principles by using equations 3.43
and 3.41. Experimental data obtained for NiTi specimens [132].
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Figure 3.5: Experimental bending moment verses curvature data is reduced to driving
force–volume fraction plot using thermodynamic principles by using equations 3.43
and 3.41. Experimental data obtained for CuZnAl specimen [132].
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4. DISCRETE PREISACH MODEL DEVELOPMENT ∗
The driving force – volume fraction expressions for all loading cases discussed in
section 3.4 were a result of employing a thermodynamical framework typically used
in modeling phase transforming materials.
Now, if one were to follow a “plasticity like” approach then evolution equa-
tions for ξ˙ for various transformation cases would be developed by employing dif-
ferent hardening functions. Various mathematical functions like polynomials, ex-
ponential or trignometric are developed for capturing different transformation cases
(see [85, 86, 89, 99, 108, 109] for examples). However, rather than using a plasticity
like approach, in this work, following [64, 76, 90, 104, 157], a discrete Preisach model
is employed to capture various driving force – volume fraction relationships (F–ξ)
developed for different loading conditions. The use of a discrete Preisach approach
is quite appropriate with SMAs as phase transformations in SMA are more akin to
domain wall switching in magnetism rather than crystallographic slip or flow. The
whole SMA structure can be assumed to be a collection of many such domains with
each of them discretely switching states depending on the various transformation
conditions. Since phase transformations are similar to “domain switching in mag-
netism”, hence use of Preisach models is ideally suitable for capturing hysteresis in
phase transformations when compared against the classical plasticity approaches.
Such an approach solely focuses on the hysteretic dissipative part of the response
∗Reprinted with permission from “Combining Thermodynamic Principles with Preisach models
for superelastic SMA Wires” by Doraiswamy, Rao and Srinivasa, Smart Materials and Structures,
20, 085032, 2011 [64], Copyright [2014] by IOP.
Reprinted with permission from “A two species thermodynamic Preisach model for the tor-
sional response of SMA wires and springs under superelastic conditions” by Rao and Srinivasa,
International Journal of Solids and Structures, 50, 887–898, 2013 [90], Copyright [2014] by Elsevier
Limited.
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and not on the entire reversible thermoelastic response. Such a Preisach approach
varies from the conventional Preisach models that are employed to mimic hysteresis
where the stress – strain [97] or temperature – strain relationships [95,99] are directly
modeled with Preisach elements as discussed in literature review earlier.
Following Doraiswamy et al. [64,104], each hysteron (see figure 4.1) behaves like a
non-ideal switch that switches on when the load increases beyond Fforward, giving an
“output”, ∆ξ, and switches off at F backward. With the establishment of the driving
force and extent of transformation expressions for various loading cases (equation sets
3.13 – 3.15 , 3.27 – 3.29 , 3.41 – 3.43) , the thresholds for the hysteron are Fforward
and F backward and the output being volume fraction. With the use of large number of
hysterons in series that turn on and off at different driving force values, contribution
of each hysteron to volume fractions can be obtained. The following algorithm details
the process by which the contribution of each hysteron is accumulated to get the total
volume fraction of martensite for a given driving force.
∆ξi
A B
C DE
Path A – B – C – D : Fforward
Path D – C – E – A : Fbackward
Figure 4.1: Basic hysteretic element or hysteron used in the current discrete Preisach
Model. Directions of allowed transformations are represented by the arrows on the
hysteron. Each hysteron behaves like a non-ideal switch that switches on when the
torque increases beyond Fforward with an output of ∆ξi and switches off at Fbackward.
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4.1 Preisach Model – Algorithm
The algorithm 1 employed by Doraiswamy et al. [64, 104] for obtaining Preisach
parameters is summarized below. The algorithm details the process by which the
contribution of each hysteron is accumulated to get the total volume fraction of
martensite for a given driving force [64, 104]. The state Si of the ‘i’-th hysteron can
take on one of two values: 0 or ∆ξi where ∆ξi is the volume fraction of martensite
contributed by the ‘i’-th hysteron [64, 104]. At any stage, the extent of transforma-
tion, i.e, the volume fraction of martensite evolved, is given by :
ξ =
n∑
i=1
Si (4.1)
The state S(n)i at time tn is known and hence the state at tn+1 is given by [64,104] :
if S(n)i = 0 &F (n+1) > F iforward (4.2)
then S(n+1)i = ∆ξi (4.3)
if S(n)i = ∆ξi &F (n+1) < F ibackward (4.4)
then S(n+1)i = 0 (4.5)
else S(n+1)i = S
(n)
i (4.6)
At the end of this time step, the ξ(n+1) is then (as in 4.1),
ξ(n+1) =
n∑
i=1
S
(n+1)
i (4.7)
1Special thanks to Dr S. Doraiswamy for his inputs with the Matlab implementation of this
Preisach model. More details on this implementation can be found in his Masters thesis [104].
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Thus, at the end of the time step tn+1, ξ(n+1) is known, given F (n+1) and S(n)i for all
the hysterons [64,104]. For each hysteron, inelastic power δP iinel is given by,
δP iinel =Fδξ (4.8)
=(F −Fmean)δξ + Fmeanδξ (4.9)
where δξ is
∆ξi if F > F iforward or
−∆ξi if F < F ibackward.
Therefore, the first term in equation 4.9 is always positive and the second term is
positive or negative depending on δξ [64, 104]. The dissipation in a closed cycle of
state (i.e sum of δP iinel over all hysterons) will always be positive as the first term will
be positive whereas the sum of second term will be zero [64, 104]. Using the above
algorithm, the three parameters F iforward , F ibackward and ∆ξi are computed for each
hysteron and the driving forces (F iforward , F ibackward) are assigned in a systematic
way as described in figure 4.2 and detailed further in section 4.2 [64, 104]. This
greatly simplifies the computation of ∆ξi for each of the hysterons [64,104].
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F9b F7b F5b F3b
F9f
F1b
F7f
F5f
F3f
F1f
Decreasing F
In
cr
ea
si
n
g
F
F5f ≤ F < F6f
Hysteron
F1f < . . . . < F9f
F1b > . . . . > F9b
F4f ≤ F < F5fF8b ≤ F < F7b
(i) (ii)
(iii) (iv)
Figure 4.2: (i) : Preisach Triangle - A systematic way for assigning switch on and
switch off of the hysterons. The directions of loading (forward) and unloading (back-
ward) sweeps are marked on the figure. Sub figures (ii), (iii), (iv) shows an example
for sequencing of states in the Preisach triangle. The colored section shows the tri-
angles that are switched on with the corresponding driving force enforcing the state
at the top of the state [64,104].
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4.2 Preisach Triangle
Following Doraiswamy et al. [64,104], the geometric arrangement of hysterons in
a systematic way is with the help of a Preisach triangle as shown in figure 4.2 (i).
With known highest and the lowest forward driving force (Fforward) values for any
loading case, the hysterons with the lowest driving force are positioned at the bottom
of the triangle and the highest ones are arranged at the top end of the triangle (refer
figure 4.2 (i)). Similarly, for the backward driving force (F backward) hysterons, they
are arranged such that they increase from left to right i.e the lowest ones to the left
and the highest ones to the right. Further, the hysterons on any particular row have
the same Fforward value and similarly the hysterons on any column have the same
F backward value in the triangle (refer figure 4.2 (i)) [64, 104]. Once the Fforward and
F backward values are assigned, the corresponding “output”, ∆ξ for each hysteron needs
to be evaluated. By assigning hysterons at specific positions on a Preisach triangle,
the three parameters Fforward, F backward and ∆ξ are automatically estimated. The
number of hysterons in a triangle of side n is n(n+1)2 [64, 104].
∆ξ for each hysteron can be evaluated by setting up a system of equations where
each equation corresponds to the sum of the outputs of all those hysterons that are
switched on. By equating these to the volume fraction (ξ) from the data correspond-
ing to the driving force level for each loading case, it is evident that there are n(n+1)2
hysterons, and only k
(
< n(n+1)2
)
data points (depending on the experimental data).
This problem is solved using least squares technique with a non-negativity constraint
for the outputs of the hysterons. A “lsqnonneg” package fromMATLAB R© is readily
available to compute this [64,104].
Following Doraiswamy [104], to illustrate this more clearly, an example with a
Preisach triangle of side 9 having 45 unknowns is considered as shown in figure 4.2.
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If the points are assumed as shown below :
F =

0
...
F1
...
F2
...
F3
...

n×1
ξ =

0
...
ξ1
...
ξ2
...
ξ3
...

n×1
As shown in figure 4.2 (i), the first entry is assigned as 0 and none of the hysterons
are switched on. If a state (F5f ≤ F < F6f ) shown in figure 4.2 (ii) is assumed and if
F1 be the corresponding driving force, then ξ1 is the evolved volume fraction a that
state [104]. The hysterons contributing to ξ1 based on the highlighted area in figure
4.2 (ii) and the algorithm described earlier are shown in equation 4.10 [104].
∆ξ1 = ∆ξ11 + ∆ξ21 + ∆ξ22 + ∆ξ31 + ∆ξ32 + ∆ξ33 + ∆ξ41 + ∆ξ42
+∆ξ43 + ∆ξ44 + ∆ξ51 + ∆ξ52 + ∆ξ53 + ∆ξ54 + ∆ξ55
(4.10)
where ∆ξij corresponds to the hysteron at the i th row from bottom and j th column
from the left [104]. Similarly we can write equations for ξ2 and ξ3 corresponding
to cases depicted in figures 4.2 (iii) and 4.2 (iv) respectively [104]. In order to
evaluate ∆ξ for each hysteron, a system of equations are setup, where each equation
corresponds to sum of all outputs of those hysterons that are switched on [104]. The
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entire system can be expressed as follows Ax = B.

0 · · · 0
...
1 1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0
...
1 1 · · · 1 1

n×45︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

∆ξ11
...
∆ξ55
...
∆ξ99

45×1︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
=

0
...
ξ1
...
1

n×1︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
It is clear that there are n(n+1)2 hysterons, and only k
(
< n(n+1)2
)
data points (depend-
ing on the experimental data) are available [104]. In this example, the dimensions
of A was k × 45 and with k < n(n+1)2 , it is not possible to inverse the relationship
as x = A−1b [104]. This problem is solved using least squares technique with a
non-negativity constraint for the outputs of the hysterons [104].
minimize ‖ Ax− b ‖
subject to xi > 0 ∀ i = 1, · · · , n(n+ 1)2
(4.11)
The constrained least square problem is formulated as shown in equation 4.11 with
the non-negativity constraint for the outputs of the hysterons computed using “lsqnon-
neg” package from MATLAB R© [104]. It must be noted that volume fraction (ξ) data
is obtained for each loading case (from figures 3.1b, 3.2b, 3.3b, 3.4b and 3.5b) corre-
sponding to the driving force level [104].
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5. MODEL DEVELOPMENT – THREE SPECIES
5.1 Complete Torsion Response
Until now, the discussion was in capturing superelastic responses of SMA com-
ponents under different loading conditions. In this section, the proposed modeling
approach of separating the thermoelastic and dissipative part of the responses is ex-
tended to capture both SE and SME effects under torsional loading as depicted in
figure 1.6. The goal is to develop a constitutive model for SMA components subjected
to torsional loading under both SE and SME effects.
5.1.1 Model Development
The three species considered are austenite and two variants of “detwinned marten-
site” and the twinned configuration is considered to be of equal proportion of each
detwinned martensite variant. It is assumed that M+ and M− are the marten-
site variants under clockwise and anticlockwise twists respectively. Paths (a) – (c)
and (a) – (b) in figure 5.1 represents the superelastic effect (austenite – martenite
transformations) under clockwise and anticlockwise rotations respectively. Further
under no-load conditions, the twinned martensite or self accommodated martensite
is an assembly of 50% M+ & 50% M−. On application of mechanical loads at low
temperatures (below Mf ), the twinned martensitic configurations detwin to certain
dominant single variant martensite phase either M+ or M− depending on the di-
rection of rotation resulting in macroscopic shape change. Paths (d) – (b) or (c) in
figure 5.1 represent the twinning response as a part of SME.
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Figure 5.1: Paths (a) – (c) and (a) – (b) represent superelastic responses (i.e
loading/ unloading operations above Af ) under clockwise and anticlockwise rotations
respectively. BelowMf , Path (d)–(b or c) represents the twinning response under
pure mechanical loading to either M+ or M− martensite variants depending on the
twisting direction. Path (a)–(d) represents stress free thermal cycling between
austenite and self accommodated martensite variant. Path (d)–(b or c) – (a)
represents a typical shape memory cycle depending on the twist direction.
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It must be highlighted that the martensite species considered here are related
to the crystallographic orientation combinations present at an instant and not to
the method by which they were formed. Further, there are also not equivalent to
the stress induced and temperature induced components (i.e twinned and detwinned
martensite species) as established in earlier literature by Brinson [74]. As shown in
figure 5.1, let,
α : Volume fraction of Austenite
ξ+ : Volume fraction of Detwinned Maternsite M+
ξ− : Volume fraction of Detwinned Martensite M−
Both M+ and M− martensite variants are independent of each other and only one
variant is dominant in any phase transformation or twinning event as described with
various paths highlighted in figure 5.1. The volume fractions of the species and the
rate change of volume fractions are connected by equations 5.1a and 5.1b respectively
as shown below.
α + ξ+ + ξ− = 1 (5.1a)
α˙ + ξ˙+ + ξ˙− = 0 (5.1b)
In this proposed approach, the torque and volume fractions of the three variants are
predicted as functions of time given the twist as a function of time. Similar to the
two species approach, the model is formulated using a Gibbs potential to capture
the measurable macroscopic thermoelastic response and a Preisach model to capture
the changes in hysteretic response due to changes in volume fractions.
Consider a SMA component of length (L) subject to a torque (T ). Due to this, the
SMA component twists and the angle of twist per unit length is φ. SMA component
here can be a wire, bar or a spring. The SMA component is subjected to a torque T
about its axis for wire or bar. In case of spring, the torque can be estimated using the
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axial force (P ) that the spring is subjected too along its axis as T = P
(
Dm
2
)
. With
the assumption that the angle of twist across the spring length is uniform, the angle
of twist per unit length (φ) can be evaluated in terms of the spring displacement (δ)
as φ = 2δ
piD2mn
.
where,
• “Dm” be the mean coil diameter of the spring in mm
• “d” be the SMA wire diameter in mm.
• “Cm” denote the Spring Index.
• “n” be the number of active coils (i.e neglecting the end hooks).
During this process, the SMA undergoes a phase transition and to model this, one
can assume the total angle of twist is composed of the thermoelastic part and trans-
formational part as shown in equation 5.2.
φ = φe + φt =⇒ φ˙ = φ˙e + φ˙t (5.2)
where,
φ : Total angle of twist
φe : Thermoelastic part
φt : Transformational part
The total transformational rate of twists is assumed to be composed of transformation
rate of twists for M+ and M− transformations.
φ˙t = φ˙+t + φ˙−t (5.3)
The transformational rate of twists are assumed to evolve with their respective vol-
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ume fractions
φ˙+t = φ+max ˙ξ+
φ˙−t = φ−max ˙ξ−
(5.4)
where, φ+max and φ−max are the maximum transformational strains for M+ and M−
transformations respectively. For NiTi alloys, they can assumed to be of the order
of 6% to 8% for both cases. Using equations 5.3 and 5.4 in equation 5.2 results in
an equation for total rate of twist as shown below.
φ˙ = φ˙e + φ+max ˙ξ+ + φ−max ˙ξ− (5.5)
5.1.1.1 The Gibbs Potential - 3 species torsional loading
The Gibbs free energy per unit length is assumed to be a function of the torque
(T), operating temperature (θ), the three volume fractions i.e ξ+, ξ− and α (intro-
duced in equation 5.1a earlier) as shown in equation 5.6 below:
G := G(T, θ, α, ξ+, ξ−) (5.6)
The internal energy (∃), is related to the Gibbs potential (G), the entropy (η), the
temperature (θ) and the angle of twist (φ) as shown in equation 5.7 below.
∃ = G + ηθ + Tφ (5.7)
The rate of mechanical dissipation (∆), is the net macroscopic inelastic work (χ)
in a closed cycle of state which is required to be non-negative by the second law
of thermodynamics as shown in expression 5.8b below [65, 158, 159]. ‘ρ’ is the mass
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density (mass per unit volume).
χ = T φ˙− ρ∃˙ − ρη˙θ (5.8a)
∆ =
∮
χdt ≥ 0 (5.8b)
Now using equations 5.6 and 5.7 in equation 5.8a, the inequality is reduced to a form
as shown below
−
[
φe + ρ
∂G
∂T
]
T˙ −
[
η + ρ∂G
∂θ
]
θ˙ +
[
Tφ+max − ρ
∂G
∂ξ+
]
ξ˙+
+
[
Tφ−max − ρ
∂G
∂ξ−
]
ξ˙− −
[
ρ
∂G
∂α
]
α˙ = χ
(5.9)
From, the above inequality (equation 5.9), in the absence of phase transformations,
the material will behave as a non-dissipative thermoelastic material and that the
dissipative response is assumed to be solely due to phase transformations. This then
implies that expressions for thermoelastic twist and entropy are obtained as shown
below in equations 5.10 and 5.11 respectively.
φe = −ρ∂G
∂T
(5.10)
η = −ρ∂G
∂θ
(5.11)
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5.1.1.2 Driving force relations for all transformation cases
Given equations, 5.10 and 5.11, the inequality (equation 5.9), can be further
reduced to equation 5.12 as shown below
[
Tφ+max − ρ
∂G
∂ξ+
]
ξ˙+ +
[
Tφ−max − ρ
∂G
∂ξ−
]
ξ˙− −
[
ρ
∂G
∂α
]
α˙ = χ
⇒ F+ξ˙+ +F−ξ˙− +Fαα˙ = χ
(5.12)
where,
Driving Force corresponding to M+ is given by F+ =
[
Tφ+max − ρ ∂G∂ξ+
]
Driving Force corresponding to M− is given by F− =
[
Tφ−max − ρ ∂G∂ξ−
]
Driving Force corresponding to α is given by Fα = -
[
ρ∂G
∂α
]
5.1.1.3 Gibbs potential : assumed form
Until now, the results have been established without specifying a form for the
Gibbs potential. A specific form for Gibbs potential per unit reference volume (in-
spired from [64,65]) motivated by the response characteristics of wire or spring under
torsional loading is shown in equation 5.13. It is composed of :
1. a linear combination of the torsional strain energy for all three phases,
2. an interaction term between the martensite variants or between martensite
variants and austenite phase,
3. a term related to the heat capacity difference between the martensite variants
and austenite phase,
4. a term relating to the heat capacity of the austenite.
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G =
1︷ ︸︸ ︷
−
(
ξ+T 2
2GmJ
+ ξ
−T 2
2GmJ
+ αT
2
2GaJ
)
+
2︷ ︸︸ ︷
B
[
ξ+
(
ξ+ − 1
)
+ ξ−(ξ− − 1)
]
+
3︷ ︸︸ ︷[
(1− ξ+) + (1− ξ−)
]
(a+ bθ) −
4︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cθ (1− ln θ)
(5.13)
where,
• ξ+, ξ− and α are the volume fractions for two martensite variants M+, M−
and austenite respectively,
• Ga is the austenitic shear moduli and Gm is the common martensitic shear
moduli for the martensite variants ξ+ and ξ− respectively
• J = pid432 is the polar moment of inertia of a solid circular member with diameter
“d”,
• B, a, b, θ and C are constants.
To reduce model complexity, common parameters Ga, Gm, B, a and b are chosen
for both twists. Experimental results suggest that the torsional response of SMA
under clockwise and anticlockwise twists are symmetric (for example see figure 4
in [116]). Due to symmetry, the magnitude of these parameters would be the same
under both twist directions, however their physical interpretation depends on the
twisting direction considered as it was assumed earlier that M+ and M− are the
martensite variants during clockwise and anticlockwise rotations respectively.
Using equation 5.11, the entropy in terms of Gibbs potential is given by,
η = −∂G
∂θ
= −C ln θ − b
[
(1− ξ+) + (1− ξ−)
]
(5.14)
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In order to find the value of b, which is the “entropy difference between the
phases”, one can consider several extreme cases :
• For 100% M+ : η|(ξ+=1,ξ−=0,α=0)= −C ln θ − b
• For 100% M− : η|(ξ+=0,ξ−=1,α=0)= −C ln θ − b
• For 100% A : η|(ξ+=0,ξ−=0,α=1)= −C ln θ − 2b
From these three cases, according to the model there is a entropy difference
between austenite and martensite variants (depending on the twisting direction)
because there is a latent heat (ηθ) difference associated with phase transformations.
Since, M+ ↔ M− is a pure twinning event, hence “b” does not play a role for this
response. Using the above extreme cases, “b” can be estimated for the following
cases.
b = [η|(ξ+=1,ξ−=0,α=0)− η|(ξ+=0,ξ−=0,α=1)] or
b = [η|(ξ+=0,ξ−=1,α=0)− η|(ξ+=0,ξ−=0,α=1)]
(5.15)
The constant “B” in equation 5.13 represents the interaction energy between the
phases or variants i.e interaction energy between austenite and martensite variants
(depending on the twisting direction) in case of superelastic effects or between the
martensite variants in case of twinning purely due to mechanical loading.
The internal energy in terms of Gibbs potential is given by,
∃ = G − θ∂G
∂θ
= −
(
ξ+T 2
2GmJ
+ ξ
−T 2
2GmJ
+ αT
2
2GaJ
)
+
B
[
ξ+(ξ+ − 1) + ξ−(ξ− − 1)
]
+ a
[
(1− ξ+) + (1− ξ−)
]
− Cθ
(5.16)
In order to find the value of a, which is the “internal energy difference between
the phases” at 0 K under no load conditions, one can again consider several extreme
cases :
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• 100% M+ : ∃M+ = ∃|(ξ+=1,ξ−=0,α=0,T=0,θ=0) = a
• 100 % M− : ∃M− = ∃|(ξ+=0,ξ−=1,α=0,T=0,θ=0) = a
• 100% A : ∃A = ∃|(ξ+=0,ξ−=0,α=1,T=0,θ=0) = 2a
From these three cases, “a” is the internal energy difference between austenite and
martensite variants (depending on the twisting direction). Since, M+ ↔ M− is a
pure twinning event due to mechanical loading and hence “a” does not play a role
during twinning events. Using the above extreme cases, “a” can be estimated for the
following cases
∃A = 2a
∃M+ = a
∃M− = a

=⇒

a = ∃A − ∃M+ or
a = ∃A − ∃M−
(5.17)
The method to identify the common model parameters “a”, “b” and “B” for both
clockwise and anticlockwise rotations would be described later in section 6.5.
5.1.1.4 Establishing driving force expressions for different transformation cases
Using the assumed form of Gibbs potential (equation 5.13), driving force expres-
sions (using equation 5.12) for different species are established below.
The driving force corresponding to M+ is given by
F+ =
[
Tφ+max −
∂G
∂ξ+
]
= Tφ+max +
[
T 2
2GmJ
]
−B[2ξ+ − 1] + (a+ bθ) (5.18)
The driving force corresponding to M− is given by
F− =
[
Tφ−max −
∂G
∂ξ−
]
= Tφ−max +
[
T 2
2GmJ
]
−B[2ξ− − 1] + (a+ bθ) (5.19)
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The driving force corresponding to α is given by
Fα = −
[
∂G
∂α
]
=
[
T 2
2GaJ
]
(5.20)
Now the possible transformations among the three species are A↔M+, A↔M−
and M− ↔M+.
Using the above equation sets (5.18, 5.19, 5.20) and equation 5.12, one can obtain
driving force relationships for all possible transformation conditions as summarized
below
k1 :=| F+ −Fα | = Tφ+max + T 2
( 1
2GmJ
− 12GaJ
)
−B(2ξ+ − 1) + bθ + a (5.21a)
k2 :=| F− −Fα | = Tφ−max + T 2
( 1
2GmJ
− 12GaJ
)
−B(2ξ− − 1) + bθ + a (5.21b)
k3 :=| F+ −F− | = FM+→M− = T
[
φ+max − φ−max
]
− 2B
[
ξ+ − ξ−
]
(5.21c)
In the above relations, “k1” and “k2” represent the driving force expressions for
superelastic phase transformations under clockwise and anticlockwise rotations re-
spectively. “k3” corresponds to twinning events resulting in “self accommodated
martensite” variants switching to preferred single variant martenite variants M+
and M−. In short, k1, k2 and k3 corresponds to A↔M+, A↔M− and M+ ↔M−
cases respectively.
From, the above general driving force relationships (equations 5.21a, 5.21b, 5.21c),
specific driving force relationships for twinning responses under clockwise and anti-
clockwise rotations are developed by considering the following important cases below:
• Notice that the driving force for the twinning response (k3) is temperature in-
dependent and depends upon only on the the applied torque and the difference
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in the volume fraction of the M+ and M− martensite variants. So, if T = 0
and ξ+ and ξ− are equal then there will be no driving force for twinning as
k3 = 0. Also, under stress free conditions, using equation set 5.22 below, k1
= k2 as ξ+ = ξ−. Since, the thresholds are the same (i.e k1 = k2), only an
austenitic phase transformation purely due to temperature changes (in absence
of any external loads) is possible as there is no driving force for twinning (as
k3 = 0). Also, when T = 0, according to equation 5.5, φ˙e = 0 which suggests
φ˙ = 0 as ξ+ = ξ−.
k1 =| F+ −Fα |= −B(2ξ+ − 1) + bθ + a (5.22a)
k2 =| F− −Fα |= −B(2ξ− − 1) + bθ + a (5.22b)
k3 =| F+ −F− |= −2B
[
ξ+ − ξ−
]
(5.22c)
Further, in order to satisfy the volume fraction conservation relationship (see
equation 5.1a), if ξ+ = ξ− and k1 = k2, it implies that α and one martensite
configuration are present. Under stress free conditions (T = 0), this suggests
that the possible transformations purely due to temperature changes are be-
tween a 50% M+ & 50% M− case and austenite. This further emphasizes our
earlier assumption of twinned martensite (also referred as self accommodated
martensite) configuration being 50% M+ & 50% M− as illustrated in figure
5.1.
• With T 6= 0 and α = 0 → ξ+ + ξ− = 1 then,
k1 =| F+ |= Tφ+max + T 2
( 1
2GmJ
)
−B(2ξ+ − 1) + bθ + a (5.23a)
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k2 =| F− |= Tφ−max + T 2
( 1
2GmJ
)
−B(2ξ− − 1) + bθ + a (5.23b)
k3 =| F+ −F− |= FM+→M− = T
[
φ+max − φ−max
]
− 2B
[
ξ+ − ξ−
]
(5.23c)
In the above equation sets 5.23c, k3 represents the driving forces to capture
the complete twinning response in both clockwise and anticlockwise rotations.
However, since the clockwise and anticlockwise torsion experiments are inde-
pendent of each other, hence the two martensite species M+ and M− are also
independent of each other. This suggests that k3 from equation sets 5.23c can
be split to capture individual twinning effects for clockwise (k+3 ) and anticlock-
wise (k−3 ) directions respectively as shown in equations 5.24a and 5.24b below.
The split twinning events will be between a 50% M+ & 50% M− martensite
configuration under stress free conditions to either 100% M+ or 100% M−
depending on the direction of the twist.
k+3 = F+ = Tφ+max − 2Bξ+ (5.24a)
k−3 = F− = Tφ−max − 2Bξ− (5.24b)
It must be highlighted that the driving force expressions corresponding to the twin-
ning responses under both rotations are independent of temperature (θ), constants
“a” and “b” as it is a pure mechanical response. On the other hand, the driving
force expressions corresponding to the superelastic transformations (A ↔ M+ and
A↔M− cases) depends upon model constants “a”,“b” and“B” along with operating
temperature “θ” as shown in equations 5.21a 5.21b for clockwise and anticlockwise
rotations respectively. In order to capture the shape memory effects under clockwise
and anticlockwise twists, the driving force expressions would be a combination of
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driving force expressions for the twinning responses and the superelastic responses
(with T = 0) depending on the twisting direction (i.e equation 5.24a and 5.21a for
clockwise twist. Similarly, equation 5.24b and 5.21b for anticlockwise twist.)
5.1.1.5 Establishing volume fraction expressions for different transformation cases
Using the assumed form of Gibbs potential expression 5.13 and using equation
5.10, an expression for elastic part of twist is obtained as shown below
φe = −∂G
∂T
= ξ
+T
GmJ
+ ξ
−T
GmJ
+ αT
GaJ
(5.25)
Using the volume fraction conservation relationship (equation 5.1a), the above equa-
tion 5.25 is further reduced to special two species cases as shown below.
φe|ξ−=0 = ξ
+T
GmJ
+ (1− ξ
+)T
GaJ
(5.26a)
φe|ξ+=0 = ξ
−T
GmJ
+ (1− ξ
−)T
GaJ
(5.26b)
φe|α=0 =

ξ+T
GmJ
+ (1− ξ
+)T
GmJ
or
ξ−T
GmJ
+ (1− ξ
−)T
GmJ
(5.26c)
As the martensitic species M+ and M− are independent of each other, hence the
total twist can be separated for clockwise and anticlockwise rotations respectively as
shown equation 5.27 below.
φ = φ+ + φ− ⇒ φ˙ = φ˙+ + φ˙− (5.27)
Now using the above equation 5.27 along with the relationship for total rate of twist
(equation 5.5)and equation sets (5.26a, 5.26b and 5.26c), simplified equations for
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specific two species scenarios can be obtained as shown below.
If ξ− = 0, φ˙+ − φ˙e|ξ−=0 = φ+maxξ˙+ =⇒ φ+ − φe|ξ−=0 = φ+maxξ+ (5.28a)
If ξ+ = 0, φ˙− − φ˙e|ξ+=0 = φ−maxξ˙− =⇒ φ− − φe|ξ+=0 = φ−maxξ− (5.28b)
If α = 0, φ˙− φ˙e|α=0 = φ+max ˙ξ+ + φ−max ˙ξ− (5.28c)
Again, in equation 5.28c, since M+ and M− martensite variants are independent,
hence the above equation 5.28c can be split to capture individual twinning effects
under clockwise and anticlockwise twisting directions as shown in equation set 5.29a
below.
For clockwise twinning

φ˙+ − φ˙e|α=0 = φ+max ˙ξ+
Thus, φ+ − φe|α=0 = φ+maxξ+
For anticlockwise twinning

φ˙− − φ˙e|α=0 = φ−max ˙ξ−
Thus, φ− − φe|α=0 = φ−maxξ−
(5.29a)
The variables torque (T ), angle of twist (φ) and temperature (θ) are nondimen-
sionalized before proceeding further with the derivations. The nondimensionalized
variables are: T ∗ = T/Tmax, φ+∗ = φ+/φ+max φ−∗ = φ−/φ−max, θ∗ = θ/θmax for each
loading case. Henceforth, for better readability, the ∗’s will be omitted from the
nondimensionalized variables.
Equations 5.26a and 5.28a represents a superelastic transformation case A →
M+ for clockwise twist and the volume fraction of ξ+ can be determined by equation
below
ξ+ =
φ+ − T
GaJ
T
GmJ
− TGaJ + 1
(5.30)
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Similarly, equations 5.26b and 5.28b represents a superelastic transformation case
A → M− for anticlockwise twist and the volume fraction of ξ− can be determined
by equation below
ξ− =
φ− − T
GaJ
T
GmJ
− TGaJ + 1
(5.31)
From equations 5.26c and 5.29a, two volume fraction relations for M+ and M−
representing the martensite twinning for clockwise and anticlockwise rotations re-
spectively can be obtained as shown below. The twinning in both cases is from an
assembly of 50% M+ & 50% M− martensite species under no-load conditions to M+
or M− depending on the twisting direction as discussed with equation 5.22 earlier.
ξ+ =
(
φ+ − T
GmJ
)
(5.32a)
ξ− =
(
φ− − T
GmJ
)
(5.32b)
Table 5.1 summarizes the driving force – volume fraction relationship for all
possible transformation cases.
Using clockwise and anticlockwise torsion–twist experimental data under both
superelastic and twinning conditions, each experimental plot is transformed to their
corresponding driving force – volume fraction plots using the relationships summa-
rized in table 5.1. Experimental results for one particular twist and temperature case
are chosen as reference for simulation of driving force and volume fraction relation-
ships. Figure 5.2 shows the reduction of the experimental data for twinning response
of SMA springs to its corresponding driving force – volume fraction plot. Similarly,
figure 5.3 shows the reduction of the experimental data for superelastic responses
of SMA wires under clockwise and anticlockwise twists to its corresponding driving
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Table 5.1: Summary of driving force–volume fraction relationships for all transfor-
mation cases (equation sets 5.21a – 5.30 ; 5.21b – 5.31 ; 5.24a – 5.32a ; 5.24b
– 5.32b).
Transformation case Driving force & volume fraction expressions
Superelastic (A↔M+) FA↔M+ = Tφ+max + T 2
(
1
2GmJ − 12GaJ
)
−B(2ξ+ − 1) + bθ + a
(Clockwise twist) ξ+ =
φ+ − T
GaJ
T
GmJ
− T
GaJ
+1
Superelastic (A↔M−) FA↔M− = Tφ−max + T 2
(
1
2GmJ − 12GaJ
)
−B(2ξ− − 1) + bθ + a
(Anticlockwise twist) ξ− =
φ− − T
GaJ
T
GmJ
− T
GaJ
+1
Twinning response F+ = Tφ+max − 2Bξ+
(clockwise twist) ξ+ =
(
φ+ − T
GmJ
)
Twinning response F− = Tφ−max − 2Bξ−
(Anticlockwise twist) ξ− =
(
φ− − T
GmJ
)
force – volume fraction plot. The driving force – volume fraction plot shown in figure
5.3 is a combination of two driving force – volume fraction plots using equations sets
5.21a – 5.30 and 5.21b – 5.31 for clockwise and anticlockwise rotations respectively.
The torque – twist experimental data were non-dimensionlized for establishment of
driving force–volume fraction relationships under both rotations with the appropriate
sign conventions (clockwise – positive ; anticlockwise – negative).
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Figure 5.2: Experimental torque v/s angle of twist data is reduced to driving force–
volume fraction plot using thermodynamic principles by using equations developed
for twinning response summarized in table 5.1. Clockwise twist was assumed. Ex-
perimental data obtained from [113].
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for superelastic responses summarized in table 5.1. Experimental data obtained
from [116].
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6. PROTOCOL : MODEL SIMULATIONS AND PREDICTIONS ∗
Using the two species and three species model formulations discussed in sections
3 and 5, driving force–volume fraction relationships for different loading conditions
were developed. The algorithm described in section 4.1 of section 4 was then used to
estimate the volume fraction contribution for a given driving force F under different
loading conditions.
The next step in the model prediction is to predict the original experimental data
from the F – ξ plot predicted using the algorithm described in section 4.1. If there
are “n” hysterons each contributing ξi to the total volume fraction as setup by the
Preisach algorithm, then
ξ =
n∑
i=0
ξi (6.1)
where ξi ∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , n represents the volume fraction contribution of those
hysterons switched on at this time step.
The following sections below discuss the simulation procedure under different
loading conditions and making predictions at different temperatures
6.1 Tension Loading Case - Two Species
6.1.1 Load Controlled Test Protocol
If at time instant ti, σ(i), ε(i) and θ(i) are assumed to be known then by using
Equation 3.15, ξten(i) can be evaluated. In order to compute these variables at time
∗Reprinted with permission from “Combining Thermodynamic Principles with Preisach models
for superelastic SMA Wires” by Doraiswamy, Rao and Srinivasa, Smart Materials and Structures,
20, 085032, 2011 [64], Copyright [2014] by IOP.
Reprinted with permission from “A two species thermodynamic Preisach model for the tor-
sional response of SMA wires and springs under superelastic conditions” by Rao and Srinivasa,
International Journal of Solids and Structures, 50, 887–898, 2013 [90], Copyright [2014] by Elsevier
Limited.
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ti+1, it is assumed that σ(i + 1) is known. Ften(i+ 1) can now be computed from
equation 3.13 for a known ξten(i). Once Ften(i+ 1) is evaluated, the Preisach model
is used to predict ξten(i+ 1). Now using ξten(i+ 1) and σ(i+ 1) being known, using
Equation 3.7, εe(i + 1) is established and subsequently ε(i + 1) from equation 3.11.
Summarizing the above, the following equations 6.2a and 6.2b below need to be
evaluated.
F (n+1)ten = σ(n+1) +
(
σ(n+1)
)2 ( 1
2EMI
− 12EAI
)
−B(2ξ(n)ten − 1) + bθ + a (6.2a)
ε(n+1) =
(
ξ
(n)
ten
)
σn+1
EMI
+
(
1− ξ(n)ten
)
σn+1
EAI
+ ξnten (6.2b)
6.1.2 Displacement Controlled Test Protocol
If at time instant ti, σ(i), ε(i) and θ(i) are known and then ξten(i) can be evaluated
by using equation 3.15. Here ε(i + 1) is known and σ(i + 1) needs to be computed.
Ften(i+ 1) can now be computed using equation 3.13. Now equation 3.15 is used to
express σ in terms of ε and ξten. The Preisach model is used again to find ξten(i+ 1)
from Ften(i+ 1). Once ξten(i + 1) and ε(i + 1) are evaluated, using equation 3.15,
σ(i + 1) is evaluated. Summarizing the above, the following equations below 6.3a
and 6.3b need to be evaluated
σ(n+1) = ε
(n+1) − ξ(n)ten
ξ
(n)
ten
(
1
EM I
− 1
EAI
)
+ 1
EAI
(6.3a)
F (n+1)ten = σ(n+1) + (σ(n+1))2
( 1
2EMI
− 12EAI
)
−B(2ξ(n)ten − 1) + bθ + a (6.3b)
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6.2 Torsion Loading Case - Two Species
6.2.1 Load (Torque) Controlled Protocol
If at a time ti, T (i), φ(i) and θ(i) are assumed to be known, then by using
Equation 3.29, ξtor(i) can be evaluated. In order to compute these variables at time
ti+1, it is assumed that T (i + 1) is known. Ftor(i+ 1) can now be computed from
equation 3.27 for a known ξtor(i). Once Ftor(i+ 1) is evaluated, the Preisach model
using the algorithm highlighted in Section 4.1 is used to predict ξtor(i+1). Now being
ξtor(i+ 1) and T (i+ 1) being known, using equation 3.21, φe(i+ 1)is established and
subsequently φ(i + 1) from 3.25. Summarizing the above, one needs to evaluate
equations 6.4a and 6.4b below.
T (n+1) = φ
(n+1) − ξ(n)tor
ξ
(n)
tor
(
1
GMJ
− 1
GAJ
)
+ 1
GAJ
(6.4a)
F (n+1)tor = T (n+1) + (T (n+1))2
( 1
2GMJ
− 12GAJ
)
−B(2ξ(n)tor − 1) + bθ + a (6.4b)
6.2.2 Displacement (Angle of Twist) Controlled Protocol
If at time ti, T (i), φ(i) and θ(i) are known then by using Equation 3.29 ξtor(i) can
be evaluated. Here φ(i+1) is known and T (i+1) needs to be computed. Ftor(i+ 1)
is computed using 3.27. Now the Equation 3.29 is used to express T in terms of φ
and ξtor. The Preisach model is used again to find ξtor(i+1) from Ftor(i+ 1). Once
ξtor(i + 1) and φ(i + 1) are evaluated, using Equation 3.29, T (i + 1) is evaluated.
Summarizing the above, one needs to evaluate equations 6.5a and 6.5b below.
T (n+1) = φ
(n+1) − ξ(n)tor
ξ
(n)
tor
(
1
GM I
− 1
GAI
)
+ 1
GAI
(6.5a)
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F (n+1)tor = T (n+1) + (T (n+1))2
( 1
2GMI
− 12GAI
)
−B(2ξ(n)tor − 1) + bθ + a (6.5b)
6.3 Pure Bending Case - Two Species
6.3.1 Load (Moment) Controlled Protocol
If at time ti, M(i), κ(i) and θ(i) are assumed to be known then by using equation
3.43, ξbend(i) can be evaluated. In order to compute these variables at time ti+1, it is
assumed that M(i+ 1) is known. Fbend(i+ 1) can now be computed from equation
3.41 for a known ξbend(i). Once Fbend(i+ 1) is evaluated, the Preisach model is
used to predict ξ(i + 1). With ξbend(i + 1) and M(i + 1) now known, using 3.35 to
find κe(i + 1) and hence κ(i + 1) from equation 3.39. Summarizing the above, one
needs to evaluate equations 6.6a and 6.6b below
F (n+1)bend = M (n+1) + (M (n+1))2
( 1
2EMI
− 12EAI
)
−B(2ξ(n)bend − 1) + bθ + a (6.6a)
κ(n+1) = ξ
(n)
bendM
n+1
EMI
+
(
1− ξ(n)bend
)
Mn+1
EAI
+ ξnbend (6.6b)
6.3.2 Displacement (Curvature) Controlled Protocol
If at time ti, M(i), κ(i) and θ(i) are known then by using equation 3.43 ξbend(i)
can be evaluated. Here κ(i + 1) is known and M(i + 1) needs to be computed.
Fbend(i+ 1) is computed using 3.41. Now the equation 3.43 is used to express M
in terms of κ and ξbend. The Preisach model is used again to find ξbend(i + 1) from
Fbend(i+ 1). Once ξbend(i + 1) and κ(i + 1) are evaluated, using equation 3.43,
M(i+ 1) is evaluated. Summarizing the above, one needs to evaluate equations 6.7a
and 6.7b below.
M (n+1) = κ
(n+1) − ξ(n)bend
ξ
(n)
bend
(
1
EM I
− 1
EAI
)
+ 1
EAI
(6.7a)
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F (n+1)bend = M (n+1) + (M (n+1))2
( 1
2EMI
− 12EAI
)
−B(2ξ(n)bend − 1) + bθ + a (6.7b)
6.4 Three Species Torsion - Model Simulation
The procedure illustrated in section 6.4.1 below is common for clockwise and
anticlockwise superelastic responses as the responses are symmetric. Similarly, a
common procedure for clockwise and anticlockwise twinning responses is highlighted
in section 6.4.2 below. For convenience, a common volume fraction ξ is employed for
discussion in this section. Term ξ here can be ξ+ or ξ− depending on the twisting
direction. The simulation protocol is same under both twist directions once the
corresponding equations are appropriately selected for each case from table 5.1.
6.4.1 Superelastic Responses
6.4.1.1 Load (Torque) Controlled Protocol
If at time ti, T(i), φ(i) and θ(i) are assumed to be known then by using equations
5.30 or 5.31, ξ(i) can be evaluated. In order to compute these variables at time ti+1,
it is assumed that T(i+1) is known. F(i+ 1) can now be computed from equations
5.21a or 5.21b for a known ξ(i). Once F(i + 1) is evaluated, the Preisach model is
used to predict ξ(i+1). With ξ(i+1) and T(i+1) now known, using equations 5.26a
or 5.26b, one can find φe(i+ 1) and hence φ(i+ 1) from equations 5.28a or 5.28b.
6.4.1.2 Displacement (angle of twist) controlled protocol
If at time ti, T(i), φ(i) and θ(i) are known then by using equation 5.30 or 5.31
ξ(i) can be evaluated. Here, φ(i + 1) is known and T(i+1) needs to be computed.
F(i+ 1) is computed using equations 5.21a or 5.21b. Now the equations 5.30 or 5.31
are used to express T in terms of φ and ξ. The Preisach model is used again to find
ξ(i + 1) from F(i + 1). Once ξ(i + 1) and φ(i + 1) are evaluated, using equations
5.30 or 5.31, T(i+1) is evaluated.
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6.4.2 Twinning Responses
6.4.2.1 Load (Torque) Controlled Protocol
If at time ti, T(i) and φ(i) are assumed to be known then by using equations 5.32a
or 5.32b, ξ(i) can be evaluated. In order to compute these variables at time ti+1, it
is assumed that T(i+1) is known. F(i + 1) can now be computed from equations
5.24a or 5.24b for a known ξ(i). Once F(i + 1) is evaluated, the Preisach model is
used to predict ξ(i + 1). With ξ(i + 1) and T(i+1) now known, using equation set
5.26c, one can find φe(i + 1) and hence φ(i + 1) from equation 5.29a depending on
the twist direction.
6.4.2.2 Displacement (angle of twist) controlled protocol
If at time ti, T(i) and φ(i) are known then by using equation 5.32a or 5.32b ξ(i)
can be evaluated. Here φ(i+1) is known and T(i+1) needs to be computed. F(i+1)
is computed using equations 5.24a or 5.24b. Now the equations 5.32a or 5.32b is
used to express T in terms of φ and ξ. The Preisach model is used again to find
ξ(i + 1) from F(i + 1). Once ξ(i + 1) and φ(i + 1) are evaluated, using equations
5.32a or 5.32b, T(i+1) is evaluated.
6.5 Parameter Identification
By combining thermodynamics principles and Preisach modeling techniques, the
model parameters can be separated into sets of parameters arising from the thermo-
dynamical framework and those from the Preisach models related to hysterons posi-
tioning. Section 4.1 discussed the details of obtaining parameters Fforward, F backward
and ∆ξ pertaining to Preisach triangle as represented in figures 4.1 or 4.2 by auto-
matically assigning the hysterons at specific positions on the triangle. The method of
obtaining parameters arising from the assumed form of Gibbs potential for different
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loading cases from thermodynamical framework will be discussed below.
6.5.1 Tension Loading Case - Two Species
The parameters under consideration Ea, Em, B, a and b and their corresponding
values used for simulation and model predictions are reported in table 6.1. Experi-
mental results of uniaxial tension tests conducted on NiTi wire at temperatures 348,
373 and 398K as illustrated in figure 2.3 are used as reference.
• “Ea” and “Em” being the austenitic and martensitic elastic moduli can be
estimated directly form the tension experimental data by finding the initial
slopes of the superelastic response at one particular temperature.
• “B” is the coefficient of the interfacial energy term related to the area of hys-
teresis (as shown in [65]). Therefore parameter “B” is proportional to the area
of hysteresis under stress–strain plot. A value for “B” is chosen in order to
obtain a good fit between the model and the experimental hysteresis.
• The computation of entropy difference “b” can justified by the comparing re-
sponses at two different temperatures as shown below. If F1 is the driving
force at torque σ1 and temperature θ1 and F2 is the corresponding driving
force at torque σ2 and θ2 respectively.
F1 =σ
2
1
2
( 1
EMI
− 1
EAI
)
+ a+ bθ1 −B(2ξten − 1) + σ1εmax (6.8)
F2 =σ
2
2
2
( 1
EMI
− 1
EAI
)
+ a+ bθ2 −B(2ξten − 1) + σ2εmax (6.9)
F1 −F2 =σ
2
1 − σ22
2
( 1
EMI
− 1
EAI
)
+ b(θ1 − θ2) + (σ1 − σ2)εmax (6.10)
The driving force analogous to chemical potential (see [160]) does not change
with temperature and therefore F1 - F2=0. Using this relation and further
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neglecting the terms arising due to modulus differences, we get,
b = −σ1 − σ2
θ1 − θ2 εmax, (6.11)
It can be seen that the value of “b” (from table 6.1) matches with the values
available in the literature for SMA (see [161]).
• The parameter “a” serves as a datum for the driving force and is computed by
setting the driving force to be zero at the stress-free austenite phase i.e.,
F|ξ=0,σ=0= a+ bθ +B (6.12)
a = −bθ −B (6.13)
Table 6.1: Values of thermodynamical parameters employed for model verification
for uniaxial tension tests conducted on NiTi wire (see figure 2.3).
Parameters Corresponding Values
Ea 40 GPa
Em 28 GPa
B -73 MPa
a 175 MPa
b -0.2746 MPa/K
θ1 348 K
θ2 373 K
θ2 398 K
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Figure 6.1: Figure shows the critical coordinates determined to estimate model pa-
rameters from a superelastic response of a wire (non-dimensionlized data). Experi-
mental data obtained from [116].
6.5.2 Torsion Loading Case - Two Species
In this section, the identification of parameters Ga, Gm, B, a and b arising from
the thermodynamical framework (i.e assumed Gibbs potential form in equation 3.16)
are discussed.
Doaré et al. [116] performed experiments on SMA wires under different degrees of
twist. Experimental data for highest twist is used as reference for model calibration
under superelastic conditions and an algorithm to determine these parameters is
illustrated below.
The following protocol is employed to determine some critical coordinates used
to estimate model parameters from a superelastic torque–twist response of a wire
(see figure 6.1).
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1. Torque–twist data at one temperature is non-dimensionlized as T ∗ =
(
T
Tmax
)
=
yi and φ∗ =
(
φ
φmax
)
= xi for convenience.
2. Using the non-dimesionlized data, define slope mi =
(
yi−yi−1
xi−xi−1
)
and ni = yixi
for the entire data set. A moving average mavg =
∑
mi
i
is established for
comparison
3. If
(
mi−mavgi−1
mi
)
departs > 8%, break and save the initial data set for modulus
evaluation. Following the ASTM standard F2516-07ε2 [13] for superelastic Ni-
Ti materials under tension loading case, the upper plateau strength (UPS)
is the corresponding stress value at 3% strain during tension loading of the
sample. This approach is extended to the present torque–twist data where the
corresponding torque value at 3% shear strain 1 is evaluated. The intersection
of the slope of the initial data points till
(
mi−mavgi−1
mi
)
departs > 8% (where
it first starts departing linearity) and the torque value at 3% twist is used to
determine coordinate (x1, y1) as shown in figure 6.1.
4. When ni = 1, the corresponding data point is labeled as co-ordinate as (x2, y2).
This is the final data point on the loading part of the torque–twist response.
5. Repeat step 2 for the unloading data and when
(
mi−mavgi−1
mi
)
departs > 8%,
break and save the data set for modulus evaluation. The first point of departure
from linearity is used to determine coordinate (x3, y3).
6. Using the x1 co-ordinate from step 2, the corresponding data point on the
unloading response is labeled as y4.
1Shear strain (γ) can be related to twist/unit length by the following relation γ = rφ where ”r”
is the radius of the circular bar.
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Using the above protocol the various parameters Ga, Gm, B, a and b are deter-
mined as shown below.
• The austenitic and martensitic shear moduli “Ga” and “Gm” can be estimated
using the data sets determined in steps 3 and 5. These correspond to the initial
loading and final unloading slopes of the torque – angle of twist plot. Similarly
for twinning responses,“Gm” can be estimated directly from the the initial slope
of the twinning response. In many cases, the shear moduli is evaluated using
the elastic moduli with a poisons ratio assumption of around 0.3 as reported
in literature (see table 1 in both [108,109]).
• “B” is the coefficient of the interfacial energy term that relates to the the width
of hysteresis area (as shown in [65]).“B” is related to the area of hysteresis under
torque–angle of twist plot and is estimated as the area of the quadrilateral (x1,
y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3) and (x1, y4). For twinning responses, “B” represents the
interaction energy between the martensite variants. A value for “B” is chosen
in order to obtain a good fit between the model and the experimental hystere-
sis for twinning responses and partially transformed superelastic responses as
observed in case of springs.
• The computation of entropy difference “b” can justified by the comparing re-
sponses at two different temperatures as shown below. This discussion is com-
mon for both superelastic responses A ↔ M+ and A ↔ M−. A common
martensite volume fraction ξ 2 is employed for discussion here. If F1 is the
driving force at torque T1, operating temperature θ1 and F2 is the correspond-
2Term ξ can be ξ+ or ξ− depending on the twisting direction and the corresponding driving
force equations can be employed.
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ing driving force at torque T2, operating temperature θ2.
F1 =T
2
1
2
( 1
GmJ
− 1
GaJ
)
+ a+ bθ1 −B(2ξ − 1) + T1φmax (6.14)
F2 =T
2
2
2
( 1
GmJ
− 1
GaJ
)
+ a+ bθ2 −B(2ξ − 1) + T2φmax (6.15)
F1 −F2 =T
2
1 − T 22
2
( 1
GmJ
− 1
GaJ
)
+ b(θ1 − θ2) + (T1 − T2)φmax (6.16)
The driving force for transformation is analogous to chemical potential (see
[160,161]) and is assumed to be independent of temperature and thus F1 - F2
= 0. This assumption suggests that driving force – volume fraction plots for
different transformation conditions estimated at any twist is independent of
temperature as long as they are compared for same extent of transformation
(i.e same value of ξ). Using this relation and further neglecting the terms
arising due to modulus differences, we get,
b = −T1 − T2
θ1 − θ2 φmax, (6.17)
In the above relation, T1 and T2 are determined by the comparing responses
at two different temperatures (θ1 and θ2) using the (x1, y1) co-ordinates deter-
mined in steps 2 and 3.
• The parameter “a” serves as a datum for the driving force and is computed by
setting the driving force to be zero at the stress-free austenite phase at a given
temperature, i.e.,
F|ξ=0,T=0= a+ bθ +B = 0 (6.18)
So, a = −bθ −B (6.19)
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The above parameters Ga, Gm, B, a and b are common for both clockwise and
anticlockwise twist as the responses are symmetric in nature.
Table 6.2: Values of thermodynamical parameters employed for model verification
in case of springs
Parameters Corresponding Values
Ga 14.4 GPa
Gm 10.56 GPa
B -9.6 Nmm
a 151.34 Nmm
b -0.38 Nmm/K
θ1 348 K
θ2 373 K
θ3 398 K
6.5.3 Pure Bending Case - Two Species
Similarly, the parameters under consideration Ea, Em, B, a and b and their
corresponding values used for simulation and model predictions are reported in Table
6.3. The parameters are determined keeping the experimental data on pure bending
of NiTi wire from Rejzner et al. [132] as reference.
• “Ea” and “Em” being the austenitic and martensitic elastic moduli can be
estimated directly form the tension experimental data by finding the initial
slopes of the superleastic response.
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• “B” is the coefficient of the interfacial energy term related to the area of hys-
teresis (as shown in [65]). Therefore parameter “B” is proportional to the area
of hysterisis under bending moment verses curvature plot. A value for “B” is
chosen in order to obtain a good fit between the model and the experimental
hysteresis.
• The computation of entropy difference “b” can justified by the comparing re-
sponses at two different temperatures as shown below. If F1 is the driving force
at torque M1 and temperature θ1 and F2 is the corresponding driving force at
torque M2 and θ2 respectively.
F1 =M
2
1
2
( 1
EmI
− 1
EaI
)
+ a+ bθ1 −B(2ξbend − 1) +M1κmax (6.20)
F2 =M
2
2
2
( 1
EmI
− 1
EaI
)
+ a+ bθ2 −B(2ξbend − 1) +M2κmax (6.21)
F1 −F2 =M
2
1 −M22
2
( 1
EmI
− 1
EaI
)
+ b(θ1 − θ2) + (M1 −M2)κmax (6.22)
Similarly, F1 - F2=0 and further neglecting the terms arising due to modulus
differences, we get,
b = −M1 −M2
θ1 − θ2 κmax, (6.23)
• Similarly, the parameter “a” serves as a datum for the driving force and is
computed by setting the driving force to be zero at the stress-free austenite
phase i.e.,
F|ξbend=0,M=0= a+ bθ +B (6.24)
a = −bθ −B (6.25)
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Table 6.3: Values of thermodynamical parameters employed for model verification
for pure bending experimental data of NiTi wire [132]
Parameters Corresponding Values
Ea 45 MPa
Em 35 MPa
B -1.33 Nmm
a 44.3 Nmm
b -0.133 Nmm/K
θ1 323 K
θ2 303 K
6.5.4 Torsion Case - Three Species
The identification of parameters Ga, Gm, B, a and b arising from the thermody-
namical framework (i.e assumed Gibbs potential form in equation 5.13) are discussed.
For different driving force–volume fraction relationships summarized in table 5.1, the
model parameters are calibrated against the corresponding experimental data under
various transformation conditions using a single torque–angle of twist plot for supere-
lastic and twinning responses. The model is preferably calibrated for the maximum
extent of transformation and then used to predict responses at lower extents of trans-
formation or at different temperatures.
Doaré et al. [116] performed experiments on SMA wires under different degrees of
twist. Experimental data for highest twist is used as reference for model calibration
under superelastic conditions. The calibrated parameters are reported in table 6.4.
Aguiar et al. [113] performed experiments on SMA springs under different dead
loads which are used as reference for model calibration under twinning responses.
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Only modulus Gm and B is of significance here and the corresponding calibrated
values are reported in table 6.4.
The procedure for finding parameters for superelastic response is similar to the
one illustrated in section 6.5.2. The same algorithm is used to identify parameters
Ga, Gm, B, a and b for SE responses.
For twinning responses, “Gm” can be estimated directly from the the initial slope
of the twinning response. “B” represents the interaction energy between the marten-
site variants value for “B” is chosen in order to obtain a good fit between the model
and the experimental hysteresis.
The above parameters Ga, Gm, B, a and b are common for both clockwise and
anticlockwise twist as the responses are symmetric in nature.
Table 6.4: Values of thermodynamical parameters employed for model verification
for springs and wires used for three species thermodyanmic Preisach models
Parameters
Corresponding Values
Superelastic response (SE) Twinning response (SME)
Ga 14.5 GPa -NA-
Gm 11 GPa 11.5 GPa
B -23.3 Nmm - 0.2 Nmm
a 163 Nmm -NA-
b -0.47 Nmm/K -NA-
θ1 297 K -NA- (295 K)
θ2 327 K –
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6.6 Note on Parameter “B” for Superelastic and Twinning Responses
From table 6.4, the interaction energy term “B” is significantly larger compared
that of twinning responses. This suggests that one requires lesser energy for twin-
ning between martensite variants as compared against phase transformations be-
tween austenite and martensite variants associated superelastic phase transforma-
tions. Though, SMAs demonstrate large plateau strains (6 to 8%) under both su-
perelastic and twinning responses, experimental evidences under superelastic con-
ditions indicate higher critical stress/torque levels for phase transformation when
compared to corresponding critical stresses associated with twinning responses thus
emphasising higher interaction energy difference.
Figures 7.32 and 7.33 discussed later shows the experimental results for supere-
lastic and twinning responses for SMA springs and rods respectively. It clearly
demonstrates significantly higher plateau stresses/torque levels associated with su-
perelastic responses when compared to twinning responses associated with shape
memory response. As discussed in section 1.2.1, plateau stresses Upper plateau
strength (UPS) and Lower plateau strength (LPS) are some of the salient
features associated with a typical superelastic response under tension loading case as
discussed in the ASTM standard F2516-07ε2 [13] for superelastic Ni-Ti materials. On
similar lines, with twinning responses, the critical stress associated with the onset
of flat plateau can be employed for comparison with UPS or LPS associated with
superelastic responses. Though, torsional responses of SMA components don’t show
clear flat plateaus as commonly seen with tension responses, it is still evident that
UPS > LPS > plateau stress associated with twinning response. This justifies higher
energy values (“B”) associated with superelastic phase transformations as compared
to twinning response associated with shape memory effects.
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6.7 Simulation of Orginal Response for SMA Components
Once the test protocol highlighted in the above sections are selected depending
on the transformation case, the model can be used to simulate responses at different
temperatures or twists. For prediction of responses of SMA components like wires,
rods and springs considered here, a total of “20100 hysterons” which is an equivalent
to a Preisach triangle with a side of “200” were employed.
Depending on the choice of the size of the Preisach triangle, the model predictions
can do an approximate or a precise prediction by controlling the use of number of
Preisach elements used in simulation. An approximate response prediction could be
sufficient for design purposes but a more precise prediction might be essential from
the control systems standpoint. Such a scheme allows predictions tailored to level of
information available and thus saving computational time.
6.8 Model Predictions – Different Strains/Twists/Curvatures or Temperatures
Hysterons generated at one particular twist can be used to predict responses
at any other twists (i.e internal loops) without re-computation of any model pa-
rameters. This just requires appropriate assumption of strain/twist/curvature or
stress/torque/moment vectors during simulation protocol selected for recomputing
original relationships as described in previous sections for different loading condi-
tions.
Superelastic responses of SMA are affected by changes in external stimuli (i.e op-
erating temperature) as shown in many experimental evidences (see figure 7 in [72],
figure 12 in [156], figure 16 in [142], figure 3 in [105], figure 2 in [162] etc. for exam-
ples). The present modeling approach allows us to capture this temperature depen-
dence without re-computation of any model parameters. The inherent assumption
here is that the driving force – volume fraction plots for a given extent of trans-
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formation (ξ) just translates linearly with changes in operating temperature. This
linear relationship is the (a + bθ) terms in the driving force relationships for supere-
lastic responses under different loading conditions. With such an assumption, one
can predict responses at different temperatures based on hysterons generated at one
particular temperature without the need for changing any model parameters. Thus,
it just requires changing temperature value (θ) in during the simulation protocol
selected for recomputing original relationship as described in previous sections.
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS : MODEL SIMULATIONS AND
PREDICTIONS ∗
Using the simulation process discussed in section 6, F – ξ are estimated from
the original experimental data under all loading conditions for a given temperature
say θ1. The prediction of responses at different temperatures (say θ2 or θ3) can be
achieved by just “changing the temperature term” during the reverse calculations of
experimental data from the F – ξ generated for temperature θ1. Thus the hysteron
parameters have to be estimated only once and they don’t have to be recomputed
for predictions at different temperatures.
7.1 Tension Loading Results - Two Species
Tension test on wires (see figure 2.3) indicate that the plateau stresses scale lin-
early with temperature without significant change in hysteresis. The linear assump-
tion (a + bθ terms in the model) was used to capture the temperature dependence
of superelastic responses in SMA tension response. Figure 7.1a shows the simulation
using ASTM standard as guidelines as discussed in section 1.2.1 and figure 1.5. The
flat upper and lower platues are generally observed in superelastic SMA wires but
not in martensite SMA wires that were tested under superelastic conditions. Hence,
the model results are quite far from the experimental results since the ASTM stan-
dard was primarily developed for superelastic wires. Figure 7.1b shows the model
simulation at 373 K compared with the experimental data. Model prediction and
∗Reprinted with permission from “Combining Thermodynamic Principles with Preisach models
for superelastic SMA Wires” by Doraiswamy, Rao and Srinivasa, Smart Materials and Structures,
20, 085032, 2011 [64], Copyright [2014] by IOP.
Reprinted with permission from “A two species thermodynamic Preisach model for the tor-
sional response of SMA wires and springs under superelastic conditions” by Rao and Srinivasa,
International Journal of Solids and Structures, 50, 887–898, 2013 [90], Copyright [2014] by Elsevier
Limited.
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experimental results show a close match as the Preisach parameters were chosen to
fit the data. The closeness of the fit is an indication of the power of the Preisach
approach. The hysterons generated for this result are used to predict responses at
different temperatures.
Figure 7.2a and 7.2b shows the model prediction at 348 K and 398 K respectively
with the corresponding experimental results used for comparison. The model results
are predicted up to 6% strains for both the cases as the the SMA wires are not used
for applications > 6% due to poor fatigue life. Further the predictions of plateau
strains is of significant importance for design of superelastic SMA components in
civil and biomedical applications.
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(a) Model prediction using the
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as discussed in section 1.2.1 and
figure 1.5.
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Figure 7.1: Model simulation using ASTM guidelines and a model simulation of
results at 373 K
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(a) Model prediction for 348 K using the 373 K as input data.
Model results show a close match with the experimental results
with an average error ∼ 6%.
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(b) Model prediction for 398 K using the 373 K as input data.
Model results show a close match with the experimental results
with an average error ∼ 8%.
Figure 7.2: Prediction for responses at 348 and 398 K using the hysterons generated
at 373 K temperature result. The experimental results for all cases were discussed
earlier in 2.3.
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7.2 Torsional Loading Results - Two Species
7.2.1 Simulations of SMA Spring and Wire Response Using Complete Torque
verses Angle of Twist Data
Figure 7.3 and 7.4 shows the model prediction at 348 K and 296 K respectively
with the corresponding experimental results used for comparison. The model shows
a good fit with the experimental results and can estimate the hysteresis accurately.
7.2.2 Simulation and Model Predictions of SMA Wire Response at Different
Twists
Doarè et al. [116] in their work performed quasi-static tests on 2mm dia SMA
wires for three different angle of twists (100, 350 and 450 degrees). The 450o data was
used as reference to calibrate the model with the assumption that it is the maximum
possible angle of twist that the sample can encounter without failing. The hysterons
generated by the 450o data are used to predict responses at any other angle of twist
without recomputation of any model parameters. Figure 7.13a and 7.13b shows the
model predictions at different angles of twist 350 and 225o twist respectively using the
hysterons generated with the 450o twist. The model predictions show a close match
with the experimental results. It must be highlighted from these experiments and
model predictions, it is unclear if a fully martensitic wire is obtained at higher twists
as there was no elastic deformation of stress induced martensite (SIM) observed in
these experiments. Chapman et al. [110] in their work studied the response of three
superelastic wires with different diameters under torsion until failure and the results
clearly illustrates that one can observe a fully transformed wire response (similar to
pure tension responses) under higher degrees of twist (see figures 2 and 3 in [110]).
In order to confirm this point, section 2.3 earlier discussed torsional tests on
SMA wires under large twist. Figures 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, 7.12 shows
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simulation results that used the entire experimental data for model calibration in
each of the test cases discussed in section 2.3. The use of Preisach model results in a
jagged nature of the response as shown in the results. The Preisach parameters were
chosen to calibrate the model and the strength of such an approach is evident here
with the model simulations showing a close match with the experimental data. The
outer loops, complex internal loops and RPM predictions were accurately captured
in all the simulations when compared with its corresponding experimental data.
The model is preferably calibrated at the maximum angle of twist and then used to
predict responses at lower twists. In subsequent subsections, these model simulations
are used to predict responses with more complex internal loops as discussed in section
2.3 earlier.
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Figure 7.3: Model prediction for the superelastic response of SMA spring at 348 K.
Model prediction and experimental results show a good match. This is not surprising
since the Preisach parameters were chosen to fit the data. However the closeness of
the fit is an indication of the power of the Preisach approach.
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Figure 7.4: Model prediction for the superelastic response of SMA wire tested at 296
K showing a good match. Experimental results at 296 K were obtained from [110].
The jaggedness of the model simulation is due to the fact that a discrete Preisach
model was used.
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Figure 7.5: Figure showing the data that is used for model calibration. All model
predictions discussed in section 7.2.2.1 uses the hysterons generated for this outer
loop response.
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Figure 7.6: Simulation for a hysteretic response with one large internal loops during
loading cycle. All model predictions discussed in section 7.2.2.2 uses the hysterons
generated for this experimental data containing the outer loop with one internal loop
during the loading cycle.
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Figure 7.7: Simulation for a hysteretic response with an internal loop during the
loading and unloading cycle. All model predictions discussed in section 7.2.2.3 uses
the hysterons generated for this entire outer loop and internal loops during the
loading and unloading stages.
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Figure 7.8: Simulation for a hysteretic response with three large internal loops during
loading cycle. The jaggedness in the response is due to the discrete nature of the
Preisach model
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Figure 7.9: Simulation for a hysteretic response that compares internal loops during
loading and unloading part of the response. Again, the simulation is a close fit when
compared to the experimental data.
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Figure 7.10: Simulation of complex internal loops during loading cycles. The RPM
effects are well captures by the Preisach model.
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Figure 7.11: Simulation of complex internal loop during unloading cycles. The RPM
effects are well captures by the Preisach model.
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Figure 7.12: Simulation of a response having complex internal loops during both
loading and unloading cycles. The strength of the Presiach model is clearly demon-
strated here with a close fit with the experimental data.
7.2.2.1 Model Predictions using simple load unload outer loop response as input
data
The model can also be used to predict responses at differento of twists. In predic-
tions shown in figures 7.14, 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17 some examples of model predictions
are demonstrated. The predictions show a close match with the outer and inner loop
with reasonable predictions. In all the predictions, the model is calibrated for the
outer loop response of a simple loading and unloading case upto 1800o maximum
twist as shown in figure 7.5. The Preisach elements from this calibrated response is
used to predict responses for different cases as shown in figures 7.15 7.16 and 7.17.
The predictions closely captured the outer loop responses and captured the simple
and complex internal loops (including RPM) especially during the loading stage with
reasonable fidelity.
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7.2.2.2 Model Predictions using the entire outer loop with one internal loop during
the loading cycle as input data
Some model predictions that use the entire outer loop with one internal loop
during the cycle as shown in figure 7.6 is employed for predicting more complex
responses. This input data uses an additional internal loop information in additional
to the outer loop as discussed in the earlier section 7.2.2.1. Figures 7.18, 7.19 and
7.20 show some model predictions using this input data. The model predictions
captured the outer loop responses and captured the simple and complex internal loops
(including RPM) with a closer match to the experimental data as compared to those
discussed in section 7.2.2.1 that used only the outer loop for model calibration. Thus,
the Preisach model is capable of predicting the complete inner response with only
outer loop data, although the use of a single inner loop for calibration improves the
predictions. The internal loops during the unloading stages of the model predictions
didn’t exactly match the experimental data as the model input data used only the
outer loop and loading cycle internal loop data. Hence, the outer loop and loading
cycle internal loops were predicted with reasonable fidelity.
7.2.2.3 Model Predictions using the entire outer loop and one internal loop under
loading and unloading stage as input data.
Figures 7.21 and 7.22 show some model predictions with complex internal loops
using the entire outer loop with internal loops during the loading and unloading sages
of the response as input data (as shown in figure 7.7). It is clear that these model
predictions are a close match to the experimental data when compared to earlier
predictions discussed in section 7.2.2.1 or 7.2.2.2 as more information that included
one big internal loop during loading and unloading stages along with outer loop was
used for model predictions. This thus suggests that the choice of number of Preisach
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elements and the input data used for model calibration can result in approximate or
precise predictions and thus allowing predictions tailored to the level of information
available [90].
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(a) Model prediction for 350o twist using 450o twist as
input data. Model results show a close match with the
experimental results with an average error ∼ 6.5%.
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(b) Model prediction for 225o twist using 450o twist as
input data.
Figure 7.13: Prediction for responses at 350 and 225o twist using the hysterons
generated at 450 degrees twist. The experimental results for all cases were obtained
from [116].
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Model Prediction – 1500 degrees twist
Experiemental data – 1500 degrees twist
Input data – 1800 degrees twist
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(a) Prediction of 1500otwist using 1800 twist data using the input data
as shown in figure 7.5.
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Experimental data – 900 degrees twist
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(b) Prediction of 900otwist using 1800 twist data using the input data as
shown in figure 7.5.
Figure 7.14: Figures show the prediction of lower twists 1500o and 900o using the
hysterons generated with the 1800o data as shown in figure 7.5. The predictions
show a close match with the experimental data and the outer loop is well predicted.
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Model Prediction – 1800 degrees twist
Experimental data – 1800 degrees twist
Input data – 1800 degrees twist
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(a) Prediction of 1800o twist with three loops during the loading cycle
using the input data as shown in figure 7.5.
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(b) Prediction of 1500o maximum twist with three loops during the load-
ing cycle using the input data as shown in figure 7.5.
Figure 7.15: Figures show the prediction of 1800 and 1500o twist using the hysterons
generated with the 1800o outer loops data of the simple load and unload case as shown
in figure 7.5. Using minimum information, complex responses involving internal loops
are predicted and the results show a close fit with outer loops and a good RPM
prediction.
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(a) Prediction of 1350omaximum twist with a complex loading loop using
the input data as shown in figure 7.5.
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(b) Prediction of 1350omaximum twist with complex unloading loop us-
ing the input data as shown in figure 7.5.
Figure 7.16: Figures show the prediction of 1350o maximum twist for complex loop
under loading and unloading cases using the hysterons generated with the 1800o
outer loops data of the simple load and unload case as shown in figure 7.5. The
outer loops are well represented and the complex loops with RPM prediction match
well with the experimental data.
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(a) Prediction of 1350o maximum twist with big internal loops during
loading and unloading cycles using the input data as shown in figure 7.5.
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(b) Prediction of 1350o maximum twist with complex loading and un-
loading loop using the input data as shown in figure 7.5.
Figure 7.17: Figures show the prediction of 1350o maximum twist for two different
cases that contain simple and complex loops using the hysterons generated with the
outer loops data of the simple load and unload case as shown in figure 7.5. The outer
loops are well represented and the complex loops with RPM prediction match well
with the experimental data.
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(a) Prediction of 1800o twist with big internal loops during loading and
unloading cycles using the input data as shown in figure 7.6.
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(b) Prediction of 1800o maximum twist with three loops during the load-
ing cycle using the input data as shown in figure 7.6.
Figure 7.18: Figures show the prediction of 1800o twist for two different cases with
two and three internal loops using the hysterons generated with the outer loop and
one internal loop data as shown in figure 7.6. Using the outer loop and one internal
loop information, complex responses involving more internal loops are predicted with
the results show a close match to the experimental data.
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(a) Prediction of 1800o twist with complex loop during the loading cycle
using the input data as shown in figure 7.6.
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(b) Prediction of 1800o maximum twist with complex loop during the
unloading cycle using the input data as shown in figure 7.6.
Figure 7.19: Figures show the prediction of 1800o twist for two different cases with
two and three internal loops using the hysterons generated with the outer loop and
one internal loop data as shown in figure 7.6. Using the outer loop and one internal
loop information, complex loop responses were predicted and compared against the
experimental data.
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(a) Prediction of 1350o twist with complex loops during loading and
unloading cycles using the input data as shown in figure 7.6.
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(b) Prediction of 1800o twist with complex loops during loading and
unloading cycles using the input data as shown in figure 7.6.
Figure 7.20: Figures show the prediction of 1350 and 1800o maximum twist using the
hysterons generated with the outer loop and one internal loop data as shown in figure
7.6. Using the outer loop and one internal loop information, complex loops under
loading and unloading legs of the response were predicted and compared against the
experimental data.
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(a) Prediction of 1800o twist with complex loop during the loading cycle
using the input data as shown in figure 7.7.
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(b) Prediction of 1800o twist with complex loop during the unloading
cycle using the input data as shown in figure 7.7.
Figure 7.21: Figures show the prediction of complex loops for loading and unload-
ing cases with 1800o maximum twist using the hysterons generated with the outer
loop and internal loop during loading and unloading stages as shown with full data
simulation discussed in figure 7.7.
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(a) Prediction of 1800o twist using the input data as shown in figure 7.7.
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(b) Prediction of 1350o twist using the input data as shown in figure 7.7.
Figure 7.22: Figures show the prediction of 1800o and 1350o maximum twist using
the hysterons generated with the outer loop and internal loop during loading and
unloading stages as shown with full data simulation discussed earlier in figure 7.7.
The predictions are a close match to the experimental data when compared to earlier
predictions as more information that included one big internal loop during loading
and unloading stages along with outer loop was used for model predictions.
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7.2.3 Simulation and Model Predictions for SMA Components (Wires and
Springs) at Different Temperatures
The linear assumption (a + bθ terms in the model) was used to capture the
temperature dependence of superelastic responses in SMA tension response. This
assumption is extended for the torsion loading case for prediction of responses at
different temperatures. Hence, it was assumed that the driving force doesn’t change
with temperature if compared for the “same extent of transformations (ξtor)”. The
driving force expressions are estimated for the same martensitic volume fraction ξtor
at two different temperatures θ1 and θ2.
7.2.3.1 Simulation and model predictions for SMA spring response at different
temperatures
Figures 7.23a and 7.23b shows the model prediction at temperatures 348 and
398 K using the hysterons generated with the 373 K results as the data input. The
predictions doesn’t match exactly due to the fact that extent of transformation at
373 K is different when compared to that in case of 348 or 398 K results. The springs
undergo only partial transformation from austenite to SIM at different temperatures
above Af . As seen in the experimental results from figure 2.5a, the higher the tem-
perature above Af , the lesser is the transformation from austenite to SIM and thus
lesser is hysteresis area when compared against the same maximum deformation (75
mm) of the spring. The model predictions for different temperatures could match
exactly if the superelastic responses at different temperatures are compared for the
“same extent of transformation” for each temperature case. The model predictions
at different temperatures would be over or under estimated based on the choice of
temperature that is used to generate the hysterons for prediction. It has to be noted
that hysteron parameters in this current estimation do not have to recomputed to
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predict the response at different temperatures. If one needs to predict the hystere-
sis exactly for a partially transformed case then one would have to recompute the
hysterons for the each temperature case.
7.2.3.2 Simulation and model predictions for SMA wire response at different
temperatures
Figures 7.24a and 7.24b shows the model prediction at temperatures 297 and
338 K using the hysterons generated with the 297 K results as the data input. The
experimental results at both temperatures were conducted at a frequency of 0.01
Hz obtained from [116]. The greater extent of transformation in the case of wires
is evident from the estimation of driving force–volume fraction plot as shown in
figure 3.3b when compared against corresponding estimation for springs as shown in
figure 3.2b. Parameters need not be recomputed for predicting response at different
temperatures as the same hysterons generated in the 297 K were used to estimate the
response at 338 K. With higher temperature aboveAf , the higher is the critical torque
required for transformation and thus lesser is the transformation from austenite to
SIM when compared against the same maximum deformation (450o twist). The
model predictions at higher temperatures doesn’t match exactly as the “extent of
transformation” is different in each case due to the fact both the tests were unloaded
after 450o twist [116]. Hence exact prediction of hysteresis could not be possible for
such a case.
7.2.4 Simulation of SMA Wire Response for Different Diameters
The model was also used to predict the torsional response of two different wire
diameters using the response for one diameter results as input. Chapman et al. [110]
in their recent work reported experimental data for NiTi wires under torsion for three
different diameters (viz. 0.018”, 0.02” and 0.023”) under isothermal conditions at
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Figure 7.23: Prediction for responses at temperatures 348 and 398 K using the
hysterons generated from 373 K. The prediction does not match exactly due to the
fact that extent of transformation at 373 K is different when compared to that in
case of 348 or 398 K results. (details in section 7.2.3.1). The average error for this
case was 8.7% and 5.2% for 348 and 398 K predictions respectively using hysterons
generated from 373 K trial.
296 K as shown in figure 3 of [110]. Model prediction for diameters 0.018” and 0.023”
using the model prediction at 0.02” results. Only the term “GaJ” and “GmJ” were
changed depending on the diameter of wire chosen for prediction and the remaining
model parameters were unchanged for predicting response. Figures 7.25a and 7.25b
shows the model predictions for 0.018” and 0.023” dia case using hysterons generated
in the 0.02” dia and the results show a close match. It must be pointed out that in
the experimental results reported by Chapman et al. for three different diameters
the “unloading point” selected is different for each diameter case. They claim to
have selected the “unloading points” as “limits of transformation region” for each
diameter case by testing each wire diameter specimen until failure [110]. If one
assumes complete transformation for each case, the elastic deformation of stress
induced martensite (SIM) would be different as the unloading points chosen are
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different for each diameter case (evident in figure 2 from their work [110]). This
would mean that the net hysteresis area when compared for the three diameters are
different. So the use of same hysterons might not predict the hysteresis exactly unless
“extent of transformation” in each case is the same.
Prediction of the results at different diameters is just an added feature of this
model in addition to prediction of responses at different temperatures. It must be
noted that predicting the torsional responses of different wire diameters using the
response of one wire diameter is based on the assumption that the topology of the
wire considered are the same. If a hollow and a solid wire with “equal polar moment
of inertia” were loaded to the same torque, then the “extent of transformation” in
the hollow wire would be greater compared to the solid wire as the untransformed
austentic core (due to really small shear strains) in hollow wire is no longer an issue
at higher torque levels. Hence the predicting responses for the same material at
different diameters can be generalized if the topology of the specimen is the same
and the specimens are subjected to the same “extent of transformation”. Due to
paucity of available experimental data on pure torsion for different wire diameters,
only one case discussed in the paper was verified.
Torsional response of hollow SMA tubes/springs have also been of interest lately
due the possibility that “hollow springs” could be a great way to harness SME/SE
effects as they could be heated or cooled internally (see [18, 163–169] for more dis-
cussions on hollow SMA springs/tubes and their applications).
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(a) Model simulation for 297 K using the input data at 297 K.
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(b) Model prediction for 338 K using the input data at 297 K.
Figure 7.24: Prediction for responses at 338 K using the hysterons generated at 297
K. The results for both temperatures were obtained from [116]. The average error
for this case was around 19%.
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(b) Model prediction for 0.023” diameter using the input data for 0.02”
diameter results.
Figure 7.25: Prediction for responses at different diameters 0.018” and 0.023” using
the hysterons generated at 0.02”. The experimental results for all cases were obtained
from [110]. Model results show a close match with the experimental results with an
average error ∼ 7% for both cases.
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Figure 7.26: Model prediction for the superelastic response of NiTi SMA wire at
303 K. Model prediction and experimental results show a close match. The close
match of simulation results shows the power of Preisach model since the Preisach
parameters were chosen to fit the data. Experimental results at 303K were obtained
from [132].
7.3 Pure Bending Results - Two Species
7.3.1 Simulations of NiTi SMA Wire and CuZnAl SMA Beam Response Using
Bending Moment verses Curvature Data
Figure 7.26 shows the model simulation predictions as compared with experimen-
tal results at 303 K conducted on NiTi wire. Figure 7.27 shows the model simulation
results at 308 K for CuZnAl beam as compared with the corresponding experimental
results. The model shows a good fit with the experimental results and can estimate
the hysteresis accurately for both NiTi and CuZnAl results. The close match of
simulation results shows the power of Preisach model since the Preisach parameters
were chosen to fit the data. The jaggedness in the response is due to employment of
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Figure 7.27: Model prediction for the superelastic response of CuZnAl SMA beam
tested at 308 K showing a good match. The jaggedness in the response is due to
employment of a discrete Preisach model in simulation. Experimental results at 308
K were obtained from [132].
a discrete Preisach model in simulation.
7.3.2 Prediction of Pure Bending Response of NiTi SMA Wire Response at
Different Temperatures
Figure 7.28a and figure 7.28b shows the model prediction at temperatures 323 K
and 303 K using the hysterons generated with the 323 K results as the data input.
The hysteron parameters in this current estimation do not have to recomputed to
predict the response at different temperatures. It is evident from the experimental
results, that the higher the temperature above Af , the lesser is the transformation
from austenite to SIM and thus lesser is hysteresis area when compared against the
same maximum curvature κ = 0.045 mm−1 as reported by Rejzner et al. [132]. The
NiTi wires undergo only a partial transformation from austenite to SIM at different
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temperatures above Af and thus the “extent of transformation” at 323 K is different
when compared to that of 303 K result. The model predictions for different temper-
atures could match exactly if the superelastic responses at different temperatures are
compared for the “same extent of transformation” for each temperature case. The
model predictions at different temperatures would be over or under estimated based
on the choice of temperature that is used to generate the hysterons for prediction. If
one needs to predict the hysteresis exactly for a partially transformed case then one
would have to recompute the hysterons for the each temperature case as described
earlier in section 7.3.1.
7.3.3 Prediction of Pure Bending Response of CuZnAl SMA Beam Response at
Different Temperatures
Figure 7.29a and figure 7.29b shows the model prediction at temperatures 298 K
and 308 K using the hysterons generated with the 318 K results as the data input.
It is observed from the reported experimental results at 318K and 308K, that the
specimen is subjected to a finite bending moment even at zero curvature (see figure
7 in [132]). This affects the predictions as the observed elastic behavior in CuZnAl
case is much smaller when compared to NiTi case. This can be observed in 298 K
predictions, where the elastic part of the response is over-predicted. Further, the
maximum applied curvature was in the range of 0.027 to 0.03 mm−1 for different
temperature trials reported by Rejzner et al. [132]. This suggests that the “extent
of transformation” is different for each temperature case and hence resulting in over
or under prediction of the hysteresis based on the trial (318 K experimental results
in this case) chosen to generate the hysterons for prediction of responses at other
temperatures.
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(a) Model prediction for 323 K compared with the correspond-
ing experimental data at 323 K.
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(b) Model prediction for 303 K compared with corresponding
experimental results using the data at 323 K as input. The
average error for this case between the model predictions and
experimental results was ∼ 8%.
Figure 7.28: Prediction for responses at temperatures 323 and 303 K for a NiTi
Specimen using the hysterons generated from 323 K. It must be noted that the
extent of transformation at 323 K is different when compared to that in case of 303
K. The results for both temperatures were obtained from [132] (details in section
7.3.2).
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(a) Model prediction for 298 K using the input data at 318 K.
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(b) Model prediction for 308 K using the input data at 318 K.
Figure 7.29: Prediction for responses for a CuZnAl specimen at temperatures 298
and 308 K using the hysterons generated at 318 K. The average error for both cases
between the model predictions and experimental results was ∼ 16%. The results for
both temperatures were obtained from [132].
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Figure 7.30: Model simulation for the superelastic response of SMA wire at 297
K under clockwise and anticlockwise twists. The simulation closely matches the
experimental results demonstrating the power of Preisach approach. Experimental
results were obtained from [116].
7.4 Torsion Results - Three Species
7.4.1 Simulations of SMA Spring and Wire Response Using Complete Torque
verses Angle of Twist Data
Figure 7.30 shows the model simulation for the superelastic response of SMA
wire at 297 K subjected to clockwise and anticlockwise twists. Figure 7.31 shows the
model prediction for a twinning response of SMA spring tested at 295 K. The simu-
lation closely matches the experimental results demonstrating the power of Preisach
approach. The jaggedness in the response is due to the use of a discrete Preisach
model.
The model was used to simulate responses of SMA components like springs, wires,
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Figure 7.31: Model simulation for the twinning response of SMA spring tested at
295 K showing a good match. The jaggedness in the response is due to the use of a
discrete Preisach model. Experimental results were obtained from [113].
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Figure 7.32: Model simulation for superelastic responses at different temperatures
and twinning responses of SMA springs shown in a single plot. Simulation results are
compared with corresponding experimental results and show a close match. Clock-
wise twist was assumed for all cases.
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Figure 7.33: Model simulation for superelastic responses at different temperatures
and twinning responses of SMA rods depicted in a single plot. Simulation results
show a close match when compared with corresponding experimental results. Ex-
perimental results were obtained from [162] and clockwise twist was assumed for all
cases.
rods at different temperatures for superelastic and twinning responses. Figure 7.32
shows model simulations for torsional response of SMA springs as compared with
their experimental results. Figure 7.33 shows model simulations for torsional re-
sponse of SMA rods compared with their experimental results. The advantages
of formulating the model directly in terms of experimentally measurable quantities
torque – twist is evident, as the model can be used to simulate torsional responses
of SMA components with the predictions closely matching experimental results and
thus showing the strength of Preisach approach under various test conditions.
7.4.2 Prediction of Responses of SMA Wires and Springs at Different Twists
Doaré et al. [116] performed quasi-static tests on superelastic wires at 297 K under
clockwise and anticlockwise twists for different angles of twist – 100, 350 and 450o
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Figure 7.34: Model predictions for the superelastic response of SMA wire at 297 K
under clockwise and anticlockwise twists for 350o twist. The model input are the
hysterons generated at the 450o as shown in figure 7.30. Model predictions show a
close match with the experimental results with an average error of 6%. Experimental
results were obtained from [116].
twist. For predicting responses at different twists, the model is preferably calibrated
at the maximum angle of twist and then used to predict responses at any lower
twists. Figure 7.34 shows the model predictions at 350o twist under clockwise and
anticlockwise directions using the hysterons generated at 450o twist. The assumption
here was that 450otwist data used for model calibration is the maximum possible twist
encountered by sample without failure. As discussed earlier, since under torsional
loading a fully transformed case is not possible due to really small shear strains at
the core, thus such an assumption of maximum possible twist is made. However,
specimens with a hollow cross-section can undergo complete transformation as the
untransformed core is no longer an issue. Due to paucity of available experimental
data on hollow cross-sections, the discussion is restricted to solid wires and springs
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Figure 7.35: Model predictions for the superelastic response of SMA spring under 7
N load. The model input are the hysterons generated for 8 N case. Model predictions
show a close match with the experimental results. The average error for this case
was about 6.5%. Experimental results were obtained from [113].
here.
Aguiar et al. [113] performed quasi-static experiments on SMA extension springs
under constant load conditions. Figure 7.35 shows the model prediction for supere-
lastic responses of SMA spring at 7 N using the hysterons generated for 8 N case as
input. Model predictions show a close match with the experimental results. Simi-
larly, as shown in figure 7.36, the model was used to predict twinning responses of
SMA spring at 295 K under 3.5 N load using the hysterons generated at 4 N as input.
In all the cases, none of the model parameters are recomputed as discussed in
section 6.8 earlier. Simulation of both superelastic and shape memory responses
of SMA components enables designers to use them for stroke estimation for SMA
components when used as thermal actuators in many applications.
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Figure 7.36: Model predictions for the twinning response of SMA spring at 295 K
under 3.5 N load. The model input are the hysterons generated at 4 N as shown in
figure 7.31. The average error for this case was about 14.8%. Experimental results
were obtained from [113].
7.4.3 Prediction of Complete Superelastic Responses of SMA Wire at Different
Operating Temperature
Figure 7.37 shows model prediction for an SMA wire at 338K using the hys-
terons generated at 297K as shown in figure 7.30. None of the model parameters are
recomputed as discussed in section 6.8 earlier.
It is evident from the result that the model predictions don’t show an exact
match when compared against their corresponding experimental results. This is
due to the partially transformed cases associated with torsional loading cases as
discussed in section 7.2.3.1 and 7.2.3.2. One could achieve a fully transformed case
for SMA components with hollow cross-sections as small shear strains at the core (i.e
untransformed austentic core in case of superelastic responses) is no longer an issue.
Model predictions at different temperatures for a hollow cross-section could possibly
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Figure 7.37: Model predictions for superelastic response of SMA wire at 338 K using
the hysterons generated at 297 K under clockwise and anticlockwise twists as shown
in figure 7.30. The average error for this case was around 19%. Experimental results
were obtained from [116].
be compared for a fully transformed case. However, due to paucity of experimental
data on hollow cross-sections, the discussion was restricted with SMA components
having solid cross-sections [90].
7.5 Average Error Estimation : Model Prediction verses Experimental Results
In pure torsion and bending tests, the quantity “extent of transformation” is not
experimentally measured and here this quantity is estimated using the torque–angle
of twist data or bending moment–curvature data as shown in section 3.4 i.e using
driving force – martensitic volume fraction expressions for the respective loading case.
Given the test conditions and the fact that model predictions are based on hysterons
generated from one experimental result as input data, an average error between the
model predictions and the corresponding experimental results were estimated for
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each case. The average errors were estimated using the trapezoidal integration rule
(trapz command in MATLAB R©).
Average error =
√√√√∫ (Model value− experimental value)2 dx
(
∫
Experimental value)2 dx
(7.1)
The average error is an estimate for that specific case as the model predictions could
be different depending on the hysterons generated for predictions (i.e the choice of
initial experimental data as input). The average error for each of model predic-
tions discussed in this work are highlighted in figures 7.13a, 7.23, 7.24, 7.25,7.28b,
7.29,7.34, 7.35, 7.36, 7.34 and 7.37.
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8. FUNCTIONAL DEGRADATION OF SMA COMPONENTS
8.1 Motivation and Literature Review - Functional Fatigue of SMA
With growing applications of SMA components in different engineering applica-
tions, the issue of material performance over its designed life is of great concern to
researchers lately. As pointed out as Eggeler et al. [170] numerous factors can influ-
ence the fatigue life of SMA. Factors include material chemical composition, material
impurity (i.e particle size distribution), type of loading, applied load magnitude, ex-
tent of deformation or plateau strains, processing conditions, defect accumulation,
accumulated plastic deformation, microstructure and operating temperature being
a few to list [170]. Over the years, numerous experimental data concerning SMA
fatigue under superelastic conditions and thermal cycling (mimicking shape memory
effects) have been reported. Most of the focus has been in understanding fatigue
behaviour of SMA wires (see [171–173] for detailed reviews) under tension with some
attention towards bending – rotating tests of SMA wire (see [170, 174–176] etc. for
more discussions) and functional fatigue of actuator springs (see [177–180] etc. for
more discussions).
Eggeler et al. [170] in their famous work subdivide SMA fatigue into two cate-
gories namely “structural fatigue” and “functional fatigue” (see figure 8.1). SMAs
failing like other engineering material due to repeated high cyclic mechanical loads
is classified under “structural fatigue” which is generally accompanied by defect ac-
cumulation, crack initiation (normally micro-structure controlled and growth - ge-
ometry dependent) [170,181]. However, unlike classical material systems, SMAs are
also sensitive to operating temperature fluctuations and interaction of SIM (stress
induced martensite) as observed in the case of repeated SE cycles with “cyclic strain
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and fatigue damage accumulation” that critically affects the phase transformation
abilities [170,181].
Fatigue in Shape Memory Alloys (SMA)
Structural Fatigue Functional Fatigue
• Defect Accumulation
• Crack Intitiation
• Crack Propogation
• Final Failure
• Reduced Damping capacity
• Lower Dissipated Energy
• Lower Plateau strains
• Poor shape recovery characteristics
S–N Theory
-N Theory
Energy Approach
• Wo¨hler’s diagram
• Applied stress v/s cycles to failure
• Superelastic behaviour comapred to
plastic shakedown
• Dissipated energy v/s number of cycles
• Coffin–Manson Equation
• Plastic strain accumulation v/s cycles to failure
• Strain amplitude v/s cycles to failure
Reporting Fatigue Data : Three main Approaches
(Similar to coventional materials) (Degradation – Functional properties)
Figure 8.1: Figure describes classification of SMA fatigue into two categories namely
“structural fatigue” and “functional fatigue” by Eggeler et al. [170, 181]. It also
lists the three traditional approaches (theories) of reporting fatigue data in SMA
literature primarily devoted for capturing superelastic effects (mostly mechanical
loading effects with temperature being an external control parameter).
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The traditional approach of reporting fatigue data in most of the SMA literature
(see figure 8.1) is using any of the traditional fatigue theories listed below :
1. S-N theory or Wöhler’s diagram to capture “applied stress verses cycles to
failure” plots (see [182–187] for examples).
2. ε-N theory that plot “strain amplitude verses cycles to failure” or employ
“Coffin–Manson (modified Coffin–Manson approaches in some cases)” under
low cycle fatigue cases to obtain “plastic strain accumulation verses cycles to
failure” relationships (see [188–193] etc. for examples).
3. Energy approach that develop relationships between dissipated energy verses
number of cycles under stabilized superelastic effects. Superelastic behaviour is
compared to plastic shakedown for these analysis (see [194–198] for examples).
Such empirical theories solely focus on mechanical loading effects with tempera-
ture being a external control parameter. Generally with such theories, relationships
are developed for each temperature case (see figure 14 in [182], figure 2 in [176], figure
7 in [199] for illustrations) and are limited to analysing superelastic effects. Given the
fact that thermomechanical responses of SMA are sensitive to operating temperature
fluctuations under superelastic conditions, such traditional theories are incapable of
capturing functional degradation under coupled thermomechanical cycling of SMA
components.
To capture such complex thermomechanical responses, theories considering both
mechanical and thermal effects in a single framework must be employed rather than
modifying classical fatigue theories developed for pure mechanical loading cycles.
In conventional materials like steel or aluminum, such an approach appears to be
fruitful. For example, Naderi, Khonsari and co-workers have discussed a thermody-
namic approach of using the entropy produced over specimen lifetime subjected to
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fatigue tests to analyze material degradation [200, 201]. Their approach considered
the Clausius–Duhem inequality to discuss the rate of volumetric entropy generation
that includes “mechanical dissipation due to plastic deformation, non-recoverable
internal energy and thermal dissipation owing to heat conduction” [201,202]. Using
this inequality, a quantity described as total entropy gain or fracture fatigue entropy
(FFE) is developed by integrating the inequality from time t = 0 to the time of
failure t = tf [201–203]. They proposed that FFE is material dependent but inde-
pendent of geometry, load and frequency in their discussion with material systems
like metals (stainless steel, aluminum) and some composite laminate systems like
woven glass/epoxy [201, 204]. The temperature fluctuations considered were a re-
sultant of plastic deformation of the material and further a “relationship between
normalized cycles to failure and normalized entropy generation” is assumed to be
linear to predict fatigue life of the material (see equation 5.3 in [201]). In classi-
cal materials (like most metals and alloys), the surface temperature rise at higher
stresses is a resultant of hysteresis heating and several polynomial, exponential re-
lationships to capture this temperature rise over material life have been proposed
(see figure 1 [205] for a summary of several such efforts). In most of these efforts,
the mechanical and thermal effects are decoupled and such simple relationships work
well with classical materials [205–207]. Though such approaches have a strong ther-
modynamic base, developing relationships for surface temperature rise or capturing
the “rate of volumetric entropy generation” for SMA can get quite cumbersome given
the complex hysteretic thermomechanical nature of SMA responses that are temper-
ature dependent. Further, in SMAs the mechanical and thermal effects are coupled
and influence the component functionality together. Hence, developing relationships
for plastic strain energy per cycle that capture both mechanical and thermal load-
ing effects can get quite tricky (see equation 4 in [203, 207] for some examples that
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consider only mechanical loading for aluminum and Stainless steel materials).
Motivated by Knosari & co-workers, an effort to develop a thermodynamically
based approach for characterizing functional degradation in SMA where phase tran-
sitions and associated irreversibility add an additional degree of complexity that is
not present in conventional materials is undertaken here. The approach presented
here is capable of overcoming the limitations of the FFE approach and traditional
S-N or ε-N theories for analyzing functional fatigue of SMAs.
Following the approach highlighted in section 3 which employs a two species Gibbs
potential based formulation to separate the thermoelastic and the dissipative part of
the entire SMA component response is employed here. The models were formulated
directly using experimentally measurable quantities like torque–twist or moment–
curvature with the intention of developing relationships directly at the component
level. Using thermodynamic principles, relationships for “driving force for the phase
transformation” and “extent of phase transformation” were established.
The driving force relationships would capture both mechanical and thermal load-
ing effects in the same framework with the ability to capture both shape memory and
superelastic effects using a single formulation. Hence, a plot of driving force verses
no. of cycles would play the role of a traditional S-N curve. This quantity would be
equivalent to the thermodynamical force for onset of phase transformations which
are directly responsible for the functionality of SMA components (shape changing
capability and large recoverable strains).
In case of thermally activated SMA components (mimicking shape memory ef-
fects), a drop in driving force amplitude would directly correspond to material loos-
ing its ability to undergo phase transformations which directly corresponds to loss
in functionality of SMA component. In case of superelastic effects, a relationships of
“driving force for the phase transformation” and “extent of phase transformation”
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can also be used to analyze shakedown effects under repeated SE cycles as these
relationships capture the pure dissipative part of the SE response. Designers can
use this approach as a guideline for analyzing functional degradation of SMA com-
ponents used as thermal actuators or damping elements under both shape memory
and superelastic conditions.
The application of this approach requires two steps
1. Use of a model to convert thermomechanical cycles to driving force for phase
transformation versus extent of transformation (i.e volume fraction of marten-
site).
2. Using experimental data to plot these modified variables as a function of no.
of cycles (i.e driving force amplitude verses no of cycles).
The driving force for transformation and volume fraction of martensite expres-
sions developed for tension and torsion loading cases in section 3 are provided below
for convenience.
The driving force for the phase transformation in the superelastic response of
the SMA components under tension is shown in equation 8.1. Similarly, expression
for the martensitic volume fraction evolution (ξten) using expressions 3.7 and 3.11 is
shown in 8.2 below.
Ften = σεmax − ∂Gten
∂ξten
=⇒ Ften ˙ξten = P inelten
Hence, Ften = σεmax + σ2
( 1
2EM
− 12EA
)
−B(2ξten − 1) + bθ + a
(8.1)
ξten =
ε− σ
EA
σ
EM
− σEA + 1
(8.2)
The driving force for the phase transformation for the superelastic response of the
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SMA components under pure torsion is shown in equation 8.3. The volume fraction
evolution expression ξtor obtained using equations 3.21 and 3.25 is shown in equation
8.4.
Ftor = Tφmax − ∂Gtor
∂ξtor
=⇒ Ftor ˙ξtor = P ineltor
Hence, Ftor = Tφmax + T 2
( 1
2GMJ
− 12GAJ
)
−B(2ξtor − 1) + bθ + a
(8.3)
ξtor =
φ− T
GAJ
T
GMJ
− TGAJ + 1
(8.4)
This two step procedure with experiments carried on SMA springs will be an
illustration of this approach.
8.2 Highlights : Driving Force – Volume Fraction Relationships
Some highlights of using such a thermodynamic based approach to determine Driving
force – volume fraction relationships are summarized below [64,90]:
• There is a greater connection with the thermodynamics of the response and an
added capability of simulating both load and displacement controlled experi-
ments in a single modeling framework.
• It is not necessary to use different approaches for stress and temperature driven
phase changes observed with SMA response as the driving force expression
captures both the mechanical and thermal loading in the same framework i.e
torque (T ) and operating temperature (θ) here.
• Driving force expressions 8.1 or 8.3 are the equivalent of thermodynamical
force for onset of phase transformation effect which is directly responsible for
the functionality of SMA component. A drop in driving force corresponds
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to material loosing functionality i.e material is no longer transforming and
performing its intended function. Hence, this quantity can used as a parameter
to analyze the functional degradation of SMA components.
• The volume fraction relationship can help us estimate the extent of transfor-
mation using the torque and twist as input data. This is particularly useful
in torsional loading cases as the SMA components are partially transformed.
This is due to the fact that the shear strains tends to zero at the core of the
specimen crosssection as the wire twists under torsion [90,116]. The possibility
of a fully transformed case is possible only the angle of twist asymptomatically
reaches infinity at the core prior to the component failure [90, 116]. Doaré et
al. [116] have reported experimental results on SMA wire subjected to different
degrees of twist (100, 350 and 450o twist) to illustrate this point of partial
transformation (see figure 4 in [116].) in real world applications.
• A driving force – volume fraction plot that solely captures the dissipative part
of the response can also be used to analyze shakedown effects observed with typ-
ical superleastic responses associated with SMAs. This can substitute “Energy
approach” that develop relationships between dissipated energy verses number
of cycles under stabilized superelastic effects by comparing SE behaviour to
plastic shakedown.
• With the model formulation in terms of stress–strain or torque–twist, designers
can use the model to analyze component behaviour directly as the model can
use the sensor data as inputs. Though this approach is restricted to specifically
analysing SMA components under tension or torsion loading case, it could be
extremely useful for designers in analysing the functional degradation of SMA
components.
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8.3 Thermomechanical Fatigue Tests
The following section describes the details of the test rig and test protocol de-
signed to capture the functional degradation effects. The entire test rig is entirely
using LabVIEW R© software (see figure 8.4) to execute user defined thermomechanical
tests on SMA components like NiTi extension springs.
8.3.1 Experimental Setup Description
The custom built test rig consists of an assembly of the following parts procured
from various suppliers (see figure 8.2) :
• Test Frame parts custom fabricated by 80-20 Inc R©
• SM–100N load cells and strain gauge transducer amplifier (SGA) supplied by
Interface Force Inc R©.
• Programmable power supplies PMC 5–18A and PAS 20–18A from Kikusui
America Inc R©.
• Data acquisition systems (DAQ), model USB 2416–4AO from Measurement
Computing R© and NI-myDAQ from National Instruments R©
• Brushless DC muffin fans Model OD1225–12HB from Knight Electronics (Orion
Fans)
• Triple Output power supply CPS 250 from Tektronix for controlling muffin fan
speed
• End hooks and extension rods from Mark–10 R©
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Main Frame
Hieght
Adjustable Rod
Adjustable top frame
with Linear bearing
Coolings Fans with
power supply regulator
100 N Load Cell with Signal
Conditioner
Data Acquistion
Systems (DAQ)
Programmable
Power Supplies
Specimen with attached
thermocouple
Computer running
LabVIEW Program
Figure 8.2: Custom built thermomechanical fatigue test rig controlled entirely using
LabVIEW R© software to execute user defined thermomechanical test protocols. More
details of the setup in section 8.3.1.
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Figure 8.3: Thermal cycle adopted to simulate shape memory effect to ensuring
complete M↔A transformations. More details in section 8.3.2.
Figure 8.4: Snapshot of LabVIEW R© program front panel used to create user defined
thermomechanical cycles as described in figure 8.3. More details on the LabVIEW R©
program are available in Appendix A.
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The test frame consists of two vertical columns mounted on a base plate. A
movable upper crosshead supported by a linear bearing attachment and a lower
fixed crosshead are positioned between the two vertical columns as shown in 8.2.
The upper frame is supported by a linear bearing attachment for proper positioning
on the vertical column based on specimen gauge length selected. Height adjustable
extension rods with end hooks are employed for positioning specimen. The load
cells are positioned between the lower frame and the base plate with the load cell
axis co-linear with specimen loading axis. The load cell’s output is connected to the
strain gauge transducer amplifiers (SGA) for a 0–10 V analog input (AI) control as
suggested by supplier (see section A for more details). The output from SGA are
connected to a differential AI channels of DAQ for continuous measurements using
LabVIEW R© software. Programmable power supplies were employed for resistive
heating of the test specimen (i.e passing DC through the specimen) with the test
leads connected between the hooks holding the test specimen (see section A for more
details). The power supplies are programmed to run in a “constant current mode
(CC)” using an 0–10 V external voltage source as defined by user in the LabVIEW R©
program. DC muffin fans are employed for specimen cooling controlled by constant
voltage external power supply. “K-type” thermocouples were used to continuously
record specimen temperature as a function of time using DAQ and LabVIEW R©
program. More details on the LabVIEW program are available in A.
8.3.2 Thermal Cycle Definition
In order to simulate shape memory effect, a thermal cycle as shown in figure 8.3 is
employed to ensure (M→A) and (A→M) transformations. A thermal cycle of 60s is
divided into two segments – a 30s heating cycle followed by a 30s cooling cycle. Due
to high resistance of Ni-Ti, cooling fans are employed for forced convection cooling of
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specimen especially during the cooling cycle. Using these thermal cycles repeatedly,
one can simulate SME and capture the functional degradation of the test specimen
held under constant deformation. The breakup of the heating and cooling cycles are
given below :
1. Ramp Up Time - A part of the heating cycle where a peak current of 3.5
amps is reached in a time interval of 10s. The peak current is selected such that
the temperature of the specimen is well above Af to ensure complete (M→A)
transformation.
2. Upper Hold Time - A part of heating cycle where a hold time of 20s is
provided at the peak current of 3.5 amps to ensure complete (M→A) transfor-
mation of the test specimen.
3. Ramp Down Time - A part of cooling cycle where a gradual drop from 3.5
back to 0 amps is achieved. This segment is the mirror of ramp up time.
4. Lower Hold Time - A part of cooling cycle where a hold time of 20s is
employed to ensure the temperature of the specimen is below Mf to ensure
complete (A→M) transformation.
8.3.3 Material and Test Methodology
SMA actuator extension springs were obtained from Images SI Inc with compo-
sition details of 55.91 % Nickel, balance Titanium with trace elements < 0.25% as
provided by supplier [208]. The SMA wire was 30 to 40% cold worked before shape
setting it into extension springs. The transformation temperature of interest Af as
reported by the supplier was around 325 K. The spring specifications are as follows.
• Mean coil diameter of the spring “Dm” = 5.5 mm
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• Wire diameter “d” = 0.754 mm
• Spring Index “Cm” = 7.3
• Free length “Lf” = 26.8 mm
• Number of active coils “n” = 20.
The springs were predeformed to 75 or 100 mm stroke and held between the
hooks as shown in figure 8.2. The springs are subjected to repeated thermal cycles
as defined in figure 8.3. For every cycle, load cell and thermocouple sensor readings
are continually recorded as a function of time using the data acquisition system
(DAQ) and LabVIEW R© program. The predefromed springs are martensitic at the
start of the test. During the heating cycle, the springs contract thus generating a
recovery force which is measured by load cell continuously. The springs relax back
to their original predeformed configuration at the end of the cooling cycle.
8.4 Results and Discussions
The same driving force – volume fraction relationship expressions can be used
to analyze functional degradation of components under both shape memory and
superelastic effects.
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(a) Thermal cycles at different currents peak current using profile
described in figure 8.3. Plot showing temperature vs. time for 10
thermal cycles.
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(b) The equivalent torque vs time plots for 10 thermal cycles. Clear
increase in peak recovery/pull forces with increasing currents.
Figure 8.5: SMA spring S1 was predeformed to 75 mm stroke and thermally cycled
at different peak currents. Corresponding temperature vs time ; torque vs time plots
are shown in the subfigures.
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(a) Thermal cycles at different currents peak current using profile
described in figure 8.3. Plot showing temperature vs. time for 10
thermal cycles.
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(b) The equivalent torque vs time plots for 10 thermal cycles. Clear
increase in peak recovery/pull forces with increasing currents.
Figure 8.6: SMA spring S2 was predeformed to 75 mm stroke similarly to the one
described in 8.5 and thermally cycled at different peak currents. Corresponding
temperature vs time ; torque vs time plots are shown in the subfigures.
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(a) Thermal cycles at different currents peak current using profile
described in figure 8.3. Plot showing temperature vs. time for 10
thermal cycles.
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(b) The equivalent torque vs time plots for 10 thermal cycles. Clear
increase in peak recovery/pull forces with increasing currents.
Figure 8.7: SMA spring S3 was predeformed to 100 mm stroke and thermally cycled
at different peak currents. Corresponding temperature vs time ; torque vs time plots
are shown in the subfigures.
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(a) Thermal cycles at different currents peak current using profile
described in figure 8.3. Plot showing temperature vs. time for 10
thermal cycles.
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(b) The equivalent torque vs time plots for 10 thermal cycles. Clear
increase in peak recovery/pull forces with increasing currents.
Figure 8.8: SMA spring S4 was predeformed to 100 mm stroke similarly to the
one described in 8.7 and thermally cycled at different peak currents. Corresponding
temperature vs time ; torque vs time plots are shown in the subfigures.
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8.4.1 Response of SMA Spring Under Thermomechanical Loading
Predeformed springs were used to study the SMA spring recovery/pull force re-
sponse for 10 repeated thermoemchanical cycles as described in figure 8.3 with dif-
ferent peak currents. Two springs were predeformed to 75 mm stroke and two other
springs were predeformed to 100mm stroke. All these springs were subjected to ther-
mal cycles described in figure 8.3 with different peak currents of 1 amp, 1.5 amps,
2 amps, 2.5 amps, 3 amps and 3.5 amps. These different currents cause resistive
heating and the springs reach different temperatures. If the temperatures reach As,
it causes the predeformed springs to transform to austenite and generate a recovery
force. With higher currents/temperatures, one would expect higher recovery pull
forces.
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the SMA springs S1 and S2 predeformed to 75 mm
stroke and subjected to different peak currents. The corresponding temperature vs
time ; torque vs time plots indicate clear increase in peak recovery/pull forces with
increasing currents.
Figures 8.7 and 8.8 show the corresponding plots for predeformed springs S3 and
S4 with 100 mm stroke.
8.4.2 Thermal Cycling of SMA Springs – Mimicking SME
The sensor data collected over the specimen lifetime of the tested samples are
used as inputs in equation 8.3 to capture the driving force variation for further
analysis. Figure 8.9 shows the driving force variation over thermal cycles defined in
8.3 for one sample predeformed for 75 mm stroke. Figure shows the driving force
drop over number of cycles indicating loss of functionality. It is also clear the driving
force amplitude for each cycle reduces with increasing number cycles. This has been
illustrated in figure 8.10 where the driving force amplitude against the number of
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cycles.
In order to understand this further, multiple samples were tested with the same
starting driving force. The driving force is a combination of load and temperature.
Multiple combinations of load and temperature can lead to a common starting driving
force. Using results in section 8.4.1, two combinations of load–temperature were
selected to conduct repeated cyclic tests (solid and broken lines representing different
combinations). All these tests were overlapped on the same plot to analyze the
degradation trend. Figure 8.12 shows a semilog plot of driving force vs number
of cycles with different spring samples starting with relatively same driving force
amplitude. Samples with same starting driving force amplitudes show reasonably
similar pattern in functional degradation over number of thermomechanical cycles.
The quantity driving force would be the thermodynamical force equivalent for
onset of phase transformations which are directly responsible for the functionality of
SMA components (shape changing capability and large recoverable strains). Hence
a drop in driving force amplitude would directly correspond to material loosing its
ability to undergo phase transformation which directly corresponds to loss in func-
tionality of SMA component. Since multiple combinations of load and temperature
can yield with same driving force amplitude, this quantity could be a true represen-
tation of the phase transforming ability and subsequently capturing damage in SMA
components. Since this quantity capture both the mechanical and thermal effects in
a single framework, hence, this quantity can be used by designers as a guideline for
analyzing functional degradation of SMA components. For example, designers can
fix a threshold where if the driving force amplitude drops to 80% of its initial value
then the component has lost its functionality and needs replacement. This plot can
be useful in designing SMA components like springs, wires or tubes in automotive,
aerospace and biomedical applications that use them as thermal actuators due to
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their ability to deliver large working strokes [8, 18,24,26,50,56–58].
8.4.3 Shakedown Analysis – SE
Eggeler and co-workers [170, 209] conducted repeated pull-pull superelastic tests
on SMA flat specimens at 294 K. Driving force – volume fraction expressions 8.1 – 8.2
or 8.3 – 8.4 can used to capture the pure dissipative part of the superelastic response
as the thermoelastic part was separated out. Figure 8.11 shows the stress–strain
converted to corresponding driving force – volume fraction plots that capture pure
dissipative part of the superelastic response. The figure clearly shows a decrease
in driving force – volume fraction area with increasing cycles demonstrating the
shakedown effects and which directly corresponds to reduced dissipative ability of
the SMA component. This plot can be particularly useful for designers in analyzing
functionality of SMA components like large SMA springs, beams that are employed
as damping elements in bridges, buildings and also in seismic resisting systems due
to their excellent energy dissipation and re-centering capabilities [20,43–46,55].
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Figure 8.9: Driving Force variation over thermal cycles defined in figure 8.3. The drop
in driving force drop over number of cycles clearly indicating loss of functionality.
The amplitude also reduces with increasing cycles.
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Figure 8.10: Driving Force amplitude as a function of cycles that can used to analyze
functional degradation of SMA components. A drop of Driving force indicates that
the material is no longer transforming and loosing its functionality.
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(a) Stress–strain data for 12 deformation cycles.
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(b) Corresponding Driving force – volume fraction plot capturing
pure dissipative part
Figure 8.11: Figure shows stress–strain converted to corresponding driving force –
volume fraction plots using equation set 8.1 and 8.2 that capture pure dissipative part
of the superelastic response. Figure clearly shows a decrease in driving force – volume
fraction area with increasing cycles which directly corresponds to reduced dissipative
ability of the SMA component. Experimental data obtained from [170,209].
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Figure 8.12: Figure shows the functional degradation of various samples starting
relatively at the same driving force amplitude. The solid lines indicate one partic-
ular combination of load and temperature case. The dotted lines indicate another
combination load–temperature combination with the same starting driving force am-
plitude. Samples with same starting driving force amplitudes show reasonably similar
pattern in functional degradation over number of thermomechanical cycles.
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Experiments on SMA Components Like Wires and Springs
• Thermally responsive SMA demonstrate interesting properties like superelas-
ticity (SE) where typically exhibit complex, nonlinear hysteretic response and
understanding their coupled thermomechanical responses is of critical impor-
tance for both researchers and application developers.
• SMA component responses are also affected by alloy composition, thermo-
mechanical processing history, changes in operating temperature and loading
rates.
• SMA components are tested under tension (wires) and torsional (wires and
springs) loading cases with the purpose of elucidating the internal loop re-
sponses both during loading and unloading. The effect of operating tempera-
ture is also investigated.
• These experiments also allows designers to get an insight into behavior of in-
ternal loops and analyze “return point memory (RPM) or sink point memory
(SPM)” aspects of the hysteretic response. RPM and SPM play an impor-
tant role in design as it provides important information on the ability of SMA
components to return back to its original unloading point upon completion
of a smaller hysteretic loop. SMA components showing a “good RPM/SPM
characteristics” is indicative of minimal residual/irreversible deformations af-
ter they were subjected to repeated complete or partial transformations during
applications.
• From an application standpoint, improved understanding of torsional responses
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under partial or fully transformed cases with internal loops is of particular
importance as in many cases the entire response is utilized and only a partial
internal loop might be of significance
9.2 Conclusions for Two Species Thermodynamic Preisach Approach
• The goal of this work was in developing simple strength of materials based
models and tools for superelastic shape memory alloys (SMA) under tension,
torsion and bending loading conditions.
• The key idea here is of separating the thermoelastic and the dissipative part
of the hysteretic response using Gibbs potential and thermodynamic princi-
ples. The dissipative part of the response is accounted for using a discrete
Preisach model. Such an approach combines the physics and elegance of the
thermodynamic based approach with the algorithmic efficiency/simplicity of
the Preisach model and thus providing an effective way in predicting complex
hysteretic responses of SMA components like wires, beams and springs.
• The models are constructed based directly on experimentally measurable quan-
tities like torque and angle of twist, bending moment–curvature etc., rather
than solving for non-homogeneous shear stresses, strains directly across the
wire cross-section (especially for torsion and bending loading cases).
• The modeling approach can simultaneously include both thermal and mechan-
ical loading in the same framework with the capability of simulating both load
and displacement controlled experiments. Further, it allows for easy handling
of temperature variations observed in superelastic responses of SMA in addi-
tion to capturing complex internal loops. The model predictions were used
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to predict SMA component responses at different operating temperatures or
twists.
• The use of a discrete Preisach model to capture the hysteretic part of the re-
sponse, one can do an approximate or a precise prediction by controlling the
use of number of Preisach elements and the input data used for model calibra-
tion. This way one doesn’t have to choose different functions for simulating
approximate or fine predictions and thereby saving computational time.
• The modeling approach can capture complex hysterestic responses with mul-
tiple internal loops with ease. In addition, it can capture temperature depen-
dence of responses with reasonable ease.
• An approximate response prediction could be beneficial for design purposes but
a more precise prediction is essential from the control systems standpoint. Pre-
diction of torque v/s angle of twist, moment verses curvature responses of SMA
components directly could greatly facilitate designers in designing components
for various engineering applications.
9.3 Conclusions for Three Species Thermodynamic Preisach Approach –
Capturing the Complete Torsional Response
• Extending the two species thermodynamic Preisach modeling approach, a model
to capture the complete torsional response of SMA components like wires, rods
and springs under both superelastic and shape memory effects is formulated
by combining thermodynamics principles along with discrete Preisach models.
• The key idea was in employing a three species Gibbs potential based formu-
lation to separate the thermoelastic response from its dissipative response for
both superelastic and twinning responses.
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• The three species considered were austenite and two martensite variants under
clockwise and anticlockwise rotations thus enabling the prediction of responses
under both twisting directions.
• The proposed approach allows a greater connection with the thermodynamics of
the response and an added capability of simulating both load and displacement
controlled experiments in a single modeling framework.
• The model results were compared with experimental results for wires, bars and
springs showing a close match with an average error being < 15% for most
predictions.
9.4 Conclusions for Thermodynamic Force Approach for Analyzing Functional
Degradation of SMA Components
• With growing applications of SMA, the issue of material performance over
its designed life is of great concern to researchers lately. In order to analyze
SMA component performance under coupled thermomechanical effects, the-
ories considering both mechanical and thermal effects in a single framework
must be employed rather than modifying classical fatigue theories developed
for capturing pure mechanical loading effects. This approach can substitute
traditional fatigue theories like S–N or ε–N which primarily use mechanical
loading effects with temperature being an external control parameter.
• Using the modeling approach earlier, relationships for “thermodynamic driving
force for the phase transformation” and “extent of phase transformation” were
employed depending on the loading scenario. The thermodynamic driving force
is the equivalent of thermodynamical force for onset of phase transformation
effect which is directly responsible for the functionality of SMA component.
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• A custom designed thermomechanical fatigue test rig was used perform user
defined repeated thermomechanical tests on SMA springs. The data from these
tests serve both to calibrate the model and establish “thermodynamic driving
force for the phase transformation” and “extent of phase transformation” rela-
tionships for SMA springs.
• A drop in driving force corresponds to material loosing functionality i.e material
is no longer transforming and performing its intended function. Hence, this
quantity can used as a parameter to analyze the functional degradation of SMA
components. Further, the volume fraction relationship can help us estimate the
extent of transformation (i.e amount of martensite) and a drop from its initial
value corresponds to portions (islands) of material not contributing into phase
transformation.
• A driving force – volume fraction plot that solely captures the dissipative part
of the response can also be used to analyze shakedown effects observed with typ-
ical superelastic responses associated with SMAs. This can substitute “Energy
approach” that develop relationships between dissipated energy verses num-
ber of cycles under stabilized superelastic effects by comparing SE behavior to
plastic shakedown.
• Designers can set appropriate driving force thresholds and use this approach
as a guideline for analyzing functional degradation of SMA components used
as thermal actuators or damping elements under both shape memory and su-
perelastic conditions.
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The following topics need attention
10.1 Experimental Data on SMA Components
1. SMA demonstrate complex, nonlinear hysteretic responses under different load-
ing conditions. SMA components under pure bending with complex internal
loops is not well understood. SMAs tend to demonstrate tension–compression
asymmetry as the martensite variants under compression are different than
those formed under tension loading cases. For this, better understanding of
SMA component responses under compression and bending are important.
2. SMA components might be subjected to combined loading cases (like tension–
torsion). Internal loop responses under these combined loading cases must be
investigated for different SMA geometries (wires, tubes and rods) to better
understand their hysteretic responses. The present literature mainly focuses
on outer loop response for wires and tubes.
3. Many operating conditions can influence the mechanical response of SMA com-
ponents. Factors like material composition, operating temperature, type of
heating like air/water/oil/resistive (direct or indirect), rate of heating/cooling,
loading rates etc. could influence the overall hysteretic response. Researchers
might need prior information for the effect of such factors while designing SMA
components that are subjected to repeated loading and unloading cycles under
different application scenarios.
4. With regard to SMA springs in particular, additional geometry factors like
wire diameter, wire topology(tube/solid), spring index and coil angles also
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affect their mechanical response. The role of these factors must be accounted
by designers and investigated in depth.
5. The prior thermomechanical processing history, heat treatment conditions like
shape setting temperature, heating/cooling rates, heating/cooling techniques
and soaking times also greatly affect the mechanical properties of SMAs. Ex-
perimental data investigating such factors would play a pivotal role in better
designing SMA components for engineering applications.
10.2 Extension of Thermodynamic Preisach Modeling Approach
1. The thermodynamic Preisach approach provides an effective way to capture
complex hysteretic responses with the effect the operating temperature being
easily accounted for in the model. Extending this modeling approach to cap-
ture combined loading effects, loading rates with complex internal loops could
greatly help designers investigate more complex design cases.
2. Finite element implementation of thermodynamic Preisach models under dif-
ferent loading cases with standard FE packages like ANSYS R© or ABAQUS R©
could help designers in analyzing SMA components under different loading
cases easily.
3. Integrating these models with commercial multibody dynamic packages like
MSC ADAMS R© could help designers simulates mechanisms that use SMA com-
ponents like wires, springs or rods. These simulations could give first hand
information on the feasibility studies of mechanisms.
10.3 Analyzing Functional Degradation of SMA Components
1. The issue of material performance over its designed life is of great concern to
researchers. As pointed out by Eggeler et al. [170], factors such as material
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chemical composition, material impurity (i.e particle size distribution), type
of loading, applied load magnitude, extent of deformation or plateau strains,
processing conditions, defect accumulation, accumulated plastic deformation,
microstructure and operating temperature affect the fatigue life of SMA com-
ponents. Experiments investigating each of these factors could help designers
better predict the fatigue life of SMA components before catastrophic unin-
tended failures during service
2. Using these advanced experimental results, damage models that allow better
understanding of functional degradation of SMA components must be devel-
oped. These models could provide useful information to designers.
10.4 Designing SMA Compenents for Applications
Given the complex nature of SMA component response, designing SMA devices
for different application is not a trivial task. It is not possible to design SMA ac-
tuators without integrating SMA material behavior, mechanics (models) and design
(mechanisms) knowledge. Developing design philosophies that allow better under-
standing of their coupled thermomechanical responses is of critical importance for
both researchers and application developers. SMA components tend to show poor
fatigue life’s at strains > 3%, hence clever linear to rotary mechanisms, stroke am-
plification mechanisms could greatly help application developers.
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APPENDIX
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP DETAILS
LOAD CELL CONNECTIONS
The load cells contain a full-bridge wheatstone bridge circuit with each leg having
a resistance of 350 ohms. As shown in figure A.1, the preferred excitation voltage
across the terminal is 10 VDC and the corresponding strain gauge output is tapped
and supplied to J2 terminal of the signal conditioner (also known as SGA - strain
gauge amplifier). The role of the signal conditioner is in converting the strain gauge
input (i.e output of load cell) to a voltage or current output as desired. The output
from the signal conditioner is fed to the data acquisition system as a 0-10V analog
input signal. Following the procedure provided by supplier [210], the 100N load cells
are calibrated for a 0-10V DC signal and the load cell responses are recorded as a
function of time in the LabVIEW R© program. Here the calibration factor is 10(i.e
0V is equivalent to 0N and 10V is equivalent to 100N). Further details on Load cell
construction and calibration procedures can be found at suppliers website [211]
POWER SUPPLY CONNECTIONS
For PMC 18-5A power supply, the settings on the front panel for all the switches
are shown in figure A.2 to ensure external user control. Connections between pins
#15 and #17 of the J2 connector located on the back panel of the power supply
are made to the positive and the ground terminals of the data acquisition system
(DAQ) respectively. An analog output channel is selected for this connection between
J2 connector and DAQ to ensure functioning of the power supply under constant
current(CC) mode under an external voltage source 0-10V as shown in figure A.2.
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For PAS 20-18A power supply, the “CONFIG” settings on the front panel are set
to “0100” for a constant current model functioning under an external voltage source
0-10V. Connections between pins #1 and #5 of the J1 connector located on the back
panel of the power supply are made to the positive and the ground terminals of the
data acquisition system (DAQ) respectively. An analog output channel of the DAQ
is selected for this connection between J1 connector and DAQ to ensure functioning
of the power supply under constant current(CC) mode under an external voltage
source 0-10V as shown in figure A.3.
LABVIEW R© CODE DESCRIPTION
Figure A.4 and A.5 shows the entire LabVIEW R© code used to execute user defined
thermomechanical cycles on SMA springs.
The important aspects of the LabVIEW R© program are :
1. Analog Output Signal – A thermal cycle created by user as shown in figure
8.3 is exported as a an Analog Output (AO) signal from the LabVIEW R© code.
The AO signal here is same for both the power supplies. The power supplies
are programmed to run in a “Constant Current Mode (CC)” using an 0–10V
external voltage source as defined by user in the LabVIEW R© program. Once
the user input the required times for different sectors of the thermal signal,
then LabVIEW R© build an array for the entire signal and exports it as a 0–10V
AO signal to the power supplies. The power supplies respond to this signal
and deliver the requires current in CC mode.
2. Analog Input Signals – For every thermal cycle as shown in figure 8.3, the
data acquisition acquires Analog Input (AI) signals from the sensors i.e Load
Cells and thermocouples as a function of time. The load cells are calibrated
to provide voltages 0 to 10V for the corresponding load acquisitions. The
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thermocouples provide a continuous realtime surface temperature information
of the springs.
3. Data Analysis – Sometimes the acquired data might need some filtering de-
pending on the background noise present in the experimental setup/data ac-
quisition system. Appropriate filters might be selected to attenuate the noise
and acquire useful data. For this study a band pass filter of 55Hz was used to
cliff off frequency information greater than 60Hz resulting due to AC supply.
However, the raw unfiltered data was used for all calculations.
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Figure A.1: 100N Load Cell : Diagram showing connections between load cell and
strain gauge transducer amplifier (SGA). Output from SGA is exported to DAQ as
an Analog Input Channel
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Figure A.2: PMC 18-5A Power Supply : J1 terminal switch settings and J2 terminal
wiring diagram for a CC mode operation with connections to DAQ. LabVIEW R©
program directs the power supply through an analog output channel connection
between DAQ and power supply.
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Figure A.3: PAS 20-18A Power Supply : J1 terminal wiring diagram for a CC mode
operation with connections to DAQ. LabVIEW R© program directs the power supply
through an analog output channel connection between DAQ and power supply.
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